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Chapter 1

Introduction

Biological tissues need to display a robust architecture and resistance towards stress, but
at the same time they exhibit great compliancy during morphogenesis[1]. These seem
like contradictory properties, but are the basis of cell homeostasis. Collective cell motion
underlies the development of tissues within both plant and animals, and is necessary for
embryonic organization and organ formation. Cancer migration and invasion has been
found to occur in different ways, with both collective and individual invasion possible[2].
Metastasis is responsible for 90% of all cancer related death[3], but our knowledge on
the subject is still lacking. It is not known why some cells are metastatic and invasive
while others are not, and wether this property is in fact reversible[4] .

The projects to be presented in this thesis concern flow dynamics in confluent mono-
layers, with focus on divisions; mechanical properties of cells in suspension; viscoelastic
properties within the cell, and nematics of migrating cancer cell tissue. The primary focus
has been on cancerous breast epithelial cells, but with supporting results from pancre-
atic and colorectal cancers. All of the mentioned projects have been put in relation to
the invasive potential of the cancer cells, and their morphology. Together with theoretical
models, we have tried to give insight into distinguishable features of benign cancers ver-
sus malignant cancer. Though chemical signalling pathways are significant in relation to
migration and division, we have primarily focused on the mechanical aspects.

This thesis is intended as a summary of the main results of the research projects.
The biological background is introduced in chapter 2, chapter 3 describes the main meth-
ods, while chapters 4-7 are the respective research projects previously mentioned. Each
chapter contains an introduction to the methods, an overview of the results, and conclud-
ing remarks or a discussion on future directions of the project. An overall summary of
conclusions and future outlook of the project is given in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Biological and Theoretical Background

The primary focus of this thesis is on cancer cells of different invasive potential, and char-
acterization of inherent properties that differ between non-invasive and invasive strains of
similar origin. To understand our motivation we will outline some of the main aspects of
cancer cells, especially in respect to their survival and spreading. This background intro-
duction will briefly recap important knowledge regarding cancer dynamics as a classical
biological system, but also in relation to computational models present in literature.

2.1 Cell biology

Cells are the building blocks of all living organisms, and in order to understand cancer
we have to start off with its precurser; the normal healthy mammalian cell. The mam-
malian cell is eukaryotic, which means that it has membrane encased organelles. Major
features of the cell can be seen in Figure 2.1. The fluid-like cytosol and the internal or-
ganelles comprise the cytoplasm. This is separated from the surrounding environment
by the plasma membrane. Inside the cell and lining the plasma membrane is a complex
system of proteins (filaments and molecules) known as the cytoskeleton, and they extend
throughout the cytoplasm. The three most common types of cytoskeletal filaments are
the intermediate filaments (mechanical strength), microtubulus, and actin filaments. They
control cell shape, internal transportation, and interaction with the external environment.
The actin network is abundant near the plasma membrane, and can remodel and create
protrusions. This is done in cooperation with extra cellular matrix (ECM) proteins, from
which collagen is the most common in human tissue. The cell uses protrusions, called
filopodia, to investigate surrounding areas and for guidance during migration. The cy-
toskeleton is also responsible for intracellular transport and drives chromosomal separa-
tion during division. Besides generating stability in the cell, the cytoskeleton also controls
polarity. This is important in cell migration, as polarity can direct cell motion[5]. Eucary-
otic cells store their hereditary information, DNA, within the internal compartment called
the nucleus. DNA is transcribed into RNA and translated into proteins which regulate
processes within the cell. Inheritance of the genetic code is ensured by DNA replication.

3



4 2. Biological and Theoretical Background

The flow of genetic information within the cell (transcription and translation), is known as
the central dogma.[3]

Figure 2.1: The major features of mammalian cell. Adapted from Ball et al. [6].

The two major types of cells in the human body are the epithelial and endothelial
cells. Endothelial tissues line our vasculature and are exposed to intracellular stresses
due to the laminar blood flow[7]. The fluid shear results in endothelial cell body alignment.
Epithelial cells line all other exposed surfaces in the body both within (mouth, lungs) and
externally (skin). Their tight intercellular interactions and adhesions ensure mechanical
support of the enclosed tissue.[3]

2.1.1 Cell division

Cells grow and divide by mitosis, which is the process in which one cell splits (cytokinesis)
into two daughter cells. Divison entails a complete reorganization of the cell cytoskeleton,
which for fibroblast can take up to an hour[3], while Drosophilia embryo have been shown
to undergo rearrangement within less than five minutes. The main features of the cell
cycle are essentially the same in all eucaryotes. For different phases there are distinct
biochemical signals that have made it possible to analyze specific time-points of the cell
cycle[8].

A study from 2014 by Rossen et. al., revealed long distance correlations in endothe-
lial tissue movement around dividing cells[9]. They found that a single aligned division
created rotational patterns (vorticity, see section §3.3) detectable up to three cell diam-
eters away from the site of mitosis, as can be seen on the images in Figure 2.2. This
is a testament to the tight cooperative function that exists within our cell tissue, and is
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relevant for the project described in chapter 4.
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Figure 2.2: Long distance patterns induced by divisions in endothelial tissue as discovered by Rossen
et al. [9]. 100 images have been averaged with a centered aligned division, and fields depicted are 30
minutes after division in (a) cartesian coordinates and (b) polar coordinates. (c,d) show the corresponding
fields as found via simulations, (c) in cartesian coordinates and (d) in polar coordinates. The solid line and
dashed lines denote the distances of one, two and three cell diameters away. The scale bar is 80 mm.
Adapted from Rossen et al. [9]

2.2 Cancer Pathogenesis

Cell homeostasis is upheld by certain pathways that ensure that cells with severe mal-
functions are terminated (apoptosis). Mutations are a natural phenomenon in the DNA,
but are most often repaired or are not critical to the overall cell function. Accumulation of
multiple mutations or mutations in significant coding regions can lead to terminal malfunc-
tions. Cells with uncontrolled proliferation are known as cancers. Malignant cells have
the ability to disseminate to secondary sites, and create new tumors[10]. Carcinomas are
by far the most common types of cancer in humans, and stem from epithelial tissue[11].
Cancers originating from different cell types give rise to fundamentally different diseases,
as they retain traits from their original state. Metastasis is rare in some tissues while
prevalent in others. Besides uncontrolled proliferation, cancer cells are often also more
resistant to apoptosis allowing the cells to have abnormal survival capabilities[3].

2.2.1 Migration and invasion

Though the abnormal proliferation rate of cancer cells is destructive to surrounding tissue
and organs, a solid tumor can most often be easily removed when detected. The risk of
mortality is highly related to whether the cells can metastasize to secondary tumor sites,
and if they have done so prior to detection of the primary tumor. It has been a com-
mon conception, that the invasive potential is an evolutionary step in cancer progression.
In recent studies it has become increasingly clear that invasive cells are present from
early stages of cancer, and that the property is possibly prevalent in specific subgroup
of the tumor cells[4]. The first step in metastasis, is for the cells to break free from the
constraints that keep normal tissue in place. Though the underlying mechanisms are not
well understood, it is quite certain disruption of normal cell adhesion is necessary. In gen-
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eral, normal healthy cells are highly connective and cooperative, while cancer cells have
been shown to have lower intercellular adhesion. Modes of migration, whether single
cell or collective[12, 13, 2], were originally defined according to observed morphological
patterns[14]. Transition from round epithelial to elongated mesenchymal (EMT) is often
associated with loss of adhesion and thereby greater motility. This is a dynamic transition
known to occur during embryonic development, but also classically related to invasive
cancer cells[15]. Nowadays, it is clear that single cell mesenchymal invasion, single cell
amoeboid invasion, and collective invasion are among some of the possible pathways
observed in tumor progression[2]. When chemical gradients (fx growth factors) guide cell
migration and invasion[16], it is called chemotaxis. Kenotaxis is the general collective mi-
gration of cells into a cell-free void[17]. Biochemical signaling pathways related to cancer
cell migration have been reported, but it is also becoming apparent that mechanical ques
may play a role as cells have been observed to migrate in the direction of minimal stress
[18, 19]. An interesting hypothesis regarding collective motility concerns whether there
are leader cells directing the cell colony motility. Poujade et al. [20] found within a colony
of migrating kidney cells (MDCK cells), that leader cells were identifiable at the rim of mi-
grating monolayers. Leader cells are believed to actively drive the migratory movement
within cell colonies[21].

There are different ways to investigate the kenotaxis of cell colonies. A simple way is
by using wound assays which can be performed in different ways. In a classical wound
scratch assay, one grows a confluent tissue, in which a scratch is created mechanically
using a pipette tip, see Figure 2.3 (a). Creating the scratch damages cells at the border,
and quite likely triggered stress pathway responses, which might affect the migratory
properties of cells. Other motility assays include transmembrane assays and exclusion
zone assays[22]. The latter is a way of minimizing the traumatic side effects from scratch
assays. Together with other approaches using stensil, the exclusion assay, allows cell
migration into cell free areas without directly triggering biochemical pathways. Another
such approach is with the use of removable culture inserts. The insert is easily attached
to the surface of the plastic well, and is constructed with a well-defined 500 µm cell-free
gap between two reservoirs for cell seeding, see Figure 2.3 (b). After insert removal, the
cells migrate to close the gap.

2.2.2 Microenvironment and cell cultures

In mammalian cells, growth is dependent on extracellular signals from other cells (growth
factors), and is often also coordinated within the tissue. The development of a tumor in
vivo is highly dependent on the supporting connective tissue as the vasculature is sig-
nificantly different than in normal tissues. Tumors stimulate blood vessel growth (angio-
genesis), and the resulting increased flow of nutrients promotes tumor growth. Scientists
often study cells by harvesting normal tissue or tumors and growing them in plasic culture
dishes. This has to be done under the right conditions in respect to nutrients, temper-
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of two different approaches to a wound healing assay. (a) Scratch wound healing
assay. You mechanically create a scratch in the confluent cell monolayer using a pipette tip or razor.
(b)Wound healing assay using a culture insert. Cells are seeded using into an insert with two reservoirs,
which creates a cell-free cap of 500 mm.

ature, and CO2 concentration. When normal cells are grown in culture dishes they will
create adhesions to the surface, and proliferate until they form a confluent monolayer.
At this point, density-dependent inhibition of cell division typically occurs. This is most
likely due to depletion of nutrients. Normal cells are highly collaborative and coordinated
in their behavior via controlled cell death and timed proliferation. The self sacrifice and
cooperative behavior ensures survival of the whole organism as cells compete for nutri-
ents in the microenvironment. This holds true both in cultures and tissues. In contrast
cancer cells reproduce without restraint, and do not have a inherent limitation to cell
proliferation[3]. One should though be aware that immortalized cells can, in some cases,
stop proliferating or undergo mutations, rendering them with different features than in the
original tumor[23]. Immortalized cell lines have widely been used for general studies, as
they provide an unlimited source of genetically homogeneous cells. Though they are in
fact not normal, such studies have provided great insight into gene expression and for
example the loss-of-function in cancer cells[24, 25]. The first immortalized cell line[26]
came from a cervical cancer patient called Henrietta Lacks. Her cells have since been
used during the 50’s by Jonas Falk to test the first polio vaccine[27], and have increased
our knowledge concerning human papilomavirus (HPV)[28].
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2.2.3 Cancer cell lines

There are different ways of defining cancer subgroups, and they can often be of little clin-
ical relevance. Most relevant in clinical diagnosis is whether certain therapeutics will be
effective, and to this end certain receptors are needed intact. Typical markers in breast
cancer are the estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR) and the human ep-
ithelial growth factor receptor2 (HER2). A triple negative breast cancer is lacking all three
markers, and does not respond to endocrine treatments or therapies targeting HER2,
which means the primary approach is chemotherapy[29]. In relation to research regard-
ing migratory properties cell adhesion proteins, such as E-cadherin and vimentin, are of
high interest[30, 31]. E-cadherin expression is frequently lost during cancer progression.

2.2 Breast cancer cells

The main subject of this thesis concerns breast cancer cells from human and murine ori-
gin. The invasive cell lines 4T1 (mouse) and MDA-MB-231 (human) are both triple neg-
ative, while the non-invasive 67NR (mouse) and MCF7 (human) are ER positive[32, 33].
Differences in gene-expression are reflected in the morphological phenotypes observed
for the different cell lines (mesenchymal versus epithelial). The invasive human breast
cancer cell line, MDA-MB-231, have a significant downregulation of the classic epithelial
marker, E-cadherin. Invasive murine 4T1s display constant high levels of E-Cadherin.
For the non-invasive cell lines, the human MCF7 exhibit high E-Cadherin levels, while the
murine 67NR does not[34].

2.2 Colorectal and pancreatic cancers

To compare with other cancer types, experiments were also done with colorectal and
pancreatic invasive pairs. Murine pancreatic cell lines; KPC (invasive) and KPflC (non-
invasive). Human colorectal cell lines; SW620 (invasive) and SW480 (non-invasive).
For colorectal lines, E-cadherin is highly expressed, and they display a round epithe-
lial morphology[35], while the pancreatic cancers show lowered expression and have a
elongated mesenchymal morphology[36].

2.3 Modelling biomechanics of cells

Coordinated motion of cells is of high importance during biological processes such as
morphogenesis, tissue growth, and tumor invasion. Though cell motility is an inter-
play between biochemical signalling and mechanical forces, it is possible to simulate
tissue dynamics using mathematical models. In litterature, a variety of different ap-
proaches have been used to model collective cell migration. Among some are cellular
Potts models[24, 37], vertex models[38, 29], and continuum models[39, 40, 41, 9]. In the
following I will introduce continuum and liquid crystal theory models in relation to tissue
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dynamics. In all our studies we have experimental velocity field data, which was the basis
for comparison with the computational models.

2.3.1 Simple continuum model

Biological tissues can be modelled as a continuous viscoelastic material. Such a material
will respond as an elastic to short term mechanical stress, while long term exposure will
deform the material as a viscous fluid. Since we are looking at large timescales (hours),
the tissue response will primarily be that of a viscous material. The simplest model within
rheology is a pure Maxwell fluid, but this is not recapitulate division induced dynamics
within the velocity fields. We instead use the Oldroy B model, which is often imagined as
the result of dissolving a Maxwell fluid into a Newtonian fluid.

� + �1
r

�= 2�0

�
 + �2

r



�
; (2.1)

where sv is the stress tensor,  = 1

2

�rv + (rv)T � is the strain rate tensor, l1 is the
relaxation time, l2 the retardation time, and h0 the total viscosity. The models can be
visualized as elastic springs and viscous dash-pots as depicted in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Spring and dash pot diagrams of rheological models. Elastic springs (elastic modulus,G)
coupled with viscous dash pots (viscosity,h). Elements in series have an additive strain, while the stress is
additive for elements in parallel. (a) Maxwell fluid: When under stress the spring will deform instantly like a
spring, while the dash pot will deform at a constant rate like a fluid. Upon relaxation irreversible deformation
will occur due to the dash pot. (b) Kelvin-Voigt solid: Under stress the Kelvin-Voigt solid deforms with the
characteristic time scale G/h. The deformation is reversible, and when released from the stress the solid
regains it original shape. (c) Oldroyd-B: The stress applied to this system will decay towards zero with a
timescale of G/h1.

Important elements in modelling cell tissue are rheology, friction and motility. We
have covered the rheology, and now need to introduce the friction with the substrate. In
literature, this is typically represented by a Stokes-like drag term (equation (2.2)), but this
gives a Gaussian tail on the speed distributions[42]. For distributions with exponential
tails, as will be seen in the next chapters, the friction can be modelled as a dry Coulomb
kinetic friction between two solids in contact, equation (2.3).

fdrag = ��drag � v (2.2) f = ��·v̂ (2.3)
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The motility of cells is often modelled as the result of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process,
in which they are assumed to be non-interacting.

@m

@t
+ (v·r)m = � 1

�m
+ F(x; t) (2.4)

, where m(x,t) is the forcing from cell motility, �m is the persistence time, and F(x; t) is a

white Gaussian noise. Since the cells have a �nite length scale, we impose such a parameter

on the random forcing by �ltering the noise with a Gaussian function (�(x0; t)) of width lm.

�(x; t) =
1

2�l2m
�(x0; t)exp

�
�jx� x0j

2l2m

�
dx0 (2.5)

The final model and simulation results can be seen in section §4.4.

2.3.2 Nematics of cells

Nematics is a term related to liquid crystal theory. A nematic material consists of anisotropic
molecules, which display a crystal-like behavior in the sense that there is an order in the
molecular orientation. The orientation of the oval particles depicted in Figure 2.5 can be
depicted as headless vectors, known as directors. The local nematic director is given by
the long molecular axes of the registered cell contour, and is similar to the classical direc-
tion vector. In contrast to the direction vector, a director portrays an orientation without
directional quantity. Hence, the director n is indistinguishable from the director -n. (For
more on the physics of liquid crystals, De Gennes and Prost [43]). Though the molecules
within a nematic material will tend to align with their neighbors, their general position is
random as in an isotropic fluid. The conflicting liquid-crystal material properties can re-
sult in singularities. The two fundamental energy excitations when in a two dimensional
system are bend and splay as seen in Figure 2.5 for a two dimensional system.

Figure 2.5: Topological defects within an orien-
tation field in two dimensions. +½ (left) and -½
(right) defects. The red dot illustrates the defect
core.

Figure 2.6: Activity in a nematic liquid crystal
dipole. Arrows indicate the flow field created by
the cell; extensile (left) and contractile (right).

The defects are identified as �½ defects corresponding to the �p rotation of the
molecular orientation around the defect. They occur due to the inherent instability of
the system, which results in turbulent flow fields within the material[44]. Defects occur
due to energy perturbation in the system, and are very important in relation to tissue
dynamics. It has been found that defects play a role in cell extrusion [45], division[46],
and can drive migration patterns. The latter has not yet been reported in mammalian cell
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lines, but was clear for bacterial growth patterns[47]. It has also been observed in previ-
ous studies on bacteria, that -½ defects are immobile while +½ defects are persistently
motile[48, 49, 50]. The motility of the cell gives rise to turbulent flow, which in nematics is
expressed as an activity parameter. The activity of nematic cells can be approximated as
a force dipole[51] and is either extensile or contractile. An extensile or contractile nematic
material creates flow fields as shown in Figure 2.6.
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Chapter 3

Methods

Methods used in the different projects of this dissertation are explained in the following
sections; Microscopy techniques- section §3.1, Optical tweezers - section §3.2, Particle
image velocimetry (PIV) - section §3.3, Real-time deformation cytometry - section §??
(3.4), and Orientation analysis - section §?? (3.5).

3.1 Microscopy techniques

Since the discovery of the microscope, methods for observing biological systems have
expanded vastly. Confocal microscopy allows imaging of biological samples using reflec-
tion and fluorescence[52], while long term imaging is acquired with a time-lapse micro-
scope. For a general introduction to the basic microscopy techniques (confocal, bright
field, and fluorescence microscopy) an overview can be gained from the two review pa-
pers by Stephens and Allan [53] and Webb [54].

3.1 Confocal microscopy

In this project, confocal images were acquired using a Leica TCS SP5 laser scanning
confocal microscope (3.1), which allowed multispectral imaging by detection of emission
across the whole visible region. The setup is illustrated in Figure 3.1. It is equipped with
three lasers; an argon ion laser with five excitation lines from 458 nm to 514nm, and two
Helium Neon (HeNe) lasers with lines at 594 nm and 633 nm. The confocal lasers pass
through an acousto-optical tunable filter, allowing regulation of individual laser intensity
(AOTF). An acousto-optical beam splitter (AOBS) separates emission and excitation light
in the pathway to and from the scanner located before the sample, as seen in 3.1. The
focused laser beam spot is scanned through the biological sample, allowing light emitted
from the sample to pass back through the scanner, AOBS, through a pinhole (removing
out-of-focus light), and collected in photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). Images are acquired
via the charge coupled device (CCD) camera. A piezo stage allows for precise control in
the x and y direction, either manually or via Labview programs. The objective constricts

13
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the laser beam to a diffraction limited spot. Samples have been imaged using a 63x water
immersion objective (Leica, HCX PL APO, 63x, NA=1.2, COR R CS, water), and image
acquisition was done using bidirectional scanning at 700 Hz, with an 8 bits resolution, a
pinhole size of 111.5 m, format of 1024 x 1024 pixels, line average 2, and a zoom of 3.

VCR PCMonitor

Telescope with
beam steering

Nd:YVO4 Laser Beam Expander

CCD

Piezo Stage

Quadrant Photo Diode

Lamp

Objective

Condenser

Microscope

Preamplifier

Amplifier

Dichroic
Mirror

Dichroic
Mirror

Mirror
Trapping Laser

AOTF

Scanning Lasers
HeNe: 633nm
HeNe: 594nm
Ar+: 458nm, 476nm,
488nm, 496nm, 514nm

Transmitted Light Detector

AOBS

Tandem Scanner

Field Rotation Optics

3 Rotating Photomultiplier
Tubes

Spectrophotometer
Prism

Figure 3.1: Confocal microscope with focused trapping laser. The figure has been adapted from Richard-
son et al. [55] in which the setup has been described.
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3.1 Time-lapse microscopy

A Nikon Eclipse Ti-E microscope system was used for overnight imaging (Figure 4.1,
Figure 2.3) and experiments with large areas of interest (Figure 5.10). The microscope
has a wide range of observation methods (for example, brightfield, fluorescence, and
phase contrast) . It is equipped with a Perfect-Focus-System (PFS), which limits axial
focus fluctuations during long term imaging. Images were acquired with either a 10x air
objective (CFI Plan Fluor DLL, 10x, N.A. 0.30, W.D. 16.0 mm, Ph1, Nikon), or a 20x air
objective (CFI Plan Fluor DLL, 20x, N.A. 0.50, W.D. 2.1 mm, Ph1, Nikon). The stage is
located inside a plexiglass box, which constitutes a nearly closed system supplied with
CO2 and a heat control. The acquisition and analysis software contains image stitching
algorithms. The large field of view of the microscope is often subject to a significant and
undesired light gradient, which is clearly visible when multiple images are stitched. The
gradient was minimized by choosing a smaller region of interest (800x800 mm instead
of the full 1105x1105 mm). Post process light correction was done by filtering out large
(shading correction) and small structures (smoothing) of a specified size using Gaussian
filters in fourier space (ImageJ/FFT/Bandpass Filter). The bandpass filter thresholds were
30 mm and 2 mm, respectively.

3.2 Optical tweezers

3.2.1 Trapping setup

Th confocal setup explained in section §3.1 is equipped with a 1064 nm focused trapping
laser (5W Spectra Physics BL106C, TEM(0,0)). Near infrared lasers (850-1064nm) min-
imize damage to biological specimens as absorption of biological tissue in this range is
low. The near infrared laser is implemented in the confocal setup illustrated in Figure 3.1.
The setup has been described in Leijnse et al. [56]. The light beam is expanded and
sent through telescopic lenses with beam steering, allowing adjustment of the trap focus
position within the sample plane. The trapping laser enters the setup after the scanner,
allowing scanning of the sample without altering the trap position. The dichroic mirror re-
flects the laser beam into the setup. Illumination of the sample results in forward scattered
light, which is collected by adding a condenser (Leica, P1 1.40 oil S1). The condenser
images the light onto a quadrant photodiode (QPD), that is subsequently amplified.
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3.2.2 Theory and method

An optical trap is formed by a tightly focused laser beam, and has been successfully
used for force measurements of objects from micron to nanometer size. A microscopic
object near the focus will experience scattering and gradient forces driving it towards the
center, and thereby stably trapping it. A wide range of objects can be trapped from silver
nanoparticles[57], lipid vesicles[58], organelles[59], and to whole cells[60]. There are
three distinct regimes in scattering theory depending on the diameter, d, of the particle
in relation to the wavelength, l, of the light. In the Mie regime, d��, where the particle
is much larger than the wavelength, the scattering is greater in the forward direction,
and forces can be calculated using ray optics[61]. If the particle is much smaller than the
wavelength of the incident light, d��, then there is Rayleigh scattering where scattering is
equally distributed in forward and reverse direction. The optical forces can be calculated
by treating it as an induced dipole behaving according to simple electromagnetic laws[62].
The two forces at play, are the scattering forces and gradient forces. An illustration on
the principles behind the balancing forces can be seen in Figure 3.2. In order to trap
a particlein the Gaussian beam, we need a stable equilibrium, and this is achieved by
changes in momentum of the laser light which counteracts the movement of the particle.
We typically work with particles in the intermediate regime, d��, where forces have to be
calculated using electromagnetic theory of light.

The forces exerted on a trapped particle are assumed to be Hookean. The trap force
is thereby given as:

Ftrap = ���x: (3.1)

The trapping force, Ftrap, acts as a spring, pulling the particle back towards the center
of the trap upon displacement, x. The stiffness of the trap is given by the constant, �,
which can be found by calibrating the optical trap[63]. The basics of optical trapping have
been reviewed by Neuman and Block [64].
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of forces in an optical
trap. (a) Mie regime, d��: Reflective and scat-
tering forces transfer momentum to the particle
in the direction of light propagation. The cells
refractive index determines the direction of the
scattering. The trap is stable when scattering
and gradient forces cancel out. (b) Rayleigh
regime, d��; Balance is also upheld by scat-
tering and gradient forces, but the scattering is
a result of absorption and re-radiation. Figure
adapted from Coffey [65].

Figure 3.3: Example of linear fit to power spec-
trum of measured lipid granules within a cell.

Time series of measured displacements (QPD) can be fourier transformed to calculate
the power spectra, Figure ??(3.3), and recorded timeseries, �!r (t), are analyzed in terms
of the time averaged mean square displacement. Imposing a linear fit at high frequency
values one can find the scaling exponent a. The movement of a particle (diffusion) can
be classified in terms of the scaling of the mean square displacement

MSD = � [�!r (t+r)��!r (t)]2 / t�; (3.2)

where t is the time, and a is the scaling exponent characterizing the type of di�usion.

When a=1 normal Brownian diffusion is dominant, while a<1 indicates super diffusion in
which motion is driven and has directionality (internal transport mechanisms). When a is
between 0 and 1 the particles are moving in a confined manner (sub-diffusive behavior),
motion consistent with a more viscous media (crowding from intercellular constituents).
This method has been described in detail by Jeon et al. [66], Norregaard et al. [63].

3.3 Particle image velocimetry

As introduced in section §2.3, it is possible to use classical hydrodynamic approaches to
model tissue dynamics. A way of mapping experimental flow dynamics of a continuous
material is by using particle image velocimetry (PIV). It uses cross correlation algorithms
to measure space- and time-resolved flow velocities. By dividing an image into a grid with
a chosen grid size (interrogation area), the PIV algorithm cross-correlates two sequential
images to obtain displacement vectors for each grid point. The technique is illustrated in
Figure 3.4 (a). Cross correlation algorithms measure space- and time-resolved flow ve-
locities, and enhances signal-to-noise and vector resolution by applying multiple rounds
of displacement analysis to offset the following rounds. These multiple rounds are known
as passes.
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From the vector field it is possible to investigate motility patterns such as vorticity
and divergence, see Figure 3.4 (b,c). Vorticity (sv) is the local rotational motion, and
divergence (d) is the contraction or expansion within the field, and they are given by the
following equations:

d =
@

@x
vx +

@

@y
vy =

X vx(r)rx � vy(r)ry
A

: (3.3)

� =
X vx(r)ry � vy(r)rx

A
: (3.4)

Figure 3.4: Particle image velocimetry analysis. (a) Cross correlation analysis of particle displacement
resulting in velocity field vectors. (b) Vorticity of a vector field is the clockwise and counterclockwise motion
determined as shown. (c) Divergence is the contraction and expansion within the field, and evaluated in
relation to neighboring vectors.

3.4 Real-time deformability cytometry

3.4.1 Experimental setup and data acquisition (ShapeIn)

Real time deformability cytometry (RT-DC) is a fairly new system developed in the group
of Prof. Jochen Guck (Biotechnology Center of the TU Dresden) and is detailed in the
article by Otto et al. [67]. The commercial product is called an AcCellerator, and is man-
ufactured and distributed by the company ZellMechaniks located in Dresden. It is a flow
cytometry system with an integrated complementary metaloxide semiconductor (CMOS)
camera, and a camera-triggered LED pulse illumination. The experiments require a spe-
cial microfluidic chip, FLICXX (produced by ZellMechaniks). You can see an illustration of
the internal chip structure in Figure 3.5. Inside the microfluidic chip the cells flow through
a confining channel, where the deformed cells are imaged. It is possible to purchase
chips with different channel sizes (customizable), and the diameter of the analyzed cells
should fall between 20-95% of the channel size. Prior to the reservoir, the cells flow
through two rows of pillars. These pillars will prevent possible cell debris from continuing
on in the system. This minimizes the probability of something getting stuck and blocking
the flow through the channel. In some cases a blockage of the channel can not be pre-
vented, and then the flow chip is exchanged. From classic flow cytometry systems, the
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running fluid is known as the sheath[68]. Since the viscosity of the fluid is of high impor-
tance to the flow dynamics, the system comes with special measurement buffer known
as CellCarrier (1xPBS with <1% methyl cellulose and adjusted viscosity).

Figure 3.5: Internal structure of the FLICXX microfluidic chip. The dotted squares are the two acquisition
areas. Cells are measured unperturbed in the reservoir prior to entering the channel, and near the end of
the channel, where the deformation occuring due to strains in the channel are assumed to have reached a
steady state.

The experimental setup comes with complimentary software. In the measurement
software, ShapeIn, it is possible to change between two different imaging windows, reser-
voir or channel, which basically is changing the size of your imaging area. Examples of
acquired images are given in Figure 3.6. You can see how the cell is unperturbed in the
reservoir, while a shear stress and pressure gradient from the confining channel deforms
the cell into a bullet shape. Image acquisition can be automated to stop after a specified
amount of time or after a certain amount of cells have been measured.

Figure 3.6: Examples of images acquired using RT-DC . (a) Bullet shaped cell in the confinement of a 20
mm channel. (b) Spherical cell in the reservoir. The reservoir image has been cropped to approximately
35% of its original size. The flow direction is from right to left. Scale bar is 20 mm.

The acquisition software registers cells in real time. It runs an algorithm which cal-
culates the cells deformation and size (cross-sectional area), and displays results in a
scatter plot as data is collected. The deformation, D, is defined as D = 1 − circularity,
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where circularity is a parameter that evaluates the roundness of a shape and is given as
seen in equation (3.5).

C =
2
p
�A

P
(3.5)

From this definition, the circularity parameter is 1 for an ideal circle and decreases
towards 0 for any deformations. This means deformation values will span values from
0 (circular) to 1 (highly deformed). Figure 3.7 depicts an example of typical deformabil-
ity versus cell size plots for channel and reservoir measurements (non-invasive mouse
breast cancer, 67NR). The stress within the constriction of the channel, increases closer
to the wall, which means larger cells will experience a greater deformation. To allow
users to evaluate the deformation of cells with different sizes, the plots also depict isoe-
lastic lines which decouple size and deformation. The lines are based on an analytical
model by Mietke et al. [69]. Through hydrodynamic equations, the stress distributed over
a spherical cell’s surface have been calculated, assuming deformation is of an isotropic
and linearly elastic sphere. Cells of similar Young’s elastic modulus, but varying size will
fall on the same line in the deformation versus cell area plot. The isoelastic lines are uni-
versal, but scaled depending on the settings used in the program, ie. flow speed, channel
size and viscosity of sample buffer. The lines are used during experimentation to evalu-
ate material properties between different cells. The color scale seen in Figure 3.7 (a) and
(b) indicates a linear density scale, allowing one to asses the location of the majority of
the data points. In Figure 3.7 (c) contour plots of the two measurements are compared,
red=channel and green=reservoir. The solid line marks 50% maximum density and the
dashed line is at 95% maximum density.

Figure 3.7: Sample of experimental data acquired with RT-DC and recalled with the analysis software
Shapeout. The scatter plots depict deformation versus cell area (cross-sectional area) measured within a
narrow channel (a) and an open reservoir (b). (c) Density contour plots comparing the two data sets from
a and b (reservoir=green, channel=red). The solid line marks 50% maximum density and the dashed line
is at 95%.
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3.4.2 Data output (ShapeOut)

Post acquisition, data is recalled using the software ShapeOut. Data is depicted in defor-
mation versus cell area plots, as described for ShapeIn above. Within Shapout, a variety
of filters are at ones disposal (see screenshot in Figure B.3). Minimum and maximum
values can be set for cell size and deformation, while also position within the channel
can be defined. These are just some of the filters, and since we only apply one filter to
our data, this will be the only to be expanded on. The parameter we limit is “Range area
ratio”, which defines the relative difference between the convex hull and the cell contour,
as depicted in Figure 3.8. The convex hull is the outline of the cell in which the line seg-
ments that connect any two points within the shape are also part of the shape. For the
cell contour presented in Figure 3.8, the area ratio will thus be the difference between
the area of the convex hull, and the registered cell contour area. Defining this parameter
limits the allowed difference between the two shapes, ie. odd cell shapes are eliminated.

www.zellmechanik.com 

 

Figure 3.8: Illustration of hos the “range area ratio” paramter is defined. Figure adapted from instruction
manual delivered with RT-DC setup from ZellMechaniks.
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3.4 Young’s elastic modulus

The elastic properties of a solid material undergoing compression is described by the
material property Young’s elastic modulus. It represents the relationship between stress
and strain, equation (3.6), and is a numerical constant. Young’s modulus is essentially
the stiffness of a material, and represents how easily it bends or stretches. It is only valid
in the range where the stress is proportional to the strain (linear elastic), and the material
returns to its original shape after the external force has been removed. It is a fundamental
property of every material which cannot be changed, and is therefore a good measure
for comparative studies.

Y =
stress

strain
(3.6)

From the measured deformability values, it is possible to calculate Young’s elastic
modulus (via ShapeOut) based on numerical simulations for fully elastic spheres by Mok-
bel et al.[70]. The model quantitatively relates cell deformation to mechanical parame-
ters. The model is valid for a wide range of deformations, and allows extraction of the
cells stiffness. The conversion is possible for a valid region, which is limited by certain
sizes and high deformability values.

3.5 Orientation analysis

The algorithms used to calculate the orientation of cells were written by Dr. Thuan Saw
(Singapore University). The software was developed for kidney cells (MDCK cells), and
results using this approach were recently published[45, 71, 72]. Simply stated; the ori-
entation field algorithms calculated the orientation vector of defined interrogation areas
within the cell layer (similar to PIV approach), by analyzing the contours and orientation
profiles obtained from image analysis. Expanding on this, first, phase contrast images
were processed in ImageJ with automated macros built using imbedded/native functions
(smoothing and threshold filters). The processing was done to outline single cells in the
monolayer. To minimize the effect of the interphase between the two advancing cell fronts
(closing gap), a mask was applied in the gap area. Figure 3.10 depicts a typical set of im-
ages processed in ImageJ. Phase contrast images (Figure 3.10 (a)) have been inverted
(I), contrast changed (C), smoothed (S), and an auto local threshold (ALT) has been ap-
plied, resulting in images termed ALT_SIC (Figure 3.10 (b)). Smoothing was done using
a customized macro that applies a bandpass filter, similar to the one used for light gra-
dient smoothing as mentioned in section §3.1. The image sequence in Figure 3.10 (c)
are the result of applying OrientationJ analysis (ImageJ function) to inverted images and
visualizing as grey level. The OrientationJ approach in ImageJ (plugin) functions simi-
larly to PIV with a chosen interrogation window (Gaussian shaped for smoothing), which
is used to calculate the structure tensor for each pixel. The local orientation properties
were computed and visualized using gray scale[73].
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The segmentation and alignment information stored in the analyzed images, Fig-
ure 3.10(b,c), was used in customized Matlab scripts (developed by Dr. Thuan Saw)
to find the local orientation of the tissue. The algorithm identifies the orientation angle
within local segmented structures, and plots a representative headless vector, director,
to indicate alignment. An example of the director field (red arrows) overlaid an image of
the cells can be seen in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Director field of cell tissue. Phase contrast images of cell monolayer with headless orientation
vectors, directors, overlaid. Scale bar, 50 mm.

Further information about the analysis can be found in chapter 7.
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Chapter 4

Dynamics of cancerous tissue correlates with
invasiveness

In this chapter we present our work done on 2D cancer tissues using continuum me-
chanics. Methods described in the previous chapter were applied to study the dynamics
and cellular forces within a 2D confluent cell monolayer for cells of different invasive
potential. It was inspired by previous work done with endothelial cells, where Rossen
et al. [9] revealed that cell divisions induce long range correlated motion in endothelial
tissue. The experimental results prompted a collaboration with theoreticians, Dr. Jens
Tarp, Dr. Amalie Christensen, and Associate Prof. Joachim Mathiesen, from the Biocom-
plexity group at the Niels Bohr Institute. The combined work was published in Scientific
Reports[74],section §C.1, and a second paper with focus on the theoretical model is
submitted, section §C.2.

4.1 Introduction

Cancer cells arise from malfunctioning healthy cells. The diseased cells divide uncon-
trollably and can be highly invasive into adjacent tissues, thereby posing a large threat
to the patient they reside in. Characterizing the dynamics of cancer tissue may lead to
a better understanding of the metastatic process, which is one of the main challenges
in today’s cancer treatment. Many different types of invasion have been revealed in the
last decades, including single cell migration, but also collective migration of cell groups
or sheets[17, 20, 75, 76]. Although these mechanisms are studied in detail, it remains
unclear to which extend collective behavior is influenced by flow dynamics and mechani-
cal stimuli. Moreover, it has not been reported yet if less adhesive cells cooperate via the
same mechanisms as tightly connected cells. Many processes involve the remodelling of
multicellular tissue, an cells posses the ability to respond to biomechanical stresses over
significant length scales[1, 77]. Cells in tissues have been found to behave as fluids and
be well described by continuum models, and within such frameworks cell divisions have
been found to induce stress patterns[78], which have also been seen in experimental
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studies[9].
In this study particle image velocimetry, a non-intrusive optical technique for quantita-

tive flow measurements, was used in order to investigate the dynamics of two-dimensional
breast epithelium and cancer cell sheets. In special focus are the cellular dynamics in-
duced by a cell division within these confluent cell monolayers. We have focused on the
mechanical aspects of cancer tissue dynamics and formulated a hydrodynamic contin-
uum model in which we regard the tissue as an active material.

4.2 Methods

Invasive and non-invasive breast cancer cells from both human and murine lines were
investigated; 67NR (mouse, non-invasive), 4T1 (mouse, invasive), MCF7 (human, non-
invasive), and MDA-MB-231 (human, invasive). The cells were cultured as explained in
A.1, and samples prepared using the protocol given in ??. Experimental images were
collected using the Nikon Eclipse Ti-E microscope system described in section §3.1.

Phase contrast images of the confluent monolayers were acquired over 6-12 hours
with 2 min between each image. The majority of the data was collected using a 10x air
objective. To increase spatial and temporal resolution, imaging was repeated with a 20x
objective, and an imaging interval of 0.5 min. Dividing cells were manually identified in the
images, and only those without another division within 150µm were used for further anal-
ysis. The point of division was defined to be when it was optically possible to distinguish
two emerging daughter cells (cytokinesis). Images sequences of the centered dividing
cells were rotated so the daughter cells moved along the horizontal axis, and cropped to
a 300x300 µm2 frame. Examples of these images are given in Figure 4.1, for mouse lines
and human lines, respectively. The analyzed image sequences extracted were taken 40
minutes before division to 40 minutes after division. Particle image velocimetry, sec-
tion §3.3, a non-intrusive optical technique for quantitative flow measurements, was used
to investigate the dynamics of two-dimensional cancer cell sheets.

4.2.1 Particle image velocimetry analysis

Acquired images were analyzed using the PIVlab version 1.41 for Matlab as explained
in section §3.3. The multi-pass window deformation technique was used to calculate
the image correlations (FFT window deformation setting). Three passes were used and
final interrogation areas of 15.6 mm for the 10x experiments and 7.8 mm for the 20x ex-
periments, respectively. Both with an overlap of 50%. Interpolation was done in post
processing with a standard deviation filter threshold of 7. An example of the analysis can
be seen in Figure 4.2. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio, the velocity fields were aver-
aged over at least 30 (for 10x) or 50 (for 20x) data sets, deriving from at least 4 individual
experiments. Analysis of the velocities was performed with custom made Matlab scripts.

Results shown in the following are for 10x experiments. Experiments were repeated
with a 20x objective, to increase the amount of data points and better resolve the division
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Figure 4.1: Isolated divisions within confluent breast cancer monolayers. Sample images of experimental
data with murine and human breast cancer cell lines; 67NR (mouse, non-invasive), 4T1 (mouse, invasive),
MCF7 (human, non-invasive), and MDA-MB-231 (human, invasive). The red arrows point to the site of cell
division and at the resulting daughter cells. Time zero is defined as thpoint where two distinct daughter
cells are visible (cytokinesis). The dividing cell is centered in the image and rotated so that the daughter
cells move in the horizontal plane after cell division. The scale bar is 40 mm and applies to all images.

dynamics, as these occur over just a few points in the grid. This was necessary for a
better comparison with the theoretical model which will be introduced in section §4.4.
The higher magnification did not change the patterns and dynamics on which we report
in the following.
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Figure 4.2: PIV analysis of cancer monolayer motility. Resulting displacement vector field from cross
correlation calculations done using PIV on consecutive bright field images of confluent cancer monolayers.
The orange vectors have been interpolated.

4.3 Results

With the chosen grid size our vector field was 37x37, which gives 1,369 velocity vectors
per image and 109,520 per division. This is in total 3,285,600 velocity vectors for each
cell type.

4.3.1 Speed distributions and velocity profile

From the velocity fields, we calculated the speed distributions of all investigated cell types
for the whole imaging period (80 min). These are depicted in Figure 4.3 for the murine
(a) and human cells (b), respectively. Figure 4.3 (c) shows the time evolution of the av-
erage speed during the imaging period. The above average speeds were only observed
within 1-2 cell diameters from the division site, consistent with the movement of the two
emerging daughter cells. Around the site of division we observed an amplification in ve-
locity compared to the general average tissue velocities. The increase is highly localized
and short term (+/- 6 min from cytokinesis), and resulting perturbation in the measured
velocity field are negligible in relation to the overall motility. The overall tissue velocity,
Figure 4.3, is constant throughout the imaging period. The average speed distributions
therefore characterize the motion of the entire monolayer. The murine cell lines showed
an average speed of 0.13 ± 0.03 µm/min for the non-invasive 67NR cells, while the inva-
sive 4T1 cells had an average velocity of 0.27 ± 0.06 µm/min. For the human cell lines,
the non-invasive MCF7 cells display a mean velocity of 0.23 ± 0.02 µm/min, while the
invasive MDA-MB-231 cells had an average speed of 0.7 ± 0.2 µm/min. The reported
errors were found as the standard deviation of the average speeds (SEM), calculated
for 30 random areas from at least 3 independent experiments. For both the murine and
human cell lines, the invasive cells display a significantly larger average speed than their
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non-invasive counterparts. From the speed profiles it is also apparent that the invasive
human cells, MDA-MB-231, have a heavy-tailed distribution (see Figure 4.3(b)). It in-
dicates that a significant amount of cells move at a greater speed, which was also our
observation during imaging. The MDA-MB-231 cells move generally in a more chaotic
and aggressive way than the other cell lines.

Cell speeds reported in literature correspond well with our observed values for the
human cell lines, though it should be noted that the studies were with cells migrating
into vacant space [79, 80, 81, 82]. For the murine cell lines, we have only found a re-
ported value for the non-invasive 67NR[83]. With an average speed of 0.03 µm/min,
this is considerably lower than what we have registered. This can maybe be attributed
to the different assays resulting in different expressions of growth factors and cytokines
(molecules that affect proliferation).

Figure 4.3: Velocity profiles for confluent breast cancer monolayers of different invasive potential . Proba-
bility density of normalized speed distributions for murine cell lines (a) and human cell lines (b). The dotted
vertical lines mark the average speed for each cell type. (c) depicts the time evolution of the average
velocity from the point of division (t=0). Parts of the figure have been published in West et al. [74].
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4.3.2 Vorticity and divergence

From the velocity fields it is possible to map the divergence and vorticity fields as ex-
plained in section §3.3. By averaging over 30 different divisions, we increase the signal-
to-noise ratio. This allows us to remove signals which are random noise and reveal what
is perpetual throughout different samples.

Figure 4.4: Illustration of rotational motion created by a dividing cell.

Figure 4.4 depicts how the dividing cell creates vorticity (swirling) in the motion of the
surrounding cells. The dividing cell expands to make room for the two emerging daughter
cells, creating a push on the neighboring cells in a clockwise (red) and counterclockwise
(blue) motion. The time evolution of the averaged vorticity field is given for 5 frames in
Figure 4.5, for all 4 cell lines. the non-invasive and invasive murine and human cell lines
respectively. For all investigated cell lines, at the time of division (t=0), both daughter cells
were flanked by a pair of vortices, and these ordered hydrodynamic structures sustained
for up to 6 minutes after cytokinesis. This was found to be unique for the time point and
site of division. Interestingly, the intensity of the vorticity patterns is generally higher for
the invasive cell lines, consistent with the higher velocities observed in these tissues.

From the averaged velocity fields we also calculated the corresponding divergence
fields. Values are portrayed using a color map with contractions in blue, and expansions
in red in Figure 4.6 (b). The color green signifies an average value close to zero, and
is a sign of purely random motion within the cell layer, since stochastic noise averages
to zero. At the center of the division site is a recognizable expansion pattern flanked by
slight contraction. Figure 4.6 (a) illustrates the way the emerging daughter cells expand
into the surrounding by pushing the neighbors away.

4.3.3 Controls

To control whether observed patterns are unique for cell division in the monolayer, we
performed a few controls. In line with the study from 2014, we treated our cells with
the drug, aphidicollin (see protocol in ??(Appendix A.2). Aphidicolin (Sigma Aldrich) is
a known antimitotic agent, and we applied it to see how the flow dynamics changed
when cell division was blocked. The cells did not respond well to aphidicolin treatment,
as they became multinucleated and swollen, leading us to doubt the validity of this as
a proper control. We chose to perform another type of control where we did the exact
same analysis, but of random areas in the cell layer without a division. The previously
observed double dipole pattern visible in Figure 4.5, is not present in the vorticity field of
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Figure 4.5: Cell divisions induce ordered vorticity patterns in a confluent monolayer of breast cancer cells.
Timeseries of average vorticity fields (300x300 mm frame, n = 30), in which a dividing cell is centered, and
the daughter cells are moving in a horizontal direction after cytokinesis. Time zero was defined as onset
of cytokinesis. The columns are different timepoints denoted at the top, while rows are the different cell
lines. Two top rows are vorticity fields of murine cell lines (non-invasive 67NR, invasive 4T1). Two bottom
rows are vorticity fields of human cell lines (non-invasive MCF7, invasive MDA-MB-231). The colorscale
and arrow color displays the vorticity (counterclockwise motion=blue, and clockwise motion=red). The
scalebars are 40 mm and apply to all images. Figure adapted from West et al. [74].

the control areas without division, in Figure 4.7 (a). Neither are any protruding expansion
or contraction patterns in the divergence field of the control in Figure 4.7 (b).

As a control of the effect of microenvironment, similar analysis was done for cells
seeded onto collagen (4mg/mL), see protocol in ??. The color maps shown in Figure 4.8
have only been averaged over 5 different samples, and are therefore more noisy than
our main results. The vorticity (a) and divergence (b) patterns previously observed at the
division site are still recognizable.
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Figure 4.6: Divergence field of confluent breast cancer monolayers with a centered cell division site. (a)
Illustration of the contraction (blue arrows) and expansion (red arrows) of cells undergoing or neighbouring
cell division. (b) Divergence field during cytokinesis around a dividing cell located in the center of each
image. The daughter cells move in a horizontal direction after cytokinesis. Each image is 300 × 300 mm2
and is an average of at least 30 data sets. The scalebar is 40 mm and applies to all images. The color scale
displays the degree of divergence with blue denoting contraction and red expansion. The two invasive
tissue types (mouse 4T1 and human MDA-MB-231) exhibit a higher degree of contraction and expansion
than their non-invasive counterparts (mouse 67NR and human MCF7). Figure adapted from West et al.
[74].

Figure 4.7: Control analysis of random areas in confluent breast cancer monolayers. Each image is
300 × 300 mm2 and is an average of at least 30 data sets. The scalebar is 40 mm and applies to all
images. (a) depicts the vorticity fields (counterclockwise motion=blue, clockwise motion=red). (b) portrays
the divergence fields (contractions=blue, expansion=red).

4.4 Continuum model
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Figure 4.8: Flow patterns of dividing cell on collagen. Divergence (a) and vorticity (b) patterns also
apparent in cells grown on collagen (n=5). Cells depicted are 4T1s. Images are 2 min after cytokinesis,
and the frame is 300x300 mm.

The following model was inspired by Prof. Julia Yeoman’s work and formulated as sum-
marized below by Dr. Amalie Christensen & Associate Prof. Joachim Mathiesen.

4.4.1 Theory

The collective motion of cells was reproduced by a continuum-scale model integrating
the mechanical interaction between the cells, the Coulomb-like friction with the substrate
and the self-propelling forces of the cells. It has been based on one of the most simple
models of viscoelastic behavior, known as the Oldroyd-B model (section §4.4). With this
model we achieve a system which acts as an elastic material on short time scales, while
displaying viscous behavior on larger time scales. In the limit of small velocity gradients
this model is based on the constitutive relation:

� + �1
@sv

@t
= 2�0

�
 + �2

@g

@t

�
; (4.1)

where sv is the derivative stress tensor,  = 1

2

�rv + (rv)T � is the strain rate tensor,
l1is the relaxation time, l2the retardation time, and h0the total viscosity. A characteristic
of a viscoelastic fluid is that it retains memory of the past stress states, which is included
in the constitutive equation as time derivative of the stress tensor sv. We include the self-
propelling of individual cells by adding mass and momentum balance equations. The
mass balance is guaranteed by the incompressibility condition r · v, and the momentum
balance equation assumes the form

0 = �1

�
rp+ 1

�
rsv� �v̂ +m; (4.2)

where r is the mean density, p is the pressure, v̂ = v=jvj is the direction of the local
mean velocity of the tissue, a is a positive friction constant and m is the motility term.
Since the dynamics are assumed to be fully overdamped, the momentum balance, equa-
tion (4.2), contains no inertial terms.
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4.4.2 Comparing theory and experimental

Numerical simulations were done using the continuum model described by equation (4.1)
and equation (4.2). The self-propelling of the cells was taken to be the result of an
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with a noise persistence time lm, strength bm and a cho-
sen characteristic length scale m (see Appendix B Figure B.1). From the simulations
we calculated the speed probability density function P(v ), the spatial velocity correlation
function Cr(r), and the temporal velocity correlation function Ct(t). Figure 4.9 shows the
speed distributions returned by the continuum model for the different cell types. The
model (dotted lines in Figure 4.9) recapitulates the experimental data (full lines) well, and
even captures the fat high-velocity tail of the human invasive MDA-MB-23 in the speed
distributions. Through the model it was possible to simulate the horizontal and vertical
velocity field components (vmod,x,vmod,y) in a cell layer with a local centered division. The
resulting velocity maps can be seen in Figure 4.10, and they are in agreement with the
experimental data also shown (vx, vy).
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of experimental speed distributions and model predictions. Normalized probability
density speed distributions from whole imaging period (80 min). Full lines depict experimental data, and
dashed lines are theoretical predictions. The inset shows the speed distributions on a semi-logarithmic
scale. The model fits well with experimental data, and even captures the fat high-velocity tails. Figure
adapted from West et al. [74].
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Figure 4.10: Cell division induced flow field at different timepoints. Comparison of experimental velocity
fields (v ) and a fit of the model (vmod) given by equation (4.3). Experimental data is of MCF7 cells with a
centered division in a frame of 200x200 mm, and the model predicts equally well for the 3 other cell lines.
Time zero is defined as the point of cytokinesis. Figure adapted from Christensen [84].

4.4.3 Quantifying force

We were able to extract the forces exerted by a dividing cell via the active stress, sv, in
the constitutive model, equation (4.1). The active stress consisted of two point forces,
which are equal in size and in opposite direction, with center at the division site. Since
we were interested in the division-induced effect we neglected the general noise term m,
which represented the cells’ intrinsic motility, and the friction term ��v̂. In the absence
of noise and friction we solved equation (4.1) analytically. The obtained velocity field was
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a Stokeslet dipole vsto(x) in space multiplied by a time dependent function h(t), (see ??):

vmod(x; t) = vsto(x)�h(t): (4.3)

The velocity field in equation (4.3) was fitted to the timeseries of experimental flow
fields both with and without a timeseries dependence in Figure 4.11. We defined the
expression for force as force divided by viscosity, since we did not know the absolute
value of the viscosity, but we assumed that the viscosity did not change much between
cell types. When fitting to the timeseries, one forcing (f0=�0) and one retardation (�2) value
was returned, while fitting to each frame returned a timeseries of forcing and retardation
values. The model predictions show that for both murine (p < 10�8) and human (p <

10�3) breast cancer cell lines, the invasive cell types, 4T1 and MDA-MB-231, respectively,
exerted a higher forcing during division.
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Figure 4.11: Theoretically predicted forcing exerted by a dividing cell as a function of time. Forcing is
given as the force divided by the viscosity for four different breast caner cell lines; 4T1 (invasive, murine),
67NR (non-invasive, murine), MCF7 (non-invasive, human), and MDA-MB-231 (invasive, human). Solid
lines represent result from fitting equation (4.3) to the experimental velocity timeseries returning one value
for forcing (f0=�0) and retardation time (�2). The dashed lines represent fits to the same experimental data,
when each time frame is fitted with a Stokeslet dipole vsto(x). The invasive cell lines, in both human
(red) and murine (orange) breast cancers, have a larger forcing on the surrounding when dividing. Figure
adapted from West et al. [74].
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4.5 Conclusion

We have investigated tissue dynamics of invasive and non-invasive breast cancer can-
cer tissue on the basis of displacement velocity fields of 2D tissues. We have two major
findings. First, we have found that cell divisions induce motility of the adjacent cells with
ordered divergence and vorticity fields. Second, the magnitude of the whole monolayer
velocity and flow fields were found to be higher in the invasive cell lines relative to their
non-invasive counterparts. We proposed a viscoelastic continuum model which recapit-
ulates the coordinated motion of the cancer cells. It even catches the fat exponential
tails of the velocity distributions. The model was formulated in a mechanical framework
allowing quantification of forces in the tissue. The extracted forcing values confirmed a
higher stress within the aggressive cell layers. The model differs from previously reported
models in literature in two significant ways. First, the friction term is not a classical drag-
like friction[85, 40, 46], but rather a friction from lateral motion of two solid surfaces in
contact (dry Coulomb friction). This term is responsible for our ability to reproduce the
experimentally observed exponential tails of the speed distributions. Second, the model
is formulated on the basis of the tissue velocities and the material is treated using mi-
crorheological terminology. The model might be too simple in its coarse-graining of cell
interactions. Recent studies have found that when treating cell tissues as an active ne-
matic material, one can account for features, such as cell extrusion, in relation to defects
within the layer[45]. Nematic properties cannot be reproduced using our proposed model.
The model was designed to reproduce bulk properties, which we have found it does very
well, however it might be improved by introducing a nematic contribution.
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Chapter 5

Correlation between cancer cell shape and
deformability

During this PhD project we bought a newly developed cell deformation analysis setup, as
described in section §??(3.4) and in Otto et al. [67]. In the following we will present results
from our study on cell deformation, and set it in relation to observed shape morphologies
of the chosen cell lines. For these experiments we expanded our set of cell lines from
the previous 4 breast cancer lines to also include pancreatic and colorectal lines, both
with a non-invasive and invasive variants. See more information regarding cell lines in
chapter 3. The results presented in this chapter are under preparation for publication.

5.1 Introduction

Recent years there has been an effort to use mechanical cues to distinguish cancer cells
from normal tissue. Multiple studies have reported a loss of cytoskeletal rigidity during
cancer progression, and observed a proportionality with metastatic potential[86, 87, 88].
Malignant cells have the ability to detach from the primary tumor, cross normal tissue
barriers, and metastasize to other areas of the body[10]. To do this, they need some de-
gree of adaptability, which could be consistent with a compliant outer structure. Modes of
migration, whether single cell or collective, were originally defined according to observed
morphological patterns[14]. Transition from round epithelial to elongated mesenchymal
(EMT) is often associated with a loss of adhesion, and related to more motile and invasive
behavior. This is a dynamic transition known to occur during embryonic development, but
also classically related to invasive cancer cells[15]. Previous studies using AFM[86], opti-
cal stretchers[88], and microfluidics[89] have documented how deformation and stiffness
characterization can distinguish cancer cells of different metastatic potential. Guck et al.
[88] used optical stretchers to probe the optical deformability of human epithelial breast
cancer cells, and found that aggressive cell line. They found that non-invasive human
breast cancer cells, MCF7, were more compliant, than the normal MCF10A human breast
epithelial cells. With the same cell lines, Li et al. [90] found that cancerous MCF7 cells

39
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had an Young’s modulus 1.3-1.7 times larger than normal MCF10A. Hence, mechanically
phenotyping of cells can possibly reveal underlying pathophysiological changes in normal
cell homeostasis.

To perform biomechanical phenotyping, we employ real-time deformability cytometry,
which is a high throughput non-invasive approach, which allows label-free analysis of a
cells mechanical response to non-destructive forces.

5.2 Method

For this study we used the experimental system known as real-time deformability cy-
tometry (RT-DC), see details in 3.4. Eight different cancer cell lines were investigated,
??(section 2.2.3), and samples were prepared as described in ??(Appendix A.2.2). Cells
were measured directly after sample preparation, and measurement time was minimized
to approximately 30 min per sample, as it has been observed that cells become stiffer
over time. Cell shape morphology was also investigated using fluorescence microscopy
(section §3.1). The results are presented in section §5.3.

5.2.1 Acquisition software: ShapeIn

Real time deformation cytometry (RT-DC) measures the deformation of cells when flow-
ing through a channel. The channels used in our experiments were 20 mm wide, and
flow speeds of 0.04 µl/s and 0.12 µl/s were applied. The different flow speeds were only
used as a control of the robustness of the measured deformation changes under varying
shear forces. Deformation versus cell area (cross-sectional area) plots comparing flow
speeds can be seen in Figure B.2. The force exerted on the cells in the channel has
been estimated analytically to be approximately 0.5 µN and 1.5 µN, respectively, for the
two flow speeds[69]. For each experiment we register at least 5,000 cells (minimum cell
size 10 µm2) in the channel, and in the reservoir 10,000 cells. An overview of statistical
data can be seen in Figure B.1. The reservoir measurement served as a control of prior
perturbations not in relation to the shear within the channel.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Deformability versus cell area

After acquisition, the data was evaluated using the analysis software ShapeOut version
0.7.81. We removed cells with irregular shape to limit the counting of damaged/unhealthy
cells or out-of-focus blur, by applying the area ratio (parameter defined in section §??(3.4)).
In the top right inset of Figure B.3, an image of an excluded cell can be seen. Measured
cell contour was not allowed to deviate more than 10% from the convex hull area, when
applying this filter. Deformation versus cell area figures from ShapeOut can be seen in

1Available at https://github.com/ZELLMECHANIK-DRESDEN/ShapeOut
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Figure 5.1: RT-DC scatter plots of cell deformation and cell size of different breast cancer cell lines. The
scatter plots depict deformation versus cell area (cross-sectional area) measured within a narrow channel.
The two first rows depict Shapeout plots for human breast cancer cell lines (MCF7, MDA-MB-231) with
all data and gated data, respectively. The bottom two rows depict the corresponding scatter plots for the
mouse breast cancer cell lines (67NR, 4T1). Invasive cell lines are depicted in red, while non-invasive cell
lines are in blue. Last plot in each row are density contour plots comparing invasive and non-invasive pairs
from that row. The solid line marks 50% maximum density and the dashed line is at 95%.

Figure 5.1for breast cancer cell lines with and area ratio filter set to 10%. The trends
observed did not change by this, but minimized our cell count to between 50-80% of the
of the total amount of data. This also holds true for the cell lines. The exact total amount
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of counted cells can be seen in Figure B.1. Our approach is robust as the unfiltered data
shows the same general trend for the rawdata distributions as for the area ratio limited
data. 2

Figure 5.2: Deformation versus cell area plots of breast cancer cell lines. Density contour plots comparing
deformations resulting of MCF7 (human, non-invasive), MDA-MB-231 (human, invasive), 67NR (murine,
non-invasive), and 4T1 (murine, invasive) cells. The solid line marks 50% maximum density and the dashed
line is at 95%Single day deformation experiments of invasive and non-invasive cancer pairs.

2Knock knock. - Who’s there? - A little old lady. - A little old lady who? - All this time, I had no idea you could yodel.
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5.3 Breast cancer cell lines

The experimental data consistently showed a higher deformability for non-invasive mouse
breast cancer cells, 67NR, than for the invasive mouse breast cancer cells, 4T1. The den-
sity contour plots from Shapeout can be seen in Figure 5.2, where invasive cell lines have
shades of red color and non-invasive have blue shades. Though day-to-day varaiations
are apparent in the data, the results consistently show a higher deformation for the cells
that have an elongated shape; non-invasive 67NR and invasive MDA-MB-231. For the
murine cell lines, this means that the less invasive cells, 67NR, deform more than their
invasive counter part, 4T1.

All experimental data was exported and analyzed in Matlab. Probability density his-
tograms of all deformability measurements are plotted for both mouse (a) and human
(b) breast cancer cell lines in Figure 5.3. Due to the skewed nature of the distributions,
we have used the mode (black line in Figure 5.3) of the probability density function for
further analysis. The mode value is the deformation value at which the distribution has
the highest count.

Figure 5.3: Distribution of deformation measurements of single cells from RT-DC experiments of breast
cancer cells. Boxplot above the distributions bound the 25 and 75 percentiles, and the whiskers 5% and
95%. The red + indicates the mean, while the vertical black line in the histogram represents the mode
value (most common value). (a) Probability density distributions and boxplot distributions of murine cell
lines; non-invasive 67NR and invasive 4T1. (b) Probability density distributions and boxplot distributions of
human cell lines; non-invasive MCF7 and invasive MDA-MB-231. Errors are SD.

5.3 Colorectal and pancreatic cancer cell lines

We expanded our study to colorectal (epithelial shape) and pancreatic (mesenchymal
shape) cancer pairs to elucidate the relation between metastatic potential, shape, and de-
formation. The cell lines measured were; murine non-invasive pancreatic KPflC, murine
invasive pancreatic KPC, human non-invasive colorectal SW480, and human invasive
SW620. The cell lines are grouped by color in the contour density plots of deforma-
tion versus cell area in Figure 5.5. Invasive species are depicted in shades of red and
non-invasive in shades of blue. Little difference is observed in deformation between the
colorectal cancers, but a significant difference between the pancreatic cancers. Since
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Figure 5.4: Deformation versus cell area plots of breast cancer cell lines. Density contour plots comparing
deformations resulting of MCF7 (human, non-invasive), MDA-MB-231 (human, invasive), 67NR (murine,
non-invasive), and 4T1 (murine, invasive) cells. The solid line marks 50% maximum density and the dashed
line is at 95%Single day deformation experiments of invasive and non-invasive cancer pairs.

both pancreatic cancers are elongated, this can not be attributed to shape properties, but
the more deformable pancreatic cell line is also the aggressive KPC.

Figure 5.5: Distribution of deformation measurements of single cells from RT-DC experiments of pancre-
atic (a) and colorectal (b) cancer cells. Boxplot above the distributions bound the 25 and 75 percentiles,
and the whiskers 5% and 95%. The red + indicates the mean, while the vertical black line in the histogram
represents the mode value (most common value). (a) Probability density distributions and boxplot distribu-
tions of pancreatic cell lines; non-invasive KPflC and invasive KPC. (b) Probability density distributions and
boxplot distributions of colorectal cell lines; non-invasive SW480 and invasive SW620.
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5.3 Comparison of epithelial and mesenchymal cell lines

To see whether there was a trend related to the cell morphologies, we quantified the
measured deformation values for all cell lines in relation to their shape. In Figure 5.6
average deformation values (mode values) have been plotted in relation to the previously
defined shape of the each cell. Elongated cells are significantly more deformable than
rounded cells.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of deformation results for cancer cell types of different morphology. Boxplot of
deformation values for elongated cells, 67NR (non-invasive murine breast cancer), MDA-MB-231 (invasive
human breast cancer), KPflC (non-invasive pancreatic), and KPC (invasive pancreatic). Bounding box of
5-95 percentile and SD error bars.

5.3.2 Prior shape perturbations

The deformability measurements inside the channel did not take into account prior per-
turbations of the cell shape. The circularity of the suspended cell was evaluated in the
open reservoir prior to the channel (see Figure 3.5), to account for cell-to-cell varia-
tions. All reservoir measurements showed little difference in the unperturbed spherical
shape of suspended cells from the different cell lines. Reservoir deformation mode and
mean values can be seen in 5.1. We tested the robustness of our data by subtract-
ing the reservoir values from the channel values, which gave us a relative deformation,
Drel = Dchannel �Dreservoir (see Figure 5.7). The normalized relative deformation values
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Table 5.1: Characteristic values for cancer cells measured in the reservoir of the RT-DC system. Mean and
mode deformation for pairs of invasive and non-invasive cell lines from breast, colorectal, and pancreatic
cancer. Values were measured when the cell were unperturbed. Standard deviation (SD) is given for the
mean.

 
Cell types 

 

 
Dmean,res 

 
DSD,res 

 
Dmode,res  

67NR 0.03 0.02 0.01 
4T1 0.02 0.02 0.01 

MCF7 0.02 0.01 0.01 
MDA-MB-231 0.03 0.02 0.01 

KPC 0.02 0.02 0.01 
KPflC 0.02 0.01 0.01 

SW620 0.02 0.01 0.01 
SW480 0.02 0.01 0.01 

Figure 5.7: Mean relative deformation of cancer pairs. The relative deformation is calculated by subtracting
the measured deformation in the channel with the measured deformation in the reservoir. Color indicates
invasive potential (purple – noninvasive, red – invasive), and shape phenotype is indicated by marker type
(square – elongated/mesenchymal, circle – round/epithelial). Error bars are standard errors of the mean,
and the data is an average of data from 4-6 populations.

5.3.3 Young’s elastic modulus

Within Shapeout it was possible to convert deformation to Young’s elastic modulus. The
conversion of deformation values was limited by the analytical model behind as explained
in section §??. The conversion was only possible for 25-45% for the MCF7 cell line, due
toe their large size (see Figure B.4), and KPCs because of their high deformation values.
To find the trend of the majority of the cell population we evaluated our distributions
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using mode values. Table 5.2 shows the registered deformation values and estimated
Young’s elastic modulus according to shape and invasive potential of the respective cell
lines. Though a significant amount of data could not be converted, we still had 3500 data
points in the worst case. For breast cancer cells, we found that non-invasive 67NR and
invasive MDA-MB-231 had a lower Young’s modulus than their respective counterparts.
For pancreatic cells, we generally observed a greater deformability of the invasive KPCs.
The results are, as expected, consistent with our observations for the deformability, as
the Young’s elastic modulus, Y, has an inverse relationship to the deformation, D = 1

Y
.

Figure 5.8: The average Young’s modulus for metastatic and non-metastatic cancer pairs (4-6 different
experiments per cell line). Color indicates invasive potential (purple – noninvasive, red – invasive), and
shape phenotype is indicated by marker type (square – elongated, circle – round). Error bars are standard
errors of the mean.

5.3.4 Statistical significance

To evaluate the significance in the difference between the deformation distributions of the
non-invasive and invasive cell lines, we utilized the resampling technique, bootstrapping.
Though the samples themselves approximate lognormal distributions, we have assumed
that the sample means and modes have a normal distribution. Assuming a normal distri-
bution is advantageous, as this will allow us to perform a two-sample t-test. We resam-
pled the extracted means from individual distributions 1,000 times, and got a sampling
distribution from which we could test the null hypothesis. See resampling distributions in
Figure B.5. Across all cell lines, the t-test rejected the null hypothesis at the 5% signif-
icance level, indicating a significant difference between the distributions. P-values from
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Table 5.2: Overview of significant properties of the 8 different cancer cell lines. Deformation values from
RT-DC measurements. Young’s modulus values calculated from deformation values. cThe conversion
yield for the calculated Young’s modulus, as there are size and deformation limits to the analytical model
by Mokbel et al. [70]. Shape morphology and invasive potential of the different cell lines.

* Mean of sample mode values.  
**Young’s modulus calculated from deformation values. 

Cell types Deformation* 
(1-circularity) 

 
± SEM 

Young’s Modulus** 
(kPa) 

 
± SEM 

Conversion 
Yield 
(%) 

Shape Invasive 
Potential 

67NR 0.073 0.009 2.167 0.098 76 elongated - 
4T1 0.041 0.006 2.592 0.107 65 round + 

MCF7 0.038 0.013 2.108 0.672 44 round - 
MDA-MB-231 0.052 0.017 1.633 0.517 85 elongated + 

KPC 0.053 0.019 1.400 0.444 24 elongated + 
KPflC 0.041 0.014 1.783 0.565 65 elongated - 

SW620 0.034 0.012 1.758 0.556 59 round + 
SW480 0.036 0.011 1.717 0.544 79 round - 

the t-test analysis can be seen in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Statistical p-values for deformation distributions of different cancer cell lines. The p-values are
calculated for the distributions depicted in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.5 using a two sample t-test.

 67NR 4T1 MCF7 MDA-MB-231 KPC KPflC SW620 SW480 

67NR - 0 0 10-239 10-195 0 0 0 
4T1  - 10-18 10-94 10-78 0.001 10-73 10-43 

MCF7   - 10-114 10-108 10-8 10-12 10-3 
MDA-MB-231    - 0.3 10-75 10-176 10-148 

KPC     - 10-73 10-163 10-138 
KPflC      - 10-35 10-19 

SW620       - 10-5 
SW480        - 

5.3.5 TGF-beta

We treated a selection of cell types, which expressed a more round cobblestone phe-
notype, with the transforming growth factor (TGF)-b1. TGF-b1 is a cytokine known to
induce mesenchymal transition (EMT), and regulates cancer cell motility by altering the
actin cytoskeleton[91, 92]. The cells treated were colorectal cancer cell lines SW620 (in-
vasive, human) and SW480 (non-invasive, human). Cells were treated with 2ng/ml and
incubated for 48h prior to measurements. Changes in cell shape phenotype were diffi-
cult to distingush, and RT-DC experiments revealed little difference in deformability of the
treated and untreated cell, as can be seen in 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Deformation versus shape plots with and without TGF-beta treatment. Cells tested were the
colorectal SW480 and SW620. The solid line marks 50% maximum density and the dashed line is at
95%Single day deformation experiments of invasive and non-invasive cancer pairs.

5.4 Investigating cell shape

Previously, we observed that there seems to be a shape difference between the cell lines
growing in 2D. To make an actual quantification of the difference in cell shape among
our cell lines, we seeded cells sparsely in a well for 24h, and treated them with calcein,
as described in ??, for 15 min prior to imaging. Calcein is typically used for viability
assays, as it is actively metabolized by living cells and becomes fluorescent under the
proces, hence, lighting up the cytoplasm of the cell. Shape analysis was performed
with “ImageJ/Analyze Particles” and the shapedescriptor function within this. One of the
properties reported with this analysis, is the circularity defined as 4�(area=perimeter2).
Spherical objects will have a circularity of 1, and deformations will lower the value to-
wards 0. The results can be seen in Figure 5.10, where exemplary images for each cell
types i depicted together with a table of the calculated circularity values. The circularity
parameter reveals a greater elongation in the non-invasive murine cells, 67NR, than their
invasive counterpart, 4T1. For the human cell lines the non-invasive cells, MCF7, are
more round than the invasive MDA-MB-231. The new cell lines, which were described in
?? have the same morphology within their invasive and non-inasive pair. The pancreatic
cell lines, KPC and KPflC, have an elongated mesenchymal shape, while the colorectal
cell lines, SW620 and SW480, have a round epithelial morphology. All epithelial-like cells
are found to have a higher circularity parameter, except for the 4T1 (murine, invasive).
It was observed that cells which normally appear rounded in colonies, tend to elongate
when sparsely seeded. From the rendered images in Figure 5.10 it is also possible to
distinguish morphologies by eye. We have found that there is no correlation between
shape morphology and invasive potential.

From another project we have quantified aspect ratios of breast cancer cells in colonies
manually by identifying major and minor axis of individual cells. We found the follow-
ing average values (10 cells/cell line); 2.46 (67NR), 1.59 (4T1), 1.59 (MCF7), and 3.44
(MDA-MB-231). In our manual approach we did choose to selectively exclude rounded
MDA-MB-231, which were cells that were not adhered to the surface. The average aspect
ratios found cooperate our findings from shape analysis using calcein.
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Figure 5.10: Representative images and circularity values of cancer cell morphologies. Fluorescence
images of calcein treated murine (67NR & 4T1) and human (MCF7 & MDA-MB-231) breast cancer cells,
pancreatic cells (KPC & KPflC) and colorectal (SW480 & SW620). The red color indicates invasive cell
lines, and the average circularity (C = 4�(area=perimeter2)) is noted in the table below the images for all
cell types. Circularity was calculated for ~2000 cells per cell type. Errors are SD. Scale bars are 50 mm.

5.5 Conclusions

RT-DC is a non-invasive high throughput method for mechanical characterization of cells,
deemed the new hope for simple pathogen detection in the future[67, 93]. We sought
to probe the differences in cytoskeletal rigidity of cancer cells with and without the abil-
ity to metastasize using this technique. Previous studies have claimed that metastatic
cells are more deformable than non-metastatic and normal cells[94], but it has become
apparent that this is substrate dependent[95]. Changing morphology from epithelial to
mesenchymal, is reversible and could be more dynamic than previously assumed[94]. A
more compliant cell structure could be suitable during invasion, while epithelial-like cells
lead growth at tumor sites. Our understanding of membrane mechanics supports a more
adaptable cytoskeleton as the elastic moduli is dependent on bending, compression, and
shear resistance[96]. We saw that elongated mesenchymal phenotypes were more de-
formable than round epithelial phenotypes in general, but with no correlation to invasive
potential. We observed non-invasive murine breast cancer cells (67NR) that were more
deformable than their invasive counterpart (4T1), while the opposite was observed for
human breast cancer (non-invasive MCF7 and invasive MDA-MB-231). The latter is the
classical hypothesis of deformation grading with metastatic potential, and has previously
been reported, for the human breast cancer cells, MCF7 (non-invasive) and MDA-MB-
231 (invasive), by Guck et al. [88]. Colorectal cancer lines, which were both epithelial
shaped, were found to have similar values. For the pancreatic cancer lines, the invasive,
KPC, was found to have a lower mechanical integrity than the non-invasive, KPflC. We
have not found a consistent connection between metastatic phenotypes, deformation,
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and shape, but rather a more dynamic and multi-parametric relationship, where morphol-
ogy and metastatic potential both play an important role in mechanical cell properties. It
would be interesting to investigate the mesenchymal pancreatic cancers further for dif-
ferences in their cytoskeletal properties, since they display the same morphology, but
different deformability. Using cytoskeletal mechanical properties to distinguish abnormal
cells from healthy ones seems quite possible, but a detection technique with multiple pa-
rameters is probably needed. ZellMechaniks have introduced 1D fluorescence imaging
together with flow cytometry (RT-FDC)[97] which opens up new possibilities. It would be
of great interest to observe nucleus size and deformation during experimentation.
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Chapter 6

Mechanosensitivity of cancer cells

The project presented in this chapter concerns the mechanosensitivity of cancers with
different invasive potential. The data shown is part of a larger project which was led by
my colleague, PhD Lena Wullkopf from Biotech Research Institute Center (University of
Copenhagen) with supervision from post doc Natascha Leijnse. We have investigated
the viscoelastic properties of cancer cells in matrices of different stiffness using optical
tweezers (section §3.2). 3D confocal images were taken of the cells imbedded in colla-
gen, to elucidate the arrangement of collagen fibers in relation to cell protrusions. The
data is part of a project in which the adaptability of cancer cells of different invasive po-
tential, was investigated in matrices of various stiffness. The combined work has been
prepared for PNAS and a preprint is attached in section §C.3.

6.1 Introduction

Human tumors are stiffer than normal tissues, but prior work using techniques such as
atomic force microscopy, optical stretchers, and microfluidic devices have revealed that
single cancer cells are softer than healthy cells and even grade with invasive potential[88,
89, 86]. Malignant cancers utilize their ability to dynamically alter the actin cytoskeleton
during migration and cancer invasion[98, 99]. The microenvironment is highly connected
to tumoregenesis, and local changes in the extracellular matrix, ECM, near the tumor
cells contribute to cancer progression[100, 101]. Cells probe their environment using
contractile and adhesive molecular machinery, and it has been reported that cancer cells
can respond to matrix rigidity and density via cytoskeletal force responses, such as the
actin-talin-integrin-fibronectin clutch[102], or actomyosin response[103]. Most notably,
matrix stiffness has been shown to drive malignant transformation in breast cancer, and
cancerous epithelial tissue was reported to exhibit a 10 fold higher Young’s elastic mod-
ulus than that of normal epithelial tissue[104, 105].

Most approaches used to characterize cell stiffness measures the overall response of
the cell membrane, and thereby get the outer mechanical properties. Material properties
within the cell can be probed using optical tweezers, from which one extracts the intra-
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cellular viscoelasticity using endogenous granules[66, 56]. We apply optical tweezers to
cells in a 3D collagen matrix system, and probe the cellular response of, cancer cells with
different invasive poteintial, to changes in matrix stiffness.

6.2 Method

An optical light trap integrated in a confocal microscope (section §3.2) was used to
characterize the viscoelastic properties of cancer cell lines imbedded in collagen ma-
trices of different stiffness. Confocal microscopy (section §3.1) was applied to image
the displacement of the surrounding collagen matrix. Optical tweezers were used to
measure the motion of intracellular vesicles, which were distinguishable dark spots (200-
300nm) during bright field imaging. The granules are highly refractive allowing trapping
with optical tweezers, as previously described for fission yeast[106] and endothelial cells
(HUVECS)[56]. Data was acquired by a fast data acquisition card (NI PCI-6040E) at
a sampling frequency of 22kHz and processed by a custom made LabVIEW programs
(LabVIEW 2010, National Instruments). Power spectrum analysis of particle displace-
ment in the optical trap was converted to scaling exponent values, a, that represent
viscoelastic properties within the cytoplasm. We assumed that the cells are minimally
affected by the laser light when using low laser power and a short measurement time
(3s), as temperature increase related to light absorption is expected to be below 1ºC
[66]. The analysis was don using custom-made Matlab programs developed by Selhuber-
Unkel et al. [106] for extracting scaling exponents. The powerspectrum was decorrelated,
binned and fitted with a linear fit within the frequency regime of 500Hz-9900Hz. The scal-
ing exponent a was derived from the slope of the linear fit.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Matrix stiffness

Cells derived from a diverse range of tissues were investigated using viscoelastic char-
acterization with Optical Tweezers. Cell lines studied were breast cancer cells, 67NR
(non-invasive murine), 4T1 (invasive murine), MCF7 (non-invasive human), and MDA-
MB-231 (invasive human); pancreatic cancer cell lines KPflC (non-invasive), and KPC
(invasive); and colorectal cancer cell lines SW480 (non-invasive) and SW620 (invasive).
The cells were measured in collagen matrices of 1mg/ml and 4mg/ml (Figure 6.1), which
were confirmed to increase in stiffness when probed using rheology, see Figure 6.2. Col-
lagen gels of 1mg/ml resembled the soft tissue of lung or mammary glands with a median
Young’s modulus of 421Pa (1mg/ml matrix)[100, 107], while the 4mg/ml gels exhibited a
Young’s modulus of 137Pa., is comparable to stiffening shown to occur during cancer
progression in mammary gland[101, 100].
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Figure 6.1: Representative images of cancer cells in 3D collagen gels of different stiffness. Murine breast
cancer cell lines; 4T1 (invasive) and 67NR), and pancreatic cancer cell lines; KPC (invasive) and KPflC
(non-invasive) in matrices of either 1mg/ml collagen 1 (top row) or 4mg/ml collagen 1 (bottom row). Figure
adapted from manuscript in section §C.3.

Figure 6.2: Confirmation of matrix stiffness via rheology. Increasing the concentration of collagen I in gels
results in a significant increase in the Young’s modulus. P-values from Mann-Whitney test (two tailed.

6.3.2 Mechnosensitivity of cancer cells

The scaling exponent measured with optical tweezers is relatable to the viscoelastic prop-
erties of cells, as explained in section §3.2. All cell lines were generally found to fluctuate
around scaling values of 0.6, but the invasive cell lines were observed to significantly
adjust to changes in matrix stiffness, see Figure 6.3. Invasive cell lines MDA-MB-231
(breast cancer) and KPC (pancreatic) were found to reduce their intracellular viscosity
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from a=0.64 to a=0.61, and a=0.63 to a=0.55 respectively. The opposite response was
observed for the other invasive cell lines, 4T1 (breast caner) and SW620 (colorectal).
Scaling exponents measured for these cell lines were found to increase from a= 0.58 to
a= 0.63 for the 4T1, and from a=0.53 to a=0.57 for the SW620. The results revealed a
mechanosensitivity within the invasive cell lines, which could be related to results seen
in previous chapters of this thesis, involving other parameters such as morphology. The
cell lines which have a proportional response to matrix stiffness, are also those which
have an epithelial morphology. Epithelial cancers are often attributed the role of govern-
ing growth within tumors, and this response could be relatable to this. Likewise, the cells
which exhibited an adjustable viscoelasticity of their cytoplasm, are cells which have a
mesenchymal phenotype often connected with highly invasive properties.

Figure 6.3: Mechanosensitivity of cancer cells imbedded in gels of different stiffness. Scaling exponent,
a, from lidpid granule diffusion experiments, for cancer cell lines of invasive (red outline) and non-invasive
(grey outline) potential; (a) murine breast cancer (non-invasive 67NR, invasive 4T1), (b) human breast
caner (non-invasive MCF7, invasive MDA-MB-231), (c) pancreatic (non-invasive KPflC, invasive KPC), and
colorectal (non-invasive SW480, invasive 620). Boxplots of 5-95 percentile, and p-values from Mann-
Whitney test (two-tailed). Figure adapted from manuscript in section §C.3.

To study the overall cytoskeletal adjustment of cells in the different matrices, we mea-
sured the cell deformability of the cells using RT-DC, section §??, as also done for cells
on plastic in chapter 5. All cell lines exhibited a Young’s elastic modulus around 2-3kPa.
Compared to cells cultured on plastic, the deformation properties of the cell lines have
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changes when grown in a matrix. In general, the cells have become more elastic since
values were previously found to be 1.4-2.6 kPa, Table 5.2. In those experiments we
also observed that elongated cells displayed a higher deformation in general, but now
we see that many of the cell pairs have a more similar elasticity, ie. murine breast
cancer (67NR,4T1) and pancreatic cancer cells (KPflC,KPC). Where we previously saw
that the mesenchymal cell in these cell lines were more deformable than their counter-
part, we now see that they display the same mechanical properties. In relation to the
mechanosensitivity of the cell lines, we confirm with this technique that the invasive lines
exhibit an adaptability when subjected to stiffer environments, as seen with the intracel-
lular tracking experiments.

Figure 6.4: Young’s elastic modulus values extracted from RT-DC measurments. Boxplots of measured
Young’s modulus values for murine breast cancer (non-invasive 67NR, invasive 4T1), human breast caner
(non-invasive MCF7, invasive MDA-MB-231), pancreatic (non-invasive KPflC, invasive KPC), and colorectal
(non-invasive SW480, invasive 620) in gels with a concentration of 1mg/ml or 4mg/ml collagen. Figure
adapted from manuscript in section §C.3
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6.4 Summary

The progression of cancer is believed to be related to pathophysiologal changes, which
can be attributed to cytoskeletal restructuring [108]. It has been hypothesized there exists
a form of “cellular memory” concerning mechanical stimulus, which could affect cell fate.
Reported have been made that the cytoskeletal system displays hysteresis, but is still
not well understood[29]. Metastasis is a journey of force, where the cancer cells have
to disseminate from the primary tumor and colonize secondary sites. The metastatic
processes requires a lot of adaptability to mechanical differences during progression.

We have investigated the mechanosensitivity of cancer cells in 3D matrices using op-
tical tweezers. We find that invasive cancer cell lines adjust with the stiffness of their
environment while non-invasive cell lines do not. Invasive cell lines from human breast
cancer (MDA-MB231) and colorectal (KPC) were found to decrease their intracellular
viscosity, while pancreatic (KPC) and murine breast cancer (4T1) increased their viscos-
ity. The mechanical rigidity of the overall cell in changing environment, was analyzed
using RT-DC and supported findings from the optical tweezers experiments. Malignant
cells were found to to adjust their elasticity when in stiffer matrices. All cells exhibited
a Young’s elastic modulus between 2-3kPa, in contrast to previous results for cells on
plastic (1.4-2.6kPa). This reveals that cancer cells grown on plastic are less elastic than
cells in collagen. In addition, we have seen that previously distinguishable cell lines,
murine breast cancers and pancreatic cancers, had very similar elastic modulus values
when they had been grown in collagen gels. This proves that the very stiff environment
of plastic dishes have a significant affect on cell mechanics.

These results are part of a larger project in which also 3D spheroid invasion assays
have been examined. The complete study can be seen in the attached manuscript sec-
tion §C.3.



Chapter 7

Nematic kenotaxis

This chapter describes our study of tissue migration into empty space, kenotaxis[17].
For analysis, we invoke models inspired by liquid crystal theory, and apply them on im-
ages acquired using time-lapse microscopy. The project was initiated during my stay in
the group of Prof. Julia Yeomans in Oxford, and it has been a close collaboration with
post doc Amin Doostmohammadi. Algorithms were developed by Dr. Thuan Saw from
Singapore University. The work is ongoing, and analysis of the data has not yet been
finalized.

7.1 Introduction

Migration of cell groups is a fundamental process of interconnected cells, and plays an
important role in morphogenesis and the reshaping of larger tissues. Collective motion
is necessary for epithelial homeostasis and regeneration, as well as during tumor pro-
gression and invasion[2]. Mechanical cues within migratory processes have proven to
play a pivotal role in coordinated cell motion. Collective migration has been shown to
induce coordinated stress patterns within endothelial cell[75], while traction forces mea-
sured by Trepat et al. [18] in epithelial tissues, revealed forces generated well behind the
leading front of a migrating cell layer. Recent years, the field of statistical physics has
lent insight into collective cell behavior. Emerging are models capturing cell dynamics
using continuum models of active nematic materials[109]. Singularities within the orien-
tational alignment of a variety of biological systems has been identified including lipid
vesicles[110], cell colonies[111], and Escherichia coli colonies[47]. Recently, such mod-
els have have provided insight into how topological defects drive cell death and extrusion
within epithelial tissue[45].

Here, we will introduce our current work on the nematic properties of cancer migra-
tion. The collective migration of breast epithelial carcinomas was investigated using non-
intrusive removable culture inserts, and dynamics were evaluated with techniques from
flow dynamics and liquid crystal theory.
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7.2 Methods

Four breast cancer cell lines were investigated; 67NR (murine, non-invasive), 4T1 (murine,
invasive), MCF7 (human, non-invasive), and MDA-MB-231 (human, invasive). Cells were
cultured and prepared as detailed in ??. Cells, with a 500 µm cell free gap (removable
culture insert assay), were imaged for approximately 20-24h using the time-lapse system
described in section §3.1. Image acquisition area was 1105x1105 µm (1700x1700 px),
and the time between images was 10 min, with a few sequences taken at a 15 min inter-
val. Post processing was done in ImageJ and Matlab as described in section §??. The
assay is based on kenotaxis into a vacant space between two cell colonies, as shown in
Figure 7.1.

GAP

Figure 7.1: Representative image of wound closure assay. Cells have been grown on each side of a 500
mm gap, and after removal of the culture insert, cells freely move into the vacant gap (red arrows). Scale
bar, 200 mm.
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7.3 Results

Analysis is still ongoing so results presented are primarily for the murine breast cancer
cell lines 67NR (non-invasive) and 4T1 (invasive), and is an overview of our current work.
All cell lines are depicted in Figure 7.2. Different modes of migration were exhibited. The
67NR and 4T1s advanced in waves, while the MCF7 move as a collective continuous
front. The MDA-MB-231 were highly individual in their movement.

Figure 7.2: Migration front of different cancer cell lines. The images show the migration of breast cancer
cell line into open space (10h). Cell depicted are breast cancer cell; murine non-invasive (67NR) and
murine invasive (4T1), human non-invasive (MCF7) and human invasive (MDA-MB-231).

7.3.1 Velocity field analysis

We applied PIV, section §3.3, to obtain velocity fields for each time frame of the image
sequences. Figure 7.3 contains sample images of results found for invasive mouse breast
cancer. In the phase contrast images, Figure 7.3 (a), we observed a gradual closing of
the cell free area from both sides of the gap. The cell front moved into the open space
move with greater speed than cell speeds deeper within the tissue. The increased motility
of the front of the cell monolayer was observable in the hydrodynamic profiles given in
Figure 7.3 (b-d). Increased speeds and flow pattern intensities were localized at the cell
colony rim in both velocity Figure 7.3 (b), divergence, Figure 7.3 (c), and vorticity fields,
Figure 7.3 (d). The migration speeds for the different cell lines were found to be 0.25
mm/min for 67NR (non-invasive), 0.29 mm/min 4T1 (invasive), 0.007 mm/min for MCF7
(non-invasive), and 0.29 mm/min for MDA-MB-231 (invasive). Invasive cell lines migrated
at greater speeds than non-invasive cell lines, but for the murine cell lines, the non-
invasive 67NR possessed a relatively similar speed. This cell line also exhibits distinct
leader-like protrusion, in contrast to the other non-invasive cell line, MCF7.

In the previous study of division dynamics, chapter 4, we observed an overall higher
motility in the more aggressive cell lines, as do we here. Aggressive cell lines had a
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higher activity than the non-aggressive counterparts, and the cell fronts moved quicker
and have greater vorticity patterns. Examples of the vorticity patterns in the expanding
tissues can be seen in Figure 7.4 for non-invasive 67NR and invasive 4T1 breast cancer..
As hinted, distinct flow patterns were not obvious, and overlaying multiple images was
not possible as the images were too noisy and result in all signals cancelling out. We
tried minimizing our region of interest, but dynamics were again averaged out, due to the
stochastic variations between samples.

Figure 7.4: Sample vorticity fields of migrating cancer cells in a wound assay. Murine breast cancer cells
in a wound closure assay; non-invasive 67NR (left), invasive 4T1 (right). Invasive cell line displays a higher
magnitude of vorticity than the non-invasive. Color map range is [-0.01,-0.01] min-1.

7.3.2 Orientation analysis

A property relevant in nematic studies, is the orientation of constituents within the ma-
terial, as introduced in ??. We see that during migration most cells tend to extend and
display polarity allowing automated orientation detection even though the static cell is
approximately spherical. Wound assay images were analyzed using customized ImageJ
and Matlab scripts developed by collaborator Dr. Thuan Saw. The algorithms were de-
veloped for kidney cells (MDCK)[45], and the scripts had to be customized the scripts for
our analysis. Compared to normal healthy cells, the boundary of the cancer cells used by
us, are not as easy to distinguish using phase contrast microscopy. Hence, the boundary
of single cells can be difficult to quantify using available segmentation programs.

From the orientation field analysis we get the director field. A sample image can be
seen in Figure 7.5, in which directors are overlayed the image, thus recapitulating the
general orientation of the monolayer. It is clear that the overall directionality of the migrat-
ing cell front is towards the open space. Multiple cell diameters behind the interphase
the coordinated alignment is lost, and orientation becomes more random.

To identify topological defects within the orientation field, we analyzed orientation an-
gle between neighboring director vectors. We distinguish between +½ and -½ defects.
In Figure 7.5 an image of the director field and defects (plus=green, minus=yellow) can
be seen. Compared to tissues originally analyzed using this technique, our blurry cell
boundaries makes it difficult to confirm the validity of defect detection. From the images
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Figure 7.5: Director field overlayed phase contrast images. The director field (red headless arrows) capture
the local orientation within the cell layer. (a) 4T1, (b) 4T1 + defects (c) 67NR. Defects occuring in the
orientation field of cell layers. Wound assay images overlaid with the calculated director field (red headless
vectors). +½ defects (green) and -½ defects (yellow) are marked with a cirlce. Scale bar 200 mm.

it is apparent that our detection limits are not adjusted properly, as we identify a vast
amount of defect. Due to the high amount of We are still analysing these images, as
it is necessary to follow the defects over long time periods, and observe if they in fact
annihilate or induce migratory patterns as seen with bacteria. We have observed a pos-
sible connection between defects centered within local vacancies within the cell layer,
when confluency has not been completely reached. Before the cell calony migrates into
open space, it will eliminate such vacancies. The speed at which the wound is closed is
also density dependent. Sample data of calculated correlation functions for velocity field,
director field and vorticity field can be seen in Figure B.6.
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7.3.3 Investigating divisions during kenotaxis

Figure 7.6: Orientation analysis of dividing cells. The orientation angle was defined in the plane of the
migrating front, x, resulting in the a division like the one shown, having a negative angle.

We observed by eye what seemed to be a general alignment between the direction of
flow and the orientation of dividing cells. Normally one can create an automatic program
to register the halo surrounding dividing cells, but the signal-to-noise ratio between divid-
ing and non-dividing cancer cells is too low. Division location and analysis was therefore
processed manually in ImageJ. An example of the image analysis can be seen in Fig-
ure 7.7. Cells undergoing cytokinesis were identified and the angle at which the two
daughter cells were moving was measured. The reference frame for the angle measure-
ment was set to be in the plane of the migration direction, see

Figure 7.7: Division orientation and location during kenotaxis. Wound assay images overlaid with calcu-
lated director field (red headless vectors), +½ defects (green circle) and -½ defects (yellow circle). Large
blue ovals highlight manually identified divisions. (a) comparison of division orientation close to the rim
(a.1,a.3) of the moving cell front and further back (a.2). Divisions oriented predominantly perpendicular to
the migration direction. The orientation was found to align perpendicular to images are of breast cancer
cells; left image is non-invasive 67NR, right image is invasive 4T1. Scale bar 200 mm.

Analysis of the orientation of divisions showed that there tends to be a general neg-
ative orientation in the migratory direction. Average orientation of divisons was found to
be; -54° (67NR), -39° (4T1), -39° (MCF7), and -26° (MDA-MB-231) for an average of at
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least 30 divisions. Angles were measured from the horizontal direction in which the cell
layer is migrating. The meaning of the negative angle is not quite apparent yet. At the
interphase it was been observed that cells tend to divide preferably perpendicular to the
direction of movement, possibly due to the strains occurring at the migrating cell front.

7.4 Summary & perspective

We have performed wound healing assays with cancer cells of graded invasive poten-
tial, and investigated nematic properties of the migrating cell layer. Wound healing is
not a natural process in cancer tissues so the gap closure was not vital to our results at
present time. The migration modes of the different cell lines were found to be quite dis-
tinct, though speeds were correlated to invasiveness. The non-invasive MCF7 migrated
as a collected front, while the MDA-MB-231 were highly individual. The murine breast
cancer cells, 67NR and 4T1, both were observed to migrate with protruding waves at the
front. The 4T1s were not always observed to display this trait, and we believe density fac-
tors in to affect the way they initiate migration. Migration in the direction of minimal stress
was reported by Trepat et al. [18], and similar mechanics could be behind density driven
migration. Mechanical waves have before been observed in migrating cell layers[76], but
what induces them is still to be reported. The obtained orientation fields were rich in in-
formation. , and we are still analyzing data for the 4 breast cancer cell types. Our current
hypothesis is that there could be two differently behaving regions in the migrating cell
layer. In combination with previous studies, where leading cells guide the movement[20],
our hypothesis is that the cells multiple cell diameters away from the front, align and cre-
ate some forward movement. Coordinated motility in the trailing cells could induce strains
that guide the collective motion of the tissue. We have previously found that aggressive
cell lines move quicker than their non-aggressive counter parts (4.3), and this holds true
for these experiments as well. We observed migration speeds of 0.25 mm/min for 67NR
(non-invasive), 0.29 mm/min 4T1 (invasive), 0.007 mm/min for MCF7 (non-invasive), and
0.29 mm/min for MDA-MB-231 (invasive). A subject we have not covered at all, is the
meaning of topological defects during kenotaxis. This is yet to come.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

The aim of the thesis was to investigate how invasive potential and morphology affects
the dynamics and mechanics of cancer cells.

We found that divisions induced structured hydrodynamic patterns locally, which were
short termed, and the magnitude of velocities, vorticity and divergence correlated with the
invasive potential of the cell line. An vicoelastic continuum model reproduced observed
dynamics. The collective behavior of cells has been found to be predictable in relation
to deformation and motion in studies by Merkel and Manning [112]. To study the effect
of deformability we used RT-DC, and contrary to previous finding[86, 87, 88, 89], we saw
that the deformability of cancerous cells was not always proportional the malignancy.
We hypothesis, that the observed deformations are related to morphological parameters
which differ between the cell lines, as some invasive strains are round epithelial-like while
others are classically elongated mesenchymal.

Follwing our interest in the mechanical properties of the whole cell, we barked upon
an investigation of the signifícance of matrix rigidity. The intracellular viscoelasticity of
cells in a 3D matrix was studied using optical trapping of granules within the cell. The
movement of the granules is relatable to a scaling exponent, a, which is a measure of
the diffusion mechanics within the cell. Measurements revealed that contrary to benign
cancer cells, the invasive cell lines can adjust the viscoelaticity of their cytoplasm, when
embedded in collagen matrices of increasing stiffness (1mg/ml and 4mg/ml). We found
that within the invasive cell lines there were two different responses to the changes in
matrix stiffness. The invasive human breast cancer (MDA-MB231) and colorectal cancer
(KPC) cells were found to decrease in viscosity, while the invasive murine breast can-
cer (4T1) and pancreatic cancer (KPC) increased in intracellular viscosity. To evaluate
the overall mechanical response of the cancer cells to matrix stiffness, the cells grown
in collagen matrices were investigated using RT-DC. Cells were found to support con-
clusions from the intracellular viscoelastic measurements. In, addition, comparing the
results with cells grown on plastic, we find that the average Young’s elastic modulus for
all cells changes from between 2-3kPa when in a matrix, to 1.4-2.6kPa for cells grown on
plastic. The results show that cancer cells grown on plastic are less elastic than cancer
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cells in collagen.
Across all our studies we have found a possibel relation ship between observed dy-

namics and either invasiveness or morphological shape properties. These parameters
are necessary to evaluate when charcaterizing cancer cell lines, but this might be increas-
ingly difficult for in vivo studies, as it has been found that EMT can be reversible[94].

Our nematics study is till ongoing, but the results here have shown how orientation
analysis of migrating monolayers during kenotaxis, can reveal underlying driving forces.
We observed distinct orientation properties related to the rim of the migrating cell layer.
The cells seem to align to drive forward the collective motion. We hypothesis that ther
might be two phases in the migrating cell layer. One in the front, where leader cels might
occur, but equally important could be collective forces exerted from the trailing cells.

We are at the moment working on an assay in which we can evaluate the migra-
tion of cells through a channel. The properties of cells in a channel has been studied
previously[113, 114], but it could be of great interest to see if there are distinct features
when the cells leave the channel.



Appendix A

Experimental details

A.1 Cell cultures

All cells were cultured at 37 °C and with 5% CO2. The 4T1 and 67NR murine breast
cancer cell lines were a gift from Fred Miller (Wayne State University)[115] and were
confirmed through STR testing. The MDA-MB-231 and MCF7 human breast cancer cell
lines were purchased from ATCC, as were the colorectal cell lines SW620 and SW480.
The pancreatic cell lines, KPC and KPflC, were a gift from Jennifer Morton (Beatson
Institute for Cancer Research)[116].

A.1.1 Growth medium requirements

The 4T1, 67NR, MDA-MB-231, KPC, KPflC, SW480, and SW620 cells were cultured in
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Gibco) containing high glucose and Glu-
taMAXTM, 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and 1% Penicillin Streptomycin (P/S). The
MCF7 cell line was cultured in DMEM/F-12 (Gibco) supplemented with 10% FBS and 1%
P/S.

A.1.2 Passaging

The cells were passaged following the same protocol in the appropriate growth medium
(see section §A.1.1). Cultures were kept in either T25 flask or T75 flask depending on
the amount of cells needed. The following protocol is for T25/T75 flask, respectively.

• Cells were washed with 2/5 ml DPBS (1X, [-] CaCl2, [-] MgCl2, Gibco).

• 2 ml Trypsin EDTA (Gibco) was added, and the cells were incubated for 3 min to
allow detachment.

• The trypsin was inactivated by applying 3 ml of warm (37ºC) cell specific growth
medium.
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• Cells were centrifuged for 4 min at 80 RFC to remove the trypsin, and resuspended
in new growth medium.

• The solution was pipetted up and down 8-10 times to create a single cell suspen-
sion.

• Generally the cells were passaged into a new culture flask with a dilution factor of
1:5 or 1:10 (cell suspension: growth medium), depending on the desired final cell
density, and to a final volume of 5/10 ml.

• This protocol was repeated approximately every 2-4 days depending on cell density,
and growth medium was exchanged at least every 3rd day.

A.2 Sample preparation

A.2.1 Confluent 2D monolayers (chapter 4)

Cells were seeded in Nunc Cell-Culture Treated 6-multiwell plates (Thermoscientific) at
a density between 7�105 to 9�105 cells. After seeding they were allowed to settle for
approximately 24 h (16–32 h) to create a confluent monolayer.

A.2 Aphidicolin

For control experiments with aphidicolin (Sigma Aldrich), confluent monolayers were in-
cubated for 6h with 2mg/mL aphidicolin in the media.

A.2 Collagen

Collagen mixtures of 1, 4 or 8 mg/mL were prepared by mixing the corresponding vol-
umes of high concentration rat tail type I collagen (Corning), sterile PBS and 5X collagen
buffer containing 0.1M Hepes, 2% NaHCO3 and a-MEM. The gels were allowed to poly-
merize for 1h before they were washed with PBS and cells were added.

A.2.2 Cells in solution for RT-DC (chapter 5)

The duration of this type of measurement is determined by the concentration of cells in
suspension. Hence the cells were grown to a confluency of approximeately 90% prior to
sample preparation. The following protocol is for T25/T75 flask, respectively

• Cells were washed with 2/5 ml DPBS (1X, [-] CaCl2, [-] MgCl2, Gibco).

• 1/2 ml Trypsin EDTA (Gibco) was added, and the cells were incubated for 3 min to
allow detachment.

• The trypsin was neutralized by applying 4/3 ml of warm (37ºC) cell specific growth
medium.
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• Cells were centrifuged for 4 min at 80 RFC, washed with DPBS, another round of
centrifugation, and resuspended in 1 ml Cell Carrier buffer (ZellMechanik). Resus-
pension was done carefully as the buffer has a higher viscosity than normal growth
medium, and bubbles are easily created.

• The cell solution was transferred to a syringe and connected to the experimental
setup, as explained in section §??.

A.2.3 Calcein treatment (chapter 5)

Cells were sparsely seeded in Nunc Cell-Culture Treated 6-multiwell plates (Thermosci-
entific) at a density of 7�104 to 9�105 cells. Calcein was purchased from Lifetechnologies,
and was resuspended in DMSO to a final concentration of 2.5 mM.

• Medium was removed from the wells and 1ml varm (37ºC) cell specific growth
medium was added to each well.

• 2ml of calcein was added and the cells were incubated for 15 min.

A.2.4 3D collagen gels (chapter 6)

Cells were suspended in the collagen mixtures prepared as described above??. After
polymerization at 37°C for 1h the gels were washed once and incubated with normal
culture medium for 24h.

A.2.5 Wound assays (chapter 7)

In both approaches, the cells were seeded in Nunc Cell-Culture Treated 6-multiwell plates
(Thermoscientific) at a density of 7�104 to 9�105 cells. For the insert assay, an Ibidi Culture
Insert-2 was placed in the middle of a well. The Culture Insert-2 has two reservoirs in
which the cells are seeded (50-100 µl per reservoir). The cells were allowed to settle for
approximately 24h (16-32h) to create a confluent monolayer. For scratch assays a pipette
tip (200 mL) was used to create a gap down the middle of the well, while for experiments
using culture inserts, the insert was simply removed carefully using a tweezer.
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Appendix B

Figures

B.1 Division study
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Figure B.1: Statistical characteristics of tissue dynamics. Solid lines represent experimental data, and the
dashed lines are the result of a model fit. (a) Speed distribution as a function of the speed v normalized
with the mean speed v0. Black lines depict the Gaussian tailed speed distribution, that would result from
a pure Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. (b) The spatial velocity correlation as a function of distance r scaled
with the correlation length l0. The black lines depict the analytical correlation functions in the case of a
drag term instead of friction. (c) The temporal velocity correlation as a function of time t scaled with the
characteristic time l0=v0. Model fits and analytical solutions agree well with experimental data. Adapted
from Christensen [84].

B.2 RT-DC study
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Figure B.2: Comparison of different flow speeds in RT-DC measurements. The scatter plots depict de-
formation versus cell area (cross-sectional area) measured within a narrow channel. Each row contains
plots of one cell type with either high flow speed (0.12mm/s) or low flow speed (0.04mm/s). The cell lines
depicted are all breast cancer cells; MCF7 (human, non-invasive), MDA-MB-231 (human, invasive), 67NR
(murine, non-invasive), and 4T1 (murine, invasive). Invasive cell lines are depicted in red shades, while
non-invasive cell lines are in shades of blue. Last plot in each row are density contour plots comparing
deformations resulting from high and low flow speed. The solid line marks 50% maximum density and the
dashed line is at 95%
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Figure B.3: Screenshot of ShapeOut. Analysis software ShapeOut allows exportation of stored data. The
plots show deformation versus cell area data for murine breast cancer cell lines 4T1 (invasive) and 67NR
(noninvasive). Single data points can be viewed (top right) and manually eliminated. General filters can
also be applied to restrict among others; width, height, area, and aspect ratio. Statistics of the plotted data
can also be viewed and exported. A newer feature is the possibility to calculate the Young’s modulus.

Table B.1: Characteristic values for cancer cells measured in the channel of the RT-DC system. Deforma-
tion and Young’s modulus values for pairs of invasive and non-invasive cell lines from breast, colorectal,
and pancreatic cancer.
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Figure B.4: Cancer cell sizes measured using real-time deformation cytometry. Boxplot of average cell
size for different cancer cell lines.
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Figure B.5: Bootstrap resampling analysis of Young’s elastic modulus values. We assume the mean
elastic modulus is normally distributed. Mean values from 4-6 different RT-DC experiments were resam-
pled in order to perform a two-sample t-test between invasive and non-invasive data results. The sample
distributions are found to be significantly different, see Table 5.3.

B.3 Nematics of migrating monolayers study

Figure B.6: Characteristic correlation lengths from orientation analysis of wound assays. Average correla-
tion lengths of velocity (a), vorticity (b), and director (c) fields for invasive 4T1 (red) and non-invasive 67NR
(blue) mouse breast cancer cells.
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C.1 Dynamics of cancerous tissue correlates with invasiveness
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Dynamics of cancerous tissue 
correlates with invasiveness
Ann-Katrine Vransø West1, Lena Wullkopf2, Amalie Christensen1, Natascha Leijnse1, 
Jens Magelund Tarp1, Joachim Mathiesen1, Janine Terra Erler2 & Lene Broeng Oddershede1

Two of the classical hallmarks of cancer are uncontrolled cell division and tissue invasion, which turn 
the disease into a systemic, life-threatening condition. Although both processes are studied, a clear 
correlation between cell division and motility of cancer cells has not been described previously. Here, 
we experimentally characterize the dynamics of invasive and non-invasive breast cancer tissues using 
human and murine model systems. The intrinsic tissue velocities, as well as the divergence and vorticity 
around a dividing cell correlate strongly with the invasive potential of the tissue, thus showing a distinct 
correlation between tissue dynamics and aggressiveness. We formulate a model which treats the tissue 
as a visco-elastic continuum. This model provides a valid reproduction of the cancerous tissue dynamics, 
thus, biological signaling is not needed to explain the observed tissue dynamics. The model returns 
the characteristic force exerted by an invading cell and reveals a strong correlation between force and 
invasiveness of breast cancer cells, thus pinpointing the importance of mechanics for cancer invasion.

Cancer is initiated by an uncontrolled cell division, but as long as the inappropriately dividing cells respect the 
basal membrane as the tissue border, the disease is called non-invasive or benign, and the disease can be treated 
by surgery. The actual life-threatening systemic disease requires another cellular quality, the ability to infiltrate 
into healthy tissue and spread to distant organs. Cancer cells can migrate by different modalities; besides the clas-
sical single cell migration, collective movements of cell groups and sheets have been observed1–3. Most cancerous 
tissues are carcinomas, which originate from epithelial cells4. Epithelial tissues are characterized by strong inter-
cellular interactions, mainly provided by tight junctions, which not only guarantee mechanical support and pro-
tection, but also support collective cell behavior. One example is the cooperative cell motility during the closure 
of wounds. Here, epithelial cells are found to migrate in a collective fashion with long range velocity fields and 
definable leader cells5. Long-range correlation in tissue dynamics has also been observed in endothelial tissue, 
where well-ordered vortex patterns emerge several cell diameters away from the cell division site6. Individual cells 
need to exert a force in order to initiate tissue migration and it has been shown that local cellular migration fol-
lows the local maximum stress7, however, with a robust cellular collective drive to fill unfilled space8. Mechanical 
waves guiding such motion have been shown to build up in epithelial monolayers9. In collective migration of can-
cerous tissue the cells are connected via cell-cell junctions, and invasion is initiated and maintained by signaling 
pathways that control cytoskeletal dynamics and turnover of cell-matrix and cell-cell junctions10. However, it has 
proven difficult to define the rate-limiting mechanisms governing invasive migration, and cancer cell invasion is 
currently regarded as a heterogeneous and adaptive process10. During invasion cancer cells are subject to consid-
erable forces that have been shown to be large enough to cause nuclear envelope rupture and DNA damage as the 
cells squeeze through tight interstitial spaces11.

Here, we take an alternative view on cancer tissue dynamics with the goal of understanding which of the 
observed properties can be understood alone from a materials science point of view, without the need to invoke 
complex signaling mechanisms, although many such signaling pathways have been identified12. We character-
ize the dynamics of cancer tissue of different invasive potential, originating from both mouse and human. As 
uncontrolled cell division is a hallmark of cancerous tissue, we focus on the dynamics related to cell division and 
on the forces exerted by the dividing cells on the surrounding tissue. We find a strong correlation between the 
velocity, divergence and vorticity fields of the cancer and its invasive potential. To understand the dynamics from 
a mechanical point of view, we formulated a model which considers the tissue as a viscoelastic continuum and 
reproduces well the velocity field. The model allows for quantification of the force exerted by the dividing cells on 
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the surrounding tissue, and this force is found to correlate with the invasiveness of the cancer. These results are 
useful for understanding the underlying fundamental mechanisms of cancer tissue dynamics.

Results
Characterizing the dynamics of cancerous tissue. All tissue types investigated here originate from 
epithelial monolayer breast tissue and representative images of these monolayers are shown in Fig. 1. We inves-
tigated the human breast cancer cell lines MCF7 (non-invasive) and MDA-MB-231 (invasive). These human 
cell lines show the classical phenotype with the non-invasive MCF7 retaining an epithelial-like and round shape 
whereas the highly invasive MDA-MB-231 cells exhibit a more mesenchymal-like and elongated appearance (see 

67NR

4T1

MCF7

MDA-MB-231

t = -10 min t = 0 min t = +10 min

Figure 1. Images of cancer tissue surrounding a cell division site in a confluent monolayer of the breast 
cancer cell lines 67NR (mouse, non-invasive), 4T1 (mouse, invasive), MCF7 (human, non-invasive), and 
MDA-MB-231 (human, invasive). The red arrows point to the site of cell division and at the resulting daughter 
cells. Time zero is defined as the onset of cytokinesis, i.e., the first image where two distinct daughter cells are 
visible. The dividing cell is centered in the image and the image is rotated so that the daughter cells move in a 
horizontal direction after cell division. The scalebar is 40 μ m and applies to all images.
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Fig. 1). In addition, we investigated murine cell lines which exhibit the opposite phenotype with the non-invasive 
67NR cells showing a more mesenchymal-like phenotype while the malignant 4T1s maintain a round epithelial 
shape (see Fig. 1). These differences are also reflected in the gene-expression of the classical epithelial marker 
E-Cadherin: The invasive human breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 shows a striking downregulation of the cell 
adhesion protein E-Cadherin, while the invasive murine 4T1s maintain high E-Cadherin levels. For the non-inva-
sive cell lines, the human MCF7 exhibit high E-Cadherin levels, while the murine 67NR does not.

The dynamics of the cancerous tissue was quantified by particle image velocimetry (PIV). This method tracks 
the displacements from image to image by finding the maximum correlation between intensity patterns13 (more 
details are given in Methods). The time lapse between two consecutive images was 2 minutes and the division 
sites were chosen so that no other divisions took place during this time interval within the frame investigated. An 
example of an extracted velocity field is shown in Supplementary Fig. S1.

Correlation between velocity and invasiveness. From the velocity fields, we calculated the speed dis-
tributions of all investigated cell tissue types. These are depicted in Fig. 2a and b for the murine and human cells, 
respectively. At least 30 independent data sets were used for each tissue and for each data set images were analyzed 
40 minutes before and 40 minutes after cytokinesis, i.e., at least 1200 images were analyzed for each tissue type. 
Figure 2c shows the average speed as a function of distance from the division site. Only within ~1 cell diameter 
from the division site does the average speed exceed the typical tissue speed. Also, cell division is rare and changes 
in the velocity field around the dividing cell are only visible ~4 min before and ~4 min after cytokinesis. Therefore, 
the average speed distributions (Fig. 2a and b) characterize the motion of the entire cancerous tissue, not of the 
cell division site per se. The murine cell lines showed an average speed of 0.13 ±  0.03 μ m/min for the non-invasive 

Figure 2. Invasive cancerous tissues move faster than their non-invasive analogue. (a) Probability density 
functions of the speeds from the complete monolayer velocity field (obtained by PIV analysis) during the entire 
imaging period (80 min) for the human cells (non-invasive MCF7, invasive MDA-MB-231). The vertical lines 
depict the mean speed for each tissue type. (b) Same as (a) for the murine cells (non-invasive 67NR, invasive 
4T1). (c) The average tissue speeds as a function of distance from the division site, dots denote data points, solid 
lines are exponential fits. The speed is only elevated compared to the normal tissue speeds ~1 cell diameter away 
from the division site. Also, it is clear from this plot that the most aggressive cell type here investigated, the 
human MDA-MB-231 cells, move significantly faster than any of the other cell types.
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67NR cells, while the invasive 4T1 cells had an average velocity of 0.27 ±  0.06 μ m/min. For the human cell lines, 
the non-invasive MCF7 cells display a mean velocity of 0.23 ±  0.02 μ m/min, while the invasive MDA-MB-231 
cells had an average speed of 0.7 ±  0.2 μ m/min. For each cell type, the reported error was found as the standard 
deviation of the mean speeds, calculated for at least 30 independent experiments. Hence, for both the cancerous 
tissue types, mouse and human, the invasive cells had a significantly higher average speed than the non-invasive 
counterparts. From Fig. 2a and b it is also apparent that the speed distribution of the most aggressive cells here 
investigated, the human MDA-MB-231, has a ‘fatter tail’ than the others, this signifies a relatively large number of 
cells moving extra-ordinarily fast. For the human cell lines, the average velocities here obtained correspond well 
to those reported in literature in migration assays14–17. For the murine cell lines, there only exists a value for the 
non-invasive 67NR of 0.03 μ m/min18, which is somewhat lower than observed here.

Divergence and vorticity around dividing cancer cells. Just before a cancer cell divides it contracts 
and ‘balls up’ thus becoming higher than the surrounding tissue. At cytokinesis the two daughter cells move 
in opposite directions away from the cleavage furrow while the adjacent cells contract their cell protrusions (as 
illustrated in Fig. 3a). These features are visible for all investigated tissue types in the experimentally obtained 
divergence fields, which are calculated as described in Methods and depicted in Fig. 3b. The invasive cell lines 
display stronger divergence than the non-invasive counterparts. Also, the human invasive MDA-MB-231 is the 
tissue type which shows the overall largest degree of divergence throughout the entire tissue (not just around the 
division site). This is probably because these cells are highly motile and move more independently than other 
tissue types. To increase the signal to noise ratio, the data shown both in Figs 3b and 4 are averages over at least 30 
data sets. Before averaging, the frames were aligned so that the cell division occurs in the center of the image, and 
rotated so that the two daughter cells move in a horizontal direction immediately following cytokinesis. Similar 
divergence patterns were previously reported for cell divisions of endothelial cells6.

Vorticity is another convenient measure of tissue dynamics, it describes the curl of the velocity field and 
thereby the swirling induced in the tissue by the dividing cells. After cell division, the two daughter cells expand 
outward in opposite directions, inducing two pairs of vortices in the tissue, with the center at the division site, 
see Fig. 4. These two pairs of vortices are visible for at least 4 minutes after cell division in all investigated tissue 
types. There are, however, important differences between the cell lines: The vorticity around a dividing cell is 
clearly stronger for the invasive cells (mouse 4T1, human MDA-MB-231) than for their non-invasive counter-
parts (mouse 67NR, human MCF7). Hence, vorticity correlates with invasiveness. Remarkably, the background 
level is significantly higher for the most invasive tissue type investigated, the human MDA-MB-231, which was 
also the case for the divergence (Fig. 3b).

Compared to the vorticity fields surrounding healthy dividing endothelial cells, there are distinct differences 
to cancer cells. For instance, the vortex pairs induced by cancer cell division are relatively short-lived, they dis-
sipate ~6 minutes after division (Supplementary Fig. S2). In contrast the vortex structures surrounding dividing 
endothelial cells remain detectable for hours6. Also, the extent of the vortex structures around dividing cancer 
cells is relatively short, only ~1 cell diameter (Supplementary Fig. S2) corresponding to an induction of only 
primary vortexes. This is quite different from endothelial tissue where the correlation length was significantly 

Figure 3. Contraction and expansion in cancer tissue around a cell division site. (a) Illustration of the 
contraction (blue arrows) and expansion (red arrows) of cells undergoing or neighbouring cell division.  
(b) Divergence field during cytokinesis around a dividing cell located in the center of each image. The daughter 
cells move in a horizontal direction after cytokinesis. Each image is 300 ×  300 μ m2 and is an average of at least 
30 data sets. The scalebar is 40 μ m and applies to all images. The color scale displays the degree of divergence 
with blue denoting contraction and red expansion. The two invasive tissue types (mouse 4T1 and human 
MDA-MB-231) exhibit a higher degree of contraction and expansion than their non-invasive counterparts 
(mouse 67NR and human MCF7).
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larger, expanding over 3 cell diameters and where also secondary and tertiary vortices were induced6. Such struc-
tured dynamics around dividing cancer cells was not observed in control experiments without cell divisions 
(Supplementary Fig. S3).

Continuum model. Biological matter, from single yeast cells19 to developing embryos20, has been shown to 
possess viscoelastic properties21,22. This means that on short time scales, the tissue deforms and relaxes elastically 
in response to a mechanical loading, whereas loads applied over a longer time will result in an irreversible viscous 
deformation. Many models of viscoelastic behavior exist and one of the most simple models, which include a 
crossover from predominantly elastic behavior on short time scales to viscous flow on larger time scales, is the 
Oldroyd-B model23. In the limit of small velocity gradients this model is based on the constitutive relation:

σ λ σ η γ λ γ
+

∂
∂
=




+

∂
∂


t t

2 ,
(1)1 0 2

where σ is the deviatoric stress tensor, γ = ∇ + ∇v v[ ( ) ]T1
2

 is the strain rate tensor and the material properties are 
parametrized by the relaxation time λ1, the retardation time λ2 and the total viscosity η0. In contrast to a purely 
viscous fluid the stress state of an Oldroyd-B fluid has memory of the past and the constitutive relation therefore 
includes time derivatives of the stress tensor σ. In our model, we go beyond basic viscoelasticity by also including 
the self-propelling force of individual cells.
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Figure 4. Cell divisions induce ordered vorticity patterns in a confluent monolayer of breast cancer cells. 
(a) Illustration of the division induced cell movement resulting in the emergence of a central vortex pair.  
(b) and (c) show the average vorticity fields in an area of 150 μ m from a cell division site (n =  30) for breast 
cancer cells with the daughter cells moving in a horizontal direction after cytokinesis. Time zero was defined 
as onset of cytokinesis. (b) Vorticity fields of murine cell lines (non-invasive 67NR, invasive 4T1). (c) Vorticity 
fields of human cell lines (non-invasive MCF7, invasive MDA-MB-231). The colorscale displays the vorticity 
(counterclockwise motion blue, and clockwise motion red). The scalebars are 40 μ m and apply to all images.
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The dynamics of the tissue is modeled by the mass and momentum balance equations, where the mass balance 
is guaranteed by the incompressibility condition ∇  · v and the momentum balance equation assumes the form

ρ ρ
∇ ∇= − + ⋅ σ − α +ˆp v m0 1 1 ,

(2)

where ρ is the mean density, p is the pressure, =v̂ v v/  is the direction of the local mean velocity of the tissue, α 
is a positive friction constant and m is a stochastic acceleration term describing the self-propelling forces of the 
cells. The friction term αv̂ accounts for all the dissipative processes between the cells and the substrate. Similar to 
the basic Coulomb friction law, we shall here assume that the friction is independent of the speed of the cells. The 
momentum balance, eq. 2, contains no inertial terms, as the dynamics are assumed to be fully overdamped, i.e., 
the dissipative forces completely dominate the inertial forces. More details of the model are given under 
‘Experimental Procedures’ and in Supplemental Information. The correlation length, ξ, in the motion of the can-
cerous cells is relatively short (Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Fig. S4) compared with other tissues 
such as endothelial tissue6, probably because the cancer cells are less tightly connected than the endothelial cells. 
When tissue dynamics exhibit longer correlation lengths the dynamics are better described by higher order mod-
els, see, e.g., in refs 6 and 24.

The governing equations of the model, eqs 1 and 2, are valid in both 2D and 3D. However, the cell-substrate 
friction term would be irrelevant in 3D, where no substrate is present. Also, one could relatively easily implement 
the presence of chemokines into the model as a scalar concentration field, the gradient of which would lead to a 
local force affecting the velocity.

Comparison to experimental data. The cells are self-propelling and we expect them to explore their 
environment in a random fashion, when no interactions are taken into account. The motility term m in eq. 2 was 
therefore taken to be the result of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with a noise persistence time λm, strength βm 
and an imposed characteristic length scale m (see Methods). The continuum model described by eqs 1 and 2 was 
simulated numerically and the speed probability density function P(v), the spatial velocity correlation function 
Cr(r), and the temporal velocity correlation function Ct(t) were calculated. The model parameters were fitted by 
measuring the chi-square between the experimental and the simulated P(v), Cr(r), and Ct(t), choosing the param-
eter set yielding the smallest chi-square value in a parameter grid search. (Details on the numerical implementa-
tion of the continuum model and the fitted parameters are given in Methods and Supplementary Information).

Figure 5a shows the speed distributions for the different tissue types returned by the continuum model. It is 
clear that the model (dotted lines) reproduces the experimental data (full lines) quite well for all tissue types. Even 
the tails of the speed distributions (see the semi-log inset of Fig. 5b), and the exceptionally ‘fat tail’ of the human 
invasive MDA-MB-231 in Fig. 2, are captured well by the continuum model, due to the inclusion of viscoelasticity 
and friction in the model. If these features were not included, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck forcing m would generate 
a speed distribution with a Gaussian tail. The spatial and temporal correlation functions as well as their fits are 
shown in Supplementary Fig. S4.

Quantifying the force exerted by a dividing cell. To quantify the mechanical forces exerted by a divid-
ing cell, we include cell division in the continuum model by adding an active stress σ0 inspired by refs 25–27 to 
the constitutive relation in eq. 2:

σ λ σ η γ λ γ σ+
∂
∂
=




+

∂
∂


 + .

t t
2

(3)1 0 2 0

The active stress has a simple on/off time dependence and is assumed to originate from two equal but opposite 
constant point forces of magnitude f0 separated by a small distance 2a and centered on the cell division site.

We are interested in the cell layer’s response to a division and therefore neglect the noise term m in eq. 1 since 
it represents the cells’ intrinsic motility, which is not a division-induced effect for the studied cell lines. The fric-
tion term −αv̂ is small compared to the force driving the division and is neglected. In the absence of noise and 
friction, eqs 1 and 3 can be solved analytically. The obtained velocity field is a Stokeslet dipole vsto(x) in space 
multiplied by a time dependent function h(t), (see Methods):

= .h tv x v x( , t) ( ) ( ) (4)mod sto

The model velocity field vmod(x, t) was fitted to the time-series of averaged experimental v data using regular-
ized Stokeslets28. For each time series, the magnitude of the point force divided by the viscosity, f0/η0, as well as the 
retardation time, λ2, were extracted (values are given in Table 1). A comparison of the experimentally obtained 
velocities around a dividing cell with the model’s predictions is shown in Fig. 5b. The resulting time dependence 
of the forcing (defined as force per meter divided by characteristic viscosity) is shown in Fig. 5c and the obtained 
retardation times, given in Table 1, were similar to the values obtained when fitting the model to the statistical 
characteristics of the entire velocity field.

As apparent from Fig. 5c and Table 1, the invasive cell lines exerted a larger force to viscosity ratio during cell 
division than the non-invasive cell lines for both the murine and human model systems. To test the statistical 
significance of the difference in forcing magnitude f0/η0 between invasive and non-invasive cells, a two-sided 
student’s t-test was performed. A sample of 30 values of f0/η0 for each cell type was extracted by fitting the model 
velocity field vmod(x, t) to each of the 30 individual experimental time series making up the averaged experimental 
velocity time series v. Comparing the samples of 4T1 and 67NR yielded a p-value less than 10−8 whereas the com-
parison of MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 yielded a p-value less than 10−3, supporting that the invasive cell lines 4T1 
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and MDA-MB-231 do exert a significantly larger forcing f0/η0 than their non-invasive analogues. The obtained 
retardation times, λ 2, did not differ significantly between cell types, signaling a relative similar rheology.

Discussion
Using image analysis, we quantified the velocity fields in cancerous tissue surrounding dividing cells. By invoking 
different measures for the tissue dynamics, speed, divergence and vorticity, we found that invasive cancer cell lines 
(mouse 4T1 and human MDA-MB-231) move faster, and display stronger divergence and vorticity, than their 
non-invasive counterparts (mouse 67NR and human MCF7). Hence, fast intrinsic tissue movements correlates 
with the aggressiveness of the breast cancer type.

The two metastatic cell lines investigated here represent breast cancer cells with a varying level of physical 
interaction. The MDA-MB-231 are known to have a downregulated production of the classical epithelial marker 

Figure 5. Predictions by the continuum model and comparison to experiments. (a) Probability density of 
the normalized speed distribution during the whole imaging period (80 min). Experimental data are shown 
by full lines, the model’s predictions by dotted lines. Inset: The speed distributions on a semi-logarithmic scale 
demonstrating how well the exponential tails are reproduced by the model. (b) The velocity field induced by 
a single cell division v compares well with a fit of the model velocity field vmod given in eq. 4. The cell division 
occurs at time t =  0 min and the displayed experimental data v, are from an average over at least 30 data sets. The 
cell line displayed is the invasive murine 4T1 and the three other cell lines are fitted equally well by the model. 
(c) The force exerted by the expanding daughter cell divided by the viscosity as a function of time. The solid 
lines are the result of fitting eq. 4 to the experimental velocity time series during division. One value of f0/η0 
and λ2 is obtained for each of the four time series. The dotted lines represent fits to the same experimental data, 
when no time dependence is imposed on the model, i.e., a Stokeslet dipole vsto(x) is fitted to each time frame, 
thus returning one fitted value of f0/η0 per time frame. The time series of f0/η0-values serves as a test of the time 
dependence predicted by the full time-dependent model. For both the murine and human cells, the invasive cell 
lines exert the largest force during division and expansion.

Cell type Forcing f0/η0 Retardation time λ2

4T1 (4.6 ±  0.4)μm/min (1.8 ±  0.3)min

67NR (2.6 ±  0.4)μm/min (1.3 ±  0.5)min

MCF7 (2.9 ±  0.4)μm/min (2.1 ±  0.6)min

MDA-MB-231 (4.3 ±  0.4)μm/min (1.9 ±  0.3)min

Table 1.  Forcing and typical retardation times for the different cancer model systems, numbers are 
obtained by fitting the theoretical model to the experimental data.
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E-Cadherin29, they have a mesenchymal, elongated phenotype, and they primarily migrate and invade as single 
cells. Although being highly aggressive, 4T1 cells in contrast continue to express the epithelial tight junction 
marker E-Cadherin30 and accordingly migrate in a collective manner30,31. Despite these striking regulatory differ-
ences, our analysis reveals a correlation between invasiveness and all observed parameters characterizing dynam-
ics. In addition, we can exclude a pure correlation between cell shape and dynamics.

All investigated cell lines displayed the emergence of two pairs of vortices around division sites, and the spatial 
and temporal correlations of these patterns were short compared to similar events in endothelial tissue6. This 
may be attributed to the fact that cancerous tissues have weaker intercellular adhesion than endothelial tissue, 
and adjacent cells move in a less correlated fashion. Endothelial cells are stress sensitive, tightly packed, and rely 
on cooperation within the layer to function optimally. Cancer cells, on the other hand, divide at higher rates and 
their lower cell-to-cell adhesion, compared to normal cells, give rise to high motility.

The continuum model presented here was inspired by the experimental observations, in particular, the rel-
atively short correlation length and the visco-elastic properties of the tissue were crucial for the model’s exact 
formulation. The model captures the experimentally observed velocity fields, and in addition provides important 
information on the forces exerted by cancerous cells undergoing division. Our discovery that the invasive cells 
exert a larger forcing (and a larger force, if viscosity is assumed constant) than the non-invasive counterparts in 
both the human and murine model system, intuitively makes sense as the more aggressive cells should be better 
able to squeeze through tight interstitial spaces and even be able to cross boundary layers such as blood vessel 
walls. The present work focuses on 2D migration and does not consider aspects of tumor growth such as tumor 
morphology, interaction between healthy and cancerous tissue, nor the availability of resources such as oxygen 
and nutrients32,33. The model regards cancer tissue as a continuum and is solely based on the material properties 
of the system, no biological signaling is included. In real life, the behavior of cancer tissue will be influenced both 
by biochemical signaling and material properties34–36. Although the influence of the mechanics, material proper-
ties, and the tumor microenvironment is receiving increasing attention, a full understanding of the mechanisms 
governing collective dynamics is still missing.

By analyzing the dynamics of cancerous tissue, both murine and human, we found a strong correlation 
between the invasiveness of breast cancer cell lines and the 2D tissue dynamics. Invasive cell lines, murine 4T1 
and human MDA-MB-231, showed significantly faster intrinsic tissue movements than their non-invasive coun-
terparts (murine 67NR and human MCF7). Uncontrolled cell division is a hallmark of cancer cells and the diver-
gence and vorticity fields around dividing cells were significantly stronger for the invasive cell lines than for the 
non-invasive albeit, with shorter correlation lengths than observed around dividing cells in endothelial tissue6. 
The experimental observations led to formulation of a continuum model which incorporated the viscoelastic 
nature of the tissue. This model nicely reproduced all observed experimental data, for instance the velocity, diver-
gence and vorticity fields. In addition, the model returned the force37 divided by viscosity applied by the divid-
ing cells onto the remainder of the tissue and we found that the forces exerted by the invasive cell lines were 
significantly larger than by their non-invasive counterparts. These results prove a strong correlation between 
cancer tissue invasiveness, dynamics and force generation, where the most aggressive cells are the strongest and 
fastest. This information shows that dynamics are a more reliable parameter for judging aggressiveness than, 
e.g., cell shape, tissue connectedness, or endothelial marker expression. A natural extension of the current study 
will be to investigate the dynamics of a tumor embedded in a three dimensional matrix. The theoretical model 
here presented should still be valid in three dimensions, however, PIV analysis of experimental images would be 
challenging. In vivo, the physical and biological properties of the tumor microenvironment (TME) will influence 
tumor cell growth34 and migration rate38. For instance, the rigidity and meshwork density of the TME has been 
shown to influence cellular migration and invasion39–41. Hence, for translation into an in vivo or clinical setting, 
the influence of the TME would need to be assessed.

Methods
Cell culture. All cell lines were cultured at 37 °C and with 5% CO2. The 4T1 and 67NR murine breast cancer 
cell lines were a kind gift from Fred Miller (Wayne State University)37 and were confirmed through STR testing. 
The MDA-MB-231 and MCF7 human breast cancer cell lines were purchased from ATCC. All cell lines were 
routinely tested negative for mycoplasma. The 4T1, 67NR and MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s 
Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Gibco) containing high glucose and GlutaMAXTM, 10% Fetal Bovine Serum 
(FBS) and 1% Penicillin Streptomycin (P/S). The MCF7 cell line was cultured in DMEM/F-12 (Gibco) supple-
mented with 10% FBS and 1% P/S.

The cells were seeded in Nunc Cell-Culture Treated 6-multiwell plates (Thermoscientific) at a density between 
7∙105 to 9∙105 cells. After seeding they were allowed to settle for approximately 24 h (16–32 h) to create a confluent 
monolayer.

Time lapse microscopy and image analysis. Phase contrast images were taken of the monolayer for a 
duration of 6–12 h using a Nikon Eclipse Ti-E microscope system. The majority of the data was taken using a 10x 
air objective (CFI Plan Fluor DLL, 10x, N.A. 0.30, W.D. 16.0 mm, Ph1, Nikon), acquiring an image every 2 min. 
To increase spatial and temporal resolution, imaging was repeated with a 20x objective (CFI Plan Fluor DLL, 20x, 
N.A. 0.50, W.D. 2.1 mm, Ph1, Nikon) taking an image every 0.5 min (see Supplementary Methods for discussion 
on this).

Dividing cells with a distance of at least 150 μ m from other dividing cells during the duration of the obser-
vation period were identified manually in the phase contrast images. The dividing cell was centered in the 
300 ×  300 μ m2 frame and the frame was rotated so that the daughter cells would move along a horizontal axis 
away from the site of division (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. S1). The image sequence spanned from + /−40 min 
from the site of cell division.
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Particle Image Velocimetry, divergence and vorticity. The image processing was performed using 
particle image velocimetry, more precisely the GUI based open-source tool called PIVlab13. This method allows 
us to perform the analysis of tissue dynamics using Matlab routines. It uses cross correlation algorithms to meas-
ure space- and time-resolved flow velocities, and enhances signal-to-noise and vector resolution by applying 
multiple rounds of displacement analysis to offset the following rounds. These multiple rounds are known as 
passes. For the PIV analysis, 3 passes were used and final interrogation areas of 15.6 μ m for the 10x experiments 
and 7.8 μm for the 20x experiments, respectively.

From the velocity vectors, it is possible to calculate contraction and expansion of the vector field (divergence), 
and the swirling tendency (vorticity). These were calculated using the equations below.
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To increase the signal-to-noise ratio, the velocity fields and all subsequent analyses were averaged over at least 
30 (for 10x) or 50 (for 20x) data sets, deriving from at least 4 individual experiments. Analysis of the velocities was 
performed with custom made Matlab scripts.

The continuum model. The proposed model aims at describing cell-cell interaction, cell-substrate dissipa-
tion and intrinsic motility of the cells in a mechanical framework. A continuum description is therefore natural, 
as it renders mechanical properties such as local stresses and forces easily accessible. The cell-cell interactions are 
in the continuum described by the material rheology eq. 1, the cell-substrate interactions are accounted for by the 
friction term α− v̂ and the intrinsic cell motility is incorporated through the noisy acceleration term m.

The acceleration term, representing cell motility, was taken to be the result of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process:

ϕ
λ

∇∂
∂
+ ⋅ = − +

m m m x
t

tv( ) 1 ( , ),
(7)m

where λm is the noise persistence time and ϕ(x, t) is a white Gaussian noise field ζ(x, t) of strength 
ζ ζ β δ δ⋅ ′ ′ = − ′ − ′x x x xt t t t( , ) ( , ) 2 ( ) ( )m , filtered in space with a Gaussian function of width m and zero 

mean to impose a characteristic length scale on the noise. The imposed length scale reflects the fact that a cell is 
coherent and the velocity fieldhould not fluctuate on scales smaller than the cell size.

Numerical simulation. The model described by eqs 1 and 2 was simulated numerically in a two-dimensional 
box with periodic boundaries using a pseudo-spectral method. Non-linear terms were evaluated in real space 
and then transformed back to Fourier space using the Fast Fourier Transform. An exponential time differenc-
ing scheme42, was used for the time integration of the stress tensor and the motility term. The velocity field and 
pressure were found in each time step by a relaxation procedure. A grid of size 256 by 256 and a time step of the 
order Δ t~10−4 were used. In physical dimensions this corresponds to a box of length ~200 μm and a time step 
~0.01 min.

The velocity field of a single dividing cell. When friction and motility are ignored, the model described 
by eqs 1 and 3 can be solved analytically using Laplace transform techniques, since the transformed equations 
have the sametructure as Newtonian Stokes flow driven by point forces. If the active stress σ0 is turned on at time 
t =  0 and turned off at time t =  toff then the velocity solution vmod(x, t) =  vsto(x)h(t) has the time dependence:
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where θ(t) is the Heaviside step function. We take σ0 to be the stress resulting from two point forces localted at 
x =  ± a respectively with equal but opposite force strengths ± f0. The spatial part of the velocity field is then a sum 
of the two Stokeslets28 corresponding to the two point forces:
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where =± x ar  is the distance from the point force located at x =  ± a, respectively.
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Abstract

The collective dynamics of cells play a significant role in diverse biological processes
such as wound healing, cancer metastasis and morphogenesis. It is becoming more and
more clear that not only biochemical signaling but also mechanical forces and material
properties are important factors in the development, coordination and collective motion
of cells. Here, we present a mechanical model of living tissue, which accounts for cell
motility, cell-cell interactions, cell-substrate interaction, and cell division. The model
describes the velocity field of a cell monolayer and is tested on experimental data of
endothelial and cancer cells. In particular, the model captures the exponential tails of
the bulk speed distributions as well as the motion around cell division sites. Finally, our
model quantifies measurable physical tissue parameters such as effective viscosity and
forces between cells from simple recordings of the velocity field.

Author Summary

The collective motion of tissue cells is important during diverse processes such as wound
closure, embryonic development and the invasion of healthy tissue by cancer cells. The
cell interactions orchestrating the motion, however, are not easily measured and in
many cases not well understood. To better understand the collective motion of cells, we
propose a continuum-scale model, which takes into account the mechanical interaction
between cell neighbors, the friction with the substrate and the self-propelling forces of
the cells. The model is capable of describing the observed motion of several cell types.

Introduction 1

The collective motion of cells have been described by a broad range of models including 2

particle based models, which consider (often point-like or undeformable) particles with 3

various interactions [1–4], cellular Potts models [5–7], vertex models [8], phase field 4

models [9], as well as continuum-scale models with cell polarization [10–16] and without 5

cell polarization [17,18]. Here, we will follow the latter class of models by treating the 6

cells as a continuous monolayer, while borrowing the self-propelling forces often used in 7

particle type models. The self-propelling force will in our approach take the shape of a 8

structured noise term with a finite persistence time. Overall, the model will be 9

formulated in terms of the velocity field of the tissue and will therefore be directly 10
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comparable to experimentally acquired Particle-Image Velocimetry (PIV) data. Finally, 11

an advantage of continuum-scale models is that analytical derivations often become 12

more tractable than in particle based model. We use this to derive analytically the flow 13

field and stresses in the tissue surrounding a cell-division. 14

Individual cells have been observed to behave viscoelastically in response to 15

mechanical stimuli [19, 20], i.e. on short time scales a cell deforms and relaxes elastically 16

in response to a mechanical loading, whereas loads applied over a longer time will result 17

in viscous flow and thus irreversible deformation. Several rheological models, using the 18

viscous dashpot and the elastic spring as basic building blocks, have been employed to 19

describe viscoelastic behavior of single cells [21]. The Maxwell fluid element (Fig 1A), 20

consisting of a dashpot in series with a spring, and the Kelvin-Voigt solid element 21

(Fig 1B), consisting of dashpot in parallel with a spring, are the simplest fluid and solid 22

models from which most other rheological models are derived. Depending on the 23

coupling of the basic building blocks, both fluid-like and solid-like behavior can be 24

obtained. One prominent example of a rheological model is the standard linear solid, 25

where the dashpot in the Kelvin-Voigt element is coupled in series with a spring. When 26

subjected to a sudden strain, the stress in the standard linear solid model decays 27

exponentially towards a constant non-zero value. 28

On length scales beyond individuals cells, tissues are also observed to behave 29

viscoelastic [22]. Based on stress relaxation experiments on freely suspended cell 30

monolayers, Harris et al. [23] used the standard linear solid model to estimate an 31

apparent viscosity for Madine-Darby Canine Kidney cell monolayers. Guevorkian et 32

al. [24] obtained an apparent viscosity for murin sarcoma cell aggregates using a 33

micropipette aspiration technique and the standard linear solid model in series with a 34

dashpot. Forgacs et al. [25] performed parallel plate compression experiments on 35

chicken cell aggregates and estimated the viscosity using a rheological model of two 36

parallel coupled Maxwell fluid elements. Also the viscosity of breast cancer tumors has 37

been measured using ultrasonic shear-wave imaging experiments combined with a 38

Maxwell model [26]. 39

Results 40

Continuum model of collective motion 41

We consider tissue comprised of motile cells, which on time scales longer than 42

approximately the cell size (∼ 20 µm) divided by the typical cell speed (∼ 1 µm/min), 43

experiences irreversible deformation. We are interested in modeling the behavior of a 44

tissue over the cause of hours and due to the irreversible deformation present at this 45

time scale, we will consider the tissue as a viscoelastic fluid. One of the simplest models 46

describing a viscoelastic fluid is the Oldroyd-B model [27], which is often thought of as 47

the result of dissolving a Maxwell fluid of viscosity η1 and shear modulus G in a 48

Newtonian fluid of viscosity η2 (Fig 1C). Defining the total viscosity η0 = η1 + η2, the 49

relaxation time λ1 = η1/G and the retardation time λ2 = (η2/η0)λ1, the Oldroyd-B 50

constitutive relation is: 51

σ + λ1
∇
σ= 2η0

(
γ + λ2

∇
γ

)
, (1)

where
∇
σ and

∇
γ are the upper convected derivatives of the deviatoric stress tensor σ and 52

the strain rate tensor γ = 1
2 (∇v + (∇v)T ) respectively and v is the local mean velocity. 53

The upper convected derivative ensures objectivity of the constitutive relation and 54

corresponds to the rate of change of γ or σ in a small fluid volume stretching with the 55

flow. 56
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Experiments measuring the stress relaxation of tissue after a sudden compression, 57

have found the stress to relax exponentially with one or two characteristic time scales 58

depending on the initial loading strain rate [23,25]. The Oldroyd-B model only captures 59

exponential stress relaxation with a single characteristic time scale λ1 under the same 60

experimental conditions. More rheological elements could have been added to account 61

for the second stress relaxation time scale observed in experiments, but aiming at 62

simplicity, we have chosen not to. 63

Fig 1. Rheological diagrams. Details on the relation between constitutive equations
and the rheological diagrams are given in Methods. (A) Maxwell fluid. Under sudden
stress, the spring of elastic modulus E deforms instantaneously whereas the dashpot
deforms at a constant rate like a fluid of viscosity η. When the Maxwell element is
released, the spring regains its original length, but irreversible deformation has
happened due to the dashpot. (B) Kelvin-Voigt solid. Under sudden stress, the
Kelvin-Voigt solid deforms with a characteristic time scale η/G. The deformation is
reversible and when released, the Kelvin-Voigt solid regains its original shape. (C)
Oldroyd-B fluid. When subjected to a sudden strain ε0, the stress decays exponentially
with a timescale η1/G towards zero.

Dynamics 64

We consider a confluent monolayer of cells residing on a substrate. The tissue is taken 65

to be incompressible, such that the divergence of the local mean velocity vanishes 66

∇ · v = 0, and the projected area of each cell is conserved. Frictional forces completely 67

dominate inertia for tissue dynamics, and the momentum balance equation is therefore 68

modeled as: 69

0 = −1

ρ
∇p+

1

ρ
∇ · σ − αv̂ + m, (2)

where ρ is the mean density, p is pressure, σ is the deviatoric stress tensor, −αv̂ is a 70

friction term with v̂ = v/|v| being the velocity direction and m accounts for the cell 71

motility. 72

Friction 73

The friction term −αv̂ in Eq (2) models the dissipative processes between cells and 74

substrate and is inspired by dry kinetic Coulomb friction between two solid objects. 75

Coulomb friction does not depend on speed, only on the velocity direction v̂ and the 76

constant friction coefficient α. 77

From a microscopic point of view, the friction force can be motivated by considering 78

a single cell of area Ac which adheres to the substrate with Nc contacts. The average 79

contact density is nc = Nc/Ac and we assume that new contacts are established as the 80

cell moves, such that the contact density stays constant. Taking the energy cost of 81

breaking or establishing contacts to be constant, the energy spent as the cell moves is 82

only dependend on the distance traveled, not on the speed at which the cell moved. The 83

cell therefore experiences an opposing force of constant magnitude. As the friction acts 84

against any motion breaking adhesion contacts, we expect the friction force to point in 85

the opposite direction of the velocity. 86

The friction term −αv̂ can also be motivated from the experimental observation 87

that the cell layers show speed distributions with exponential tails (Fig 2A). If the cell 88

motion had been a pure Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with a linear damping term 89

proportional to −v: 90

dv

dt
= − 1

λv
v + ξ(t), (3)
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where ξ is a white Gaussian noise field of strength 〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 = ωvδ(t− t′)δij , then the 91

resulting stationary probability density for the speed v would have a Gaussian tail: 92

P (v) =
2v

λvωv
exp

(
− v2

λvωv

)
. (4)

Let us instead consider a generic version of Eq (3) with a different damping term: 93

dv

dt
= −ψ(v) + ξ(t). (5)

Demanding that the process in Eq (5) should result in a stationary probability 94

distribution with an exponential tail: 95

P (v) =
v

a2
exp

(
−v
a

)
, (6)

where a is some constant, then the stationary Fokker-Planck equation takes the form: 96

[ψxv̂x + ψy v̂y]− a
[
∂ψx
∂vx

+
∂ψy
∂vy

]
= ωv

[
1

a
− 1

v

]
, (7)

where subscripts denote x or y-components. The simplest choice of ψ(v) fulfilling 97

Eq (7) is given by ψ(v) = (ωv/a)v̂ where v̂ = v/|v| is the velocity direction. 98

The friction term linear in the velocity, has commonly been used in the literature on 99

tissue dynamics [1, 10,17,18,28,29]. Such a term resembles the drag of a viscous fluid 100

flowing over a solid surface for low Reynolds numbers. In the proposed model, we do 101

treat the cells as a viscoelastic fluid, but we do not stretch the fluid analogy to also 102

describe the cell-substrate interaction and we therefore use the friction term 103

proportional to the velocity direction. 104

Motility 105

Non-interacting motile cells perform persistent random motion, where the velocity v 106

changes on a characteristic time scale λm [30, 31]. This persistent random motion is 107

frequently modeled as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, which produces an exponentially 108

decaying temporal velocity autocorrelation [32]. We will employ a motility model closely 109

related to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process: 110

∂m

∂t
+ (v · ∇)m = − 1

λm
m + φ(x, t), (8)

where m(x, t) is the local forcing accounting for cell motility, λm is the persistence time 111

and φ is filtered white Gaussian noise. In a pure Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, φ is 112

white Gaussian noise. However, as each cell is a coherent body moving at a single 113

velocity, there is a minimum length scale - similar to the cell size - below which the 114

velocity field is constant. We therefore impose a length scale `m on the random forcing 115

by filtering a white Gaussian noise field ξ with a Gaussian function of width `m and 116

zero mean to obtain the filtered noise field φ(x, t): 117

φ(x, t) =
1

2π`2m

∫
ξ(x′, t) exp

(
−|x− x′|2

2`2m

)
dx′. (9)

The strength of the white Gaussian noise field was taken to be 118

〈ξi(x, t)ξj(x′, t′)〉 = βmδ
(2)(x− x′)δ(t− t′)δij where the indices i, j run over the spatial 119

directions x, y. The filtered noise field has an exponentially decaying spatial correlation: 120

〈φi(x, t)φj(x′, t′)〉 =
βm

4π`2m
exp

(
−|x− x′|2

4`2m

)
δ(t− t′)δij . (10)
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The model captures statistical characteristics of experimental 121

data 122

The velocity field of bulk motion in epithelial and endothelial tissue experiments as 123

reported in [?, 14] allows for quantification of statistical characteristics such as the speed 124

distribution P (v), the spatial velocity correlation function Cvv(r) and the temporal 125

velocity correlation function Cvv(t). These three fingerprints of tissue dynamics can be 126

compared quantitatively to the proposed model (Fig 2). 127

The model described by Eq (1-9) and the incompressibility condition has seven 128

parameters listed in Table 1. Since the main constituent of biological tissue is water, the 129

density ρ will not be considered a parameter of the model. The model was simulated 130

numerically in the limit of small deformations where the upper-convected derivative can 131

be replaced by a partial time derivative using a pseudo-spectral method on a 2D 132

periodic domain (see Methods). The model was fitted to the experiments by performing 133

a parameter grid search and choosing the parameters resulting in the smallest 134

chi-squared between the experimental and simulated statistical characteristics 135

P (v), Cvv(r) and Cvv(t). An example of a simulated velocity field is shown in Fig 3. 136

Table 1. Model parameters.

Symbol Units Description
λ1 time Relaxation time
λ2 time Retardation time
λm time Motility persistence time
`m length Motility length scale
βm length4/time2 Motility noise strength
η0 mass/(length·time) Total viscosity
α length/time2 Friction coefficient

Exponential tail of the speed distribution 137

The model successfully reproduces the spatial and temporal velocity correlations and it 138

captures the exponentially decaying tail of the speed distribution (Fig 2A). A similar 139

exponential tail has been observed for dilute suspensions of the MDA-MB-231 cell 140

line [33], and non-Gaussian tails have been observed experimentally for other types of 141

tissue [30,31,34]. 142

Correlation functions 143

The proposed model accurately reproduces the temporal correlation observed in the 144

experiments (Fig 2C). It also captures the characteristic length scale of the spatial 145

velocity correlation but shows a negative dip, which signals the presence of vortices, 146

which are absent in the data (Fig 2B). 147

Numerical simulations of the model with the friction term −αv̂ replaced by a drag 148

term −αv revealed, that the correlation functions are almost identical in the case of 149

friction and the case of drag. The choice of a drag or friction term thus mainly affects 150

the speed distribution. The velocity correlation functions can be calculated analytically 151

when advection of the noise field is neglected and when a drag term is used instead of a 152

friction term (S1 Appendix). The resulting analytical correlation functions are displayed 153

as black lines in Fig 2 and closely resembles the simulations. The negative dip of the 154

spatial velocity correlation functions is not present in the analytical correlation function, 155

and is thus a result of the advection and the friction term. 156
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Fig 2. Statistical characteristics are well described by the model.
Experimentally measured statistical characteristics are plotted as solid colored lines,
whereas statistical characteristics of the model fits are displayed as dashed lines. Speed,
distance and time are rescaled by the mean speed v0, the spatial correlation length `0
and the time scale `0/v0 respectively. (A) The exponential tails of the speed
distributions are captured by the model. We note, that the experimental and simulated
speed distributions are very different from the result of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
(full black line), which results in a Gaussian tail. (B) The spatial correlation function of
the model shows a negative dip which is not present in the data, but otherwise matches
the experiments. The analytical correlation functions in the case of a drag term (S1
Appendix) are displayed as black solid lines and closely resemble the simulations. (C)
The temporal correlation functions are closely matched by the model.

Fig 3. Bulk velocity fields. (A) Experiment. Human MCF7 cells during bulk
motion. (B) Simulation. Velocity field of a simulation, where the speed distribution
P (v), the temporal velocity correlation Cvv(t) and the spatial velocity correlation
Cvv(r) have been fitted to the experimentally measured data of the MCF7 cells.
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Mechanical forces during cell division 157

The flow fields generated by the proposed model are the result of an interplay between 158

the energy injection caused by the intrinsic cell motility and the dissipative processes of 159

the cell-cell and cell-substrate interactions. Another source of energy injection is cell 160

divisions, which have not been included in the model, since the effect on the bulk flow 161

was found to be negligible in the considered experiments. However, cell division can 162

play a role in tissues where division events are more frequent. 163

A single cell exerts forces on the surrounding tissue and generates flow as it divides. 164

The flow fingerprint of such a single cell division can be found analytically within the 165

proposed model. Since we are only interested in the effect of the cell division, motility is 166

neglected in the momentum balance equation. Experimentally, this condition can be 167

obtained by aligning a number of cell division flow fields along the division direction and 168

taking the average. Also friction is discarded, as the friction force should be small 169

compared to the forces exerted by the dividing cell in order of cell division to be feasible. 170

In absence of motility and friction, the momentum balance Eq (2) reduces to: 171

∇p = ∇ · σ. (11)

We incorporate the forces caused by the division process by adding an active stress term 172

σ0 inspired by [12,35,36] in parallel with the viscous dashpot representing the cells in 173

the Oldroyd-B model (see Methods, Fig 6). The resulting constitutive relation in the 174

limit of small deformation is: 175

σ + λ1
∂σ

∂t
= 2η0

(
γ + λ2

∂γ

∂t

)
+ σ0, (12)

where the active stress σ0(x, t) = c(t)g(x) is a simple function of space and time. We 176

take the active stress to have a simple square pulse time dependence describing the 177

onset (t = 0) and finalization (t = toff) of the division process: 178

c(t) = θ(t)− θ(t− toff), (13)

where θ(t) is the Heaviside step function. We assume that a dividing cell located at 179

x = 0 during division exerts two equal but opposite point forces ±f0 on its environment. 180

The point forces are separated by a distance 2a and located at x = ±a respectively, 181

such that: 182

∇ · g(x) = f0

[
δ(2)(x− a)− δ(2)(x + a)

]
. (14)

The separation 2a is taken to be smaller than the cell scale. Laplace transforming 183

Eq (12) and substituting into the Laplace transformed Eq (11) yields: 184

∇p̃(x, s) =
(1 + λ2s)

(1 + λ1s)
η0∇2ṽ(x, s) +

c̃(s)

(1 + λ1s)
∇ · g(x), (15)

where tilde denotes a Laplace transformed function and s is the transform variable. 185

Eq (15) describes a Stokes flow in space driven by two point forces, which can be made 186

clear by defining a time dependent viscosity η̃(s) = η0(1 + λ2s)/(1 + λ1s) and forcing 187

d̃(s) = c̃(s)/(1 + λ1s) such that Eq (15) takes the form: 188

∇p̃(x, s) = η̃(s)∇2ṽ(x, s) + d̃(s) f0

[
δ(2)(x− a)− δ(2)(x + a)

]
. (16)

The solution to the two dimensional Stokes equation driven by a point force is well
known [37], and for the force dipole in Eq (16) we obtain:

ṽ(x, s) =
d̃(s)

η̃(s)

1

4π

{
[f0 · (x− a)]

(x− a)

r2
+

− [f0 · (x + a)]
(x + a)

r2
−

− f0 ln

(
r+

r−

)}
(17)

=
d̃(s)

η̃(s)
vsto(x). (18)
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The time dependence can be found by transforming h̃(s) = d̃(s)/η̃(s) to the time 189

domain: 190

h(t) = 1− e−t/λ2 −
[
1− e−(t−toff)/λ2

]
θ(t− toff). (19)

So the velocity field resulting from a single cell division: 191

v(x, t) = vsto(x)h(t), (20)

is simply a Stokesflow in space vsto(x) given by Eq (17-18) multiplied by a 192

time-dependent function h(t) given by Eq (19). The time dependence in Eq (19) is 193

intimately related to the rheological model. If the tissue for instance had been treated 194

as a pure Maxwell fluid instead of an Oldroyd-B fluid, then the time dependence would 195

have been completely governed by the active stress time dependence c(t) in Eq (13). 196

A flow field resembling that of a force dipole flow was also observed and modeled in 197

dividing Madin-Darby canine kidney cells [13]. The time dependence of the division 198

induced flow field was however not reported. 199

Extracting forces at play from experimental flow fields 200

Eq (20) relates the velocity field during division to the forces exerted by the dividing 201

cell on its environment. Given an experimentally observed flow field, Eq (20) can be 202

used to estimate the forces at play. 203

For each breast cancer cell type, at least 30 individual experimental cell division 204

time series were centered, aligned and overlaid (see Methods). The resulting time series 205

of the averaged velocity field (Fig 4) show the fingerprint of a cell division with the 206

effect of motility averaged out. We fitted the velocity field in Eq (20) to the averaged 207

experimental velocity fields and obtained good agreement between the time dependence 208

in Eq (19) and the experimental velocity fields (Fig 4,5). The fitted values of the point 209

force strength f0 and the retardation time λ2 are listed in Table 4. 210

Fig 4. Averaged velocity field during division. The experimental velocity
component fields are obtained as an average over 30 individual division events for the
MCF7 cell line. Time zero is defined as the onset of cytokinesis, i.e., the first image
where two distinct daughter cells are visible. The model prediction in Eq (20) was fitted
to the experimental data and the model captures the spatial structure and the temporal
evolution of the velocity field well. The depicted domains are 200× 200 µm.

Fig 5. Averaged normalized velocity field during division in the center
region. The velocity field components 〈vx(x, t)〉 and 〈vy(x, t)〉, which resulted from an
average over at least 30 experiments, were normalized at each spatial point with the
local maximal occurring velocity component 〈vx,max(x)〉 and 〈vy,max(x)〉 respectively.
The figure shows the mean evolution of the normalized velocity components close to the
cell division center during the division process. The observed velocity evolution is
qualitatively well captured by the analytically calculated model time dependence
function h(t) in Eq (19). The shading indicates the standard deviation of the mean
evolution.
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Discussion 211

A large number of models have been employed to describe various aspects of collective 212

tissue motion, but few allowed for quantification of mechanical quantities such as forces 213

and stresses. In this paper, we developed a continuum model for tissue, which 214

successfully captured the statistical characteristics of bulk tissue velocity fields for a 215

range of epithelial and endothelial cell types and provided a natural framework for 216

assessing stresses and forces in the tissue. Furthermore, the proposed model allowed for 217

an analytical solution of the velocity field induced by a single cell division, and the 218

possibility to extract physical parameters such as retardation and relaxation times as 219

well as the cell division force. 220

The proposed model differs from many previous works in the inclusion of the 221

Coulomb like cell-substrate friction term. Existing continuum and particle models of 222

collective tissue motion frequently include a drag term linear in the velocity field to 223

describe dissipation caused by cell-substrate adhesion contacts being 224

broken [1, 10,17,18,28,29]. To our knowledge, little is known about the cell-substrate 225

dissipation process on the tissue scale, and it could be interesting to obtain firmer 226

experimental knowledge on the appropriateness of either a linear drag or a Coulomb 227

type friction. We note, that the Coulomb type friction term is responsible for the model 228

being able to produce a speed distribution with an exponential tail, but a speed 229

distribution with a Gaussian tail as observed experimentally in [1] is also possible within 230

the parameter space of the model. 231

The self-propulsion of cells in the proposed model incorporates a length scale and a 232

persistence time of the local motility force field, which accounts for the finite extend of a 233

single cell and for the tendency of a single cell to change its velocity on a certain time 234

scale. Several papers have used related but more elaborate approaches, where the 235

motility force field evolves in time due to some specified dynamics. Basan et al. [38] 236

proposed that the local motility force tends to align with the tissue velocity and 237

combined with an assumption of cell locomotion being suppressed by neighbors, 238

Zimmermann et al. [39] were able to model the traction patterns observed 239

experimentally in spreading epithelial tissue [40, 41]. Other authors have envisioned the 240

polarization field as a two-dimensional nematic liquid crystal [10,13,29], which allows 241

for complex flow patterns with vortices and jets. In contrast to these existing models, 242

the proposed motility evolution contains no assumptions of velocity-motility alignment 243

or nematic behavior. 244

Including a motility force explicitly, as done in this paper, has the advantage that 245

the local velocity need not be aligned with the local motility force. This behavior has 246

been observed in an expanding monolayer, where the velocity and the local motility 247

(traction) force under certain circumstances were anti parallel [41]. A natural next step 248

is therefore to incorporate tissue boundaries in the proposed model, such that 249

monolayer expansion and the generated tractions can be studied. This would also allow 250

the model to be compared with and used to study the classical scratch-wound assay 251

experiment [42–44], the observed fingering of tissue edges [44,45] and the propagation of 252

strain rate waves in spreading tissue [46]. 253
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Materials and Methods 254

Constitutive relations resulting from rheological diagrams 255

As an illustration of the relationship between constitutive equations and rhelogical 256

diagrams, consider the rheological diagram for the active Oldroyd-B fluid in Figure 6. 257

The total stress and strain are: 258

σ = σa + σb ε = εa + εb (21)

where: 259

σa = Gεa = η1
∂εb
∂t

+ σ0 σb = η2
∂ε

∂t
. (22)

We wish to eliminate all references to part a and b and only work with the total stress σ 260

and strain ε: 261

σ = η1
∂εb
∂t

+ η2
∂ε

∂t
+ σ0 = −η1

∂εa
∂t

+ η0
∂ε

∂t
+ σ0 = −η1

G

∂σa
∂t

+ η0
∂ε

∂t
+ σ0. (23)

Resulting in: 262

σ +
η1

G

∂σ

∂t
= η2

η1

G

∂2ε

∂t2
+ η0

∂ε

∂t
+ σ0 (24)

Identifying γ = ∂ε/∂t and using the definitions λ1 = η1/G and λ2 = (η2/η0)λ1, we 263

obtain Eq (12) of the main text. A similar approach relates the other rheological 264

diagrams of Fig 1 to constitutive equations. 265

Fig 6. Rheological diagram for the Oldroyd-B fluid when division processes
are included. The active stress σ0 models the force exerted by dividing cells and is a
simple function of time and space. Stresses in parallel add up, the same is true for
strains in series.

Cell cultures and experiments 266

The data presented here have previously been published in references [?, 14]. The 267

experiments, the cell culturing methods and the data analysis are described in detail in 268

these two references. 269

In short, the part of the experiments concerning cell division were performed using 270

two invasive breast cancer cell lines, the murine 4T1 and the human MDA-MB-231 cells, 271

and two non-invasive breast cancer cell lines, the murine 67NR and the human 272

MCF7 [?]. The cells were seeded in multi-well plates and were allowed to settle for ∼24 273

hours in appropriate media to create a confluent monolayer. The monolayer was imaged 274

in phase-contrast microscopy for a duration of 6 to 12 hours acquiring an image every 2 275

minutes. The sequences of images were analyzed by Particle Image Velocimetry 276

(PIV) [47] which returned the velocity fields of the monolayer. 277

Also, we here describe data from experiments performed on human umbilical vein 278

endothelial cells (HUVEC) [14]. These cells were seeded in collagen IV coated dishes 279

and cultured for 3 days in a CO2 atmosphere and with relevant media which was 280

exchanged every 24 hours. For the endothelial tissue, images were acquired every 10th 281

minute and the images were analyzed by the PIV routines to return the velocity fields. 282

The mean speed and velocity correlation length observed in bulk motion experiments 283

are listed in Table 2. 284
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Table 2. Measured characteristics of experimental velocity fields in bulk
experiments.

Cell line Mean speed v0 Correlation length `0
4T1 (0.27± 0.06) µm/min (25.8± 0.9) µm
67NR (0.13± 0.03) µm/min (26.5± 1.1) µm
MCF7 (0.23± 0.02) µm/min (19.6± 0.7) µm
MDA-MB-231 (0.7± 0.2) µm/min (13.7± 0.4) µm
HUVEC (0.5± 0.1) µm/min (28.0± 0.1) µm

The correlation length `0 was found by fitting a single exponential Cvv(r) = e−r/`0 to
the spatial correlation functions displayed in Fig 2.

The limit of small deformations 285

For the considered cell types, the upper convected derivative can be approximated by a
partial time derivative. To see this, consider the upper convected derivative of a tensor
ψ is defined as:

∇
ψ=

∂ψ

∂t
+ (v · ∇)ψ −

[
ψ · (∇v) + (∇v)T · ψ

]
(25)

Defining a characteristic time tψ on which ψ changes, a characteristic flow velocity Uv
and length scale Lv, the upper convected derivative can be cast in dimensionless form:

∇
ψ=

∂ψ

∂t
+
tψUv
Lv

{
(v · ∇)ψ −

[
ψ · (∇v) + (∇v)T · ψ

] }
(26)

In the limit of small velocity gradients Uv/Lv compared to the characteristic time tψ, 286

the quantity (tψUv/Lv) is small and the upper convected derivative reduces to a partial 287

derivative with respect to time. The cell lines considered have a characteristic flow 288

velocity Uv ∼ 1 µm/min and a characteristic size of Lv ∼ 20 µm (Table 2). The 289

characteristic viscoelastic time can be estimated as the retardation time tψ ∼ λ2 290

obtained from the cell division process (Table 4), such that the deformation is small 291

(tψUv/Lv) ∼ 0.05 and the upper convected derivative can be replaced by a partial time 292

derivative. 293

Numerical simulations 294

The dynamics of the bulk velocity field described by Eq (1-9) and the incompressibility 295

condition was simulated numerically using a pseudo-spectral method on a 2D box with 296

periodic boundaries. Fourier- and inverse Fourier transforms were performed using the 297

Fast Fourier Transform algorithm, and non-linear terms were evaluated in real space. 298

Time integration of the stress tensor and the noise term was performed using an 299

exponential time differencing scheme [48]. In each time step, the velocity field and the 300

pressure was found by a relaxation procedure. 301

The periodic 2D domain consisted of 256× 256 grid points corresponding to a box of 302

length ∼ 200µm in physical units. The time step was ∼ 0.01 min in physical units. 303

Model parameters 304

The viscosity η0, along with the density ρ, a characteristic velocity U and a 305

characteristic length L were used to non-dimensionalize the equations and η0, ρ were 306

thus not subjected to fitting. The dimensionless simulation parameters were converted 307
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to parameters with physical units for each cell type by identifying the simulation mean 308

speed v0 with the experimental mean speed and the simulation velocity correlation 309

length `0 with the experimental velocity correlation length. 310

The speed distribution P (v), the spatial velocity correlation function Cvv(r) and the 311

temporal velocity correlation function Cvv(t) were calculated for both experiments and 312

simulations. The model was fitted to an experiment, by minimizing the chi squared of 313

P (v), Cvv(r), Cvv(t) between simulation and experiment. The set of parameters 314

obtained for each cell type is listed in Table 3. 315

Table 3. Fitted parameters for bulk cell motion.

Cell type λ1 λ2 λm `m α (ρ/η0) βm (ρ/η0)2

(min) (min) (min) (µm) (µm·min)−1 (min)−3

4T1 1.6 0.4 7.8 10 0.002 0.003
67NR 2.9 0.7 7.1 12 0.001 0.001
MCF7 1.2 0.3 3.0 9 0.003 0.010

MDA-MB-231 2.2 0.2 4.3 7 0.015 0.125
HUVEC 1.6 0.4 7.8 10 0.002 0.003

Table 4. Fitted parameters for cell division processes.

Cell line Force/viscosity f0/η0 Retardation time λ2

4T1 (4.6± 0.4) µm/min (1.8± 0.3) min
67NR (2.6± 0.4) µm/min (1.3± 0.5) min
MCF7 (2.9± 0.4) µm/min (2.1± 0.6) min
MDA-MB-231 (4.3± 0.4) µm/min (1.9± 0.3) min

Supporting Information 316

S1 Appendix. Analytical calculation of velocity correlation functions. 317

When the non-linear friction term −αv̂ in the model is replaced by a linear drag term 318

−αv and advection of the motility term is neglected, then the velocity correlation 319

functions can be calculated analytically. The velocity correlation functions are almost 320

identical in the case of drag and friction. 321
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Significance (other PNAS papers: 100-150 words) 

 
Cancer cells proliferate, expand and migrate in a microenvironments of highly varying nature. Understanding the 

intracellular mechanical response of cancer cells to changes in their microenvironment is essential to 

understanding how cancer spreads and why certain cancer types are more prone to invade and form metastasis 

than others. Our data uncovers a differential intracellular visco-elastic landscape of malignant and benign cancer 

cells with only the invasive cancer cells exhibiting the ability to sense and adjust to the stiffness of their 

microenvironment. In addition, we show that the cancer cells belonging to the edge of a colony increase their 

viscosity during the process of invasion into the surrounding dense three-dimensional matrix, possibly with the 

goal of more easily being able to squeeze through narrow channels. These findings show that the biomechanical 

interplay between cells and their microenvironment plays an important role in cancer progression. 

 
 

 

 



 

 

Abstract (other PNAS papers: ~200 words) 

 
The metastatic cascade is a physically highly demanding process for cancer cells. They have to resist mechanical 

forces as compression, tension and high shear stresses in the blood stream and need to apply forces on the 

environment while squeezing through the dense network of extracellular matrix or the endothelial lining of blood 

vessels. In addition, the ability to adapt to different physical conditions is essential for a successful metastatic 

colonization, as secondary tumor sites often exhibit vastly different biomechanical conditions than the organ of 

tumor origin. Here, we probed the adaptability of cancer cell lines of different invasive potential changes in their 

microenvironment. Optical tweezers based micro-rheology and real time deformability cytometry of cells cultured 

in collagen matrices of variant stiffness revealed striking differences in their intracellular visco-elasticity. The 

cytoplasmic viscoelasticity of the invasive cells changes significantly following a change in matrix stiffness. In 

contrast, the non-invasive cells has a much smaller response, or no response, to changes in matrix stiffness. 

Furthermore, using a 3D spheroid invasion assay we revealed significant changes of the intracellular viscoelasticity 

between the non-invading cells and the invading cells of the spheroid. Inhibition of the focal adhesion kinase 

(FAK) could abrogate the visco-elasticity of the cancer cells in different positions of the spheroid, suggesting that 

the FAK based mechanosensing pathway is involved. Thus, cancer cells with a high invasive potential are 

characterized by the ability to mechanically adjust to their matrix and a more viscous cytoplasm seems beneficial 

for the cells to squeeze through narrow channels and potentially metastasize. Insight into these mechanisms may 

pave the way for novel type of cancer drugs prohibiting biomechanical adjustments of the cytoplasm in response 

to the matrix. 
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–intracellular plasticity 



 

 

Introduction (other PNAS papers: 400-1000 words) 

Metastatic spread is responsible for more than 90% of cancer-related deaths (1). The progression from a primary 

tumor to a disseminated metastatic disease is a complex process and cancer cells are shown to interact with their 

non-cellular surroundings, the extracellular matrix (ECM), at each step of the metastatic process (2). The 

expression and deposition of many ECM proteins is significantly altered during the progression of tumors, leading 

to both biochemical and biomechanical changes of the tumor microenvironment (TME).   

 

Despite the fact that the ECM comprises over 500 components, its physical properties are vastly determined by 

fibrillar collagens, elastin, glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) and proteoglycans (PGs) (3).  The family of collagens is 

the most prevalent protein in human tissues with type I collagen being the most abundant. Fibrillar collagen I 

builds a physical scaffold providing tensile strength and stiffness to the tissue (4). The density and alignment of 

collagen fibrils varies in different tissues to provide distinct mechanical and biological functions of an organ. 

Hence, alteration of collagen deposition or posttranslational modifications and crosslinking observed in 

pathological settings as fibrosis and cancer change the physical properties of tissues vastly and can contribute to 

disease manifestation and progression (4–6). A prominent example is breast cancer with cancerous tissues 

exhibiting an elastic modulus that is around tenfold stiffer than normal mammary tissue (7). Moreover, increased 

matrix stiffness is shown to drive a malignant transformation in the breast (6,7). 

In this study we focus on cellular responses to changes of the density of type I collagen in their environment. 

Although it is well established that an increased deposition and crosslinking of type I collagen promotes the 

metastatic progression of tumors (7–9), little is known of the intracellular mechanical changes in reaction to 

increased collagen density. Baker et al. performed micro-rheological studies on endocytosed particles inside 

prostate cancer cells cultured in 3D matrices or on 2D matrices of varying stiffness. They found the intracellular 

creep compliance to be dependent on matrix stiffness, but only in 3D assays (cite Baker2009). Using endocytosed 

beads in mammary epithelial cells (MECs) the same group found that MECs possessing ErbB2 transforming 

potential stiffen in response to matrix stiffness while non-transformed MECs do not (Baker2010). However, these 

studies both used endocytosed polystyrene particles for the micro-rheological studies and thereby they only probed 

the endocytotic pathway, which may not be representative for the entire cytoplasm. Also, they did not relate 

invasive potential to the ability to respond to the matrix’ stiffness. In the current study, we focus on the relation 

between the cytoplasmic visco-elasticity, the stiffness of the surrounding matrix and the invasive potential of the 

cells. To probe the cytoplasmic viscoelasticity we use a tightly focused laser beam, an optical trap, capable of 

tracking the mobility of endogenously occurring lipid granules. This technique is well established for extracting 

intracellular viscoelasticity and has the advantages that it does not need externally injected tracers or endocytosed 

particles and can probe at any site within the cytoplasm or nucleus of living cells (cite Tolic PRL 2004, Jeon2011 

PRL, Leijnse 2012). Our studies reveal a clear correlation between the invasive potential and the ability to 

mechanically adjust to the surrounding matrix of a variety of families of cancer cells. In addition, we show that 

within a colony, or a spheroid, the leader-cells which extend out from the colony to invade the adjacent tissue are 

more viscous than those cells forming the center. These results point towards a much-overlooked influence of the 

biomechanical properties of cells and their microenvironment on the metastatic process. 

 
 



 

 

Results 

Optical tweezers micro-rheological measurements in 3D cultured cancer cells 

Extracellular stiffness was shown to drive breast cancer progression (7). Nevertheless the mechanism and 

intracellular mechanical response to the changes in the microenvironment have not been revealed yet. Performing 

micro-rheology measurements in 3D cultured cancer cells in matrices of different collagen I concentrations, our 

aim was to measure the intracellular response of cancer cells to extracellular stiffness. 

We combined a 3D collagen culture system with optical tracking of the intracellular diffusion of lipid granules in 

cancer cell lines of various invasive potential.  

Lipid granules were reported to occur naturally in eukaryotic cells (15). They exhibit a diameter of 200-300nm 

and are highly refractive allowing trapping with optical tweezers. Tracking the movement of the lipid granules 

using a tightly focused laser and a quadrant photodiode (Fig. 1A) therefore allows intracellular diffusion studies 

as described for fission yeast (16) and human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) (14).  

A custom-made Matlab program was used to calculate the power spectra by fourier transforming the time series 

of the granule’s position. The slope of a linear fit in the high frequency region (9900Hz>f>500Hz) gives a very 

precise measurement of the cytoplasmic viscoelasticity, namely the scaling exponent α (Fig 1B, in detail in the 

Method section and Selhuber et al. (16)). A scaling exponent α=1 indicates Brownian motion of a particle, whereby 

α<1 describes sub-diffusive behavior of a tracked granule which is typical for particles moving in viscoelastic 

media. This implies that the closer α is approaching 1, the more viscous is the cytoplasm of a cell, while small 

scaling exponents describe a dense cytoplasm (Fig 1C). To modulate the stiffness of different microenvironments, 

cancer cells were cultured in gels containing either a concentration of 1 or 4 mg/ml rat-tail collagen I (Corning 

Inc.) (Fig. 1D). Representative images of the cancer cells after 24h in the different 3D gels are shown in Fig. 1E 

and S. 1. 

 

 



 

 

Fig. 1 Optical tweezer microrheology experiments in 3D cultured cancer cells.  
Illustration of the optical trapping setup (A). Exemplary power spectrum analysis of the time series of a trapped lipid granule 

(B). Interpretation of different values of the scaling exponent α. α 1 describes a freely moving particle in a more viscous 

cytoplasm, α0 describes a slower moving particle in a densely packed more elastic cytoplasm (C). Illustration of the 3D 

culture system of variant collagen I concentration (D). Exemplary pictures of actin-labelled 4T1 and 67NR breast cancer as 

well as KPR172HC and KPflC pancreatic cancer cells cultured in matrices of 1 or 4 mg/ml rat-tail collagen I (E).  

 

The intracellular mechanical plasticity correlates with the invasive potential of cancer cells 

We applied this method to cancer cell pairs of different invasive potential that were derived from diverse tissues. 

These were the breast cancer cell lines 4T1 and 67NR as well as MDA-MB-231, MCF-7; colorectal cancer lines 

SW620 and SW480 and the pancreatic cancer cell lines KPR172HC and KPflC (Fig. 2A). The increase in stiffness 

by changing the collagen concentration in the matrices was confirmed by rheology (Fig. 2B). A median Young’s 

modulus of 421Pa (1mg/ml matrix) corresponds to soft tissues as the lung or mammary gland (5,17).   

The gel of 4 mg/ml collagen I (E=1137Pa) resembles a stiffening of these tissues during cancer progression as 

shown for the mammary gland (4,7) and other stiffer tissue types as the liver that are sites for colonization of 

metastasis (18). 

While all cancer cells tested showed viscoelastic properties with a scaling exponent fluctuating around α=0.6  when 

cultured within three-dimensional matrices, we could report a striking difference in the intracellular plasticity of 

malignant and benign cell lines. Non-invasive cell lines did not show significant changes in the scaling exponent 

when cultured in collagen gels of different concentrations (MCF7 p=0.6992, KPflC p=0.4601, 67NR p=0.5735, 

SW480 p=0.4524).  In contrast, all invasive cell lines showed strong intracellular adjustments when cultured within 

the different collagen I matrices (Fig. 2C-F; Table 1).  

Cell lines with a relatively high scaling exponent in the soft matrix of 1 mg/ml collagen I as the MDA-MB-231 

and KPR172HC cells showed a reduced intracellular viscosity in response to higher collagen concentrations with a 

scaling exponent decreasing from α=0.64 to α=0.61and from α=0.63 to α=0.55 respectively (Fig. 2C-D; Table 1).  

We also observed an opposite response, namely an increase in cytoplasmic viscosity as a response to matrix 

stiffness with a change in the scaling exponent from α= 0.58 to α= 0.63 in the breast cancer cell line 4T1 and from 

α=0.53 to α=0.57 in the colorectal cancer line SW620 cultured in matrices of 1 and 4 mg/ml collagen I (Fig. 2E, 

F; Table 1). Both of these cell lines showed a relatively high elastic component when cultured in soft gels, which 

was proportionally decreased in matrices of higher collagen content. 

 



 

 

  
 

Fig. 2 The scale of intracellular adjustments to cues in the environment correlates with cancer cell 

invasiveness.  
Summary of the cancer cell pairs used in the optical tweezers micro-rheological measurements (A). The young’s modulus of 

1 mg/ml or 4 mg/ml collagen I matrices was determined by shear-rheology (B). Scaling exponent of the intracellular lipid 

granule diffusion in human breast cancer cell lines MDA-MB-231, MCF7 and MCF10A (C); pancreatic cancer cell lines 

KPR172HC, KPflC (D); mouse breast cancer cell lines 4T1, 67NR (E) and colorectal cancer cell lines SW620, SW480 (F). 

Highly invasive cell lines are shown in red, non-invasive cancer cell lines in grey. Box plot of 5-95 percentile, Mann-Whitney 

test (two-tailed). 



 

 

 
 

 Invasive Non-invasive 

1 mg/ml collagen I 4 mg/ml collagen I 1 mg/ml collagen I 4 mg/ml collagen I 

MDA-

MB-231 
0.6416 ± 0.08599 0.607 ± 0.09391  

MCF7  0.6197 ± 0.08603 0.622 ± 0.08232 

KPR172HC 0.6327 ± 0.1118 0.5501 ± 0.1072  

KPflC  0.6051 ± 0.09252 0.599 ± 0.1222 

4T1 0.5857 ± 0.07676 
 

0.6275 ± 0.09017  

67NR 
 

0.588 ± 0.09011 0.5983 ± 0.08017 

SW620 0.5287 ± 0.1074 0.5714 ± 0.1003  

SW480  0.5776 ± 0.1106 0.5881 ±0.1025 

 

Table 1 Overview of the scaling exponent for cancer cells cultured within three dimensional collagen 

matrices. 
Data is shown as mean ± SD, n=100.  
 

The stiffness of invasive cancer cell lines changes with their microenvironment 

 
In order to investigate if the overall elasticity of the cells is affected in the same way as the locally measured 

intracellular viscoelasticity, we studied the stiffness of cancer cells cultured on matrices of variant concentration 

of collagen I using Real-Time (RT-) Deformability Cytometry (Fig. 3A).  

RT-Deformability Cytometry is a high throughput technique that probes the deformation of cells streamed through 

a microfluidic channel. High shear stresses at the 20µm constriction of the microfluidic chips deform the spherical 

cells into a bullet-like shape. The degree of deformation (D = 1 − circularity) is dependent on cell size and 

mechanical phenotype of the cell (19). To focus solely on the mechanical properties of the cancer cells, the cell 

size dependent deformation values (S 2) were converted into size independent values of the Young’s modulus 

based on the numerical simulation work by Mokbel et al. (20). This linear elasticity model for fully elastic spheres 

was integrated in the software ShapeOut enabling us to extract cancer cell stiffness after 24h culture on the different 

substrates. 

Overall the cancer cell lines showed a Young’s modulus around 2-3kPa (Fig. 3 B-E). Focusing on the cellular 

response to the collagen gels of different stiffness we could observe the same trends as in the optical tweezer based 

viscoelasticity measurements described above. While non-invasive cancer cell lines did not show significant 

differences in their deformation or elasticity, invasive lines revealed changes in their stiffness after being cultured 

on collagen I gels of different concentrations (Fig. 3B-D and S 2). An exception was the pair of colorectal cancer 

cell lines with the invasive SW620 showing no differential response to the matrices (Fig. 3E and S 2E). However, 

due to the high variability within the measurements, the distributions of the deformability values were not 

significant different when the cells were cultured on matrices of different collagen concentrations. Nevertheless 

they appear clearly distinct of the distributions in non-invasive cell lines (S 2B). 

Again we recorded the correlation of cellular and extracellular stiffness for the invasive MDA-MB-231 and the 

KPR172HC, while the breast cancer cell line 4T1 also showed a lower young’s modulus of the cell in response to a 

stiffer substrate. 

 

 

 



 

 

 
Fig. 3 Real-Time Deformability Cytometry of cancer cell lines cultured on matrices of variant stiffness.  
Schematic of Real-Time Deformability Cytometry of cancer cells cultured on matrices of different type I collagen 

concentration. After detachment, suspended cells experience high shear forces when entering a 20μm channel. The resulting 

deformation is captured by a high speed camera (Illustration of the RT-Deformability Cytometer adapted from Otto et al. 

(19)) (A). Overview of the median Young‘s modulus of a pair of human breast cancer (B), pancreatic cancer (C), mouse 

breast cancer (D) and colorectal cancer (E) cell lines after 24h culture on different collagen type I matrices.  Error bars are 

SD, n=4. 

 

 

 



 

 

Cancer cells become more viscous during the process of invasion  
 
To investigate mechanical cellular changes during the invasion of cancer cells, we combined the optical tweezers 

micro-rheology with the 3D spheroid invasion assay into collagen matrices of different stiffness. Hereby lipid 

granule diffusion in cells remaining in the center of the spheroid, at the tip as well as in the stalk of invading 

branches was examined (Fig. 4A). This experimental setup allows the comparison of the intracellular 

viscoelasticity of cells of the same origin during the process of invasion. We utilized the highly invasive pancreatic 

cancer cell line KPR172HC and breast cancer cell line 4T1 showing differential intracellular responses to changes in 

their microenvironment. 

Both cell lines showed significant mechanical intracellular adjustments during the invasive process. Cells that 

invaded the matrices exhibited significantly higher scaling exponents than cells that remained at the surface of the 

spheroids. 4T1 cells at the tip of an invading branch in a collagen matrix of 1mg/ml showed a mean scaling 

exponent of α=0.60 in comparison to α=0.56 of cells in the center (p=0.04). Cells in the stalk of the invasive branch 

following the tip cell showed a trend of a higher viscosity (α=0.58) than their non-invasive counterparts. 

KPR172HC at the invasive front showed a mean scaling exponent of α=0.62. The following cells in the stalk revealed 

a reduced exponent of α=0.61 and cells remaining in the center of the sphere α=0.59. Both cell lines did also show 

this effect in collagen matrices of higher concentration (Fig. 4B, C; Table 2). 

Regarding the intracellular mechanical status of the cells in the matrices of different collagen concentrations, we 

observed the same trend as in the single cell micro-rheological measurements with an opposing overall stiffness 

response of the cell lines regardless of their position in the sphere. While 4T1 cells became more viscous in 

collagen gels of higher concentration, KPR172HCs showed a reduced mean scaling exponent in response to a stiffer 

substrate (Fig. 4B, C; Table 2). 

All in all, the optical tweezer based micro-rheology data in the spheroid invasion setup suggested an increasing 

viscosity of the cells invading three-dimensional matrices. Nevertheless, the cells did still show a differential 

mechanical status in differing microenvironments. 

 

 
 
Fig. 4 Cancer cells become more viscous during the process of invasion.  
Illustration of the experimental setup. The image depicts a 4T1 spheroid 72h after embedding within a matrix of 4 mg/ml 

collagen I. The different regions ‘Center’, ‘Stalk’ and ‘Tip’ are indicated in red (A). Assessment of the scaling exponent of 

the intracellular lipid granule diffusion in 4T1 (B) and KPR172HC (C) either in the center, out-moving stalk or tip of an invading 

branch of a spheroid embedded in a matrix of 1 or 4mg/ml collagen I. Box plot of 5-95 percentile, ordinary one-way ANOVA 

followed by a Holm-Sidak's multiple comparisons test. 

 



 

 

 1 mg/ml collagen I 4 mg/ml collagen I 

CENTER STALK TIP CENTER STALK TIP 

4T1 0.5642 ± 

0.08007 

0.5816 ± 

0.08568 

0.6013 ± 

0.09252 

0.579 ± 

0.08237 

0.6015 ± 

0.08431 

0.6167 ± 

0.1054 

KPR172HC 0.5855 ± 

0.09727 

0.6087 ± 

0.08464 

0.6244 ± 

0.09194 

0.567 ± 

0.08617 

0.5842 ± 

0.1058 

0.6055 ± 

0.0944 

 

Table 2 Overview of the scaling exponent of cells in different positions of the spheroid. 
Data is shown as Mean ± SD, n=100. 

 
To demonstrate the sensitivity of the setup to mechanical changes in the cell, i.e. due to changes in the cytoskeleton, 

we short-term treated spheroids that had invaded into the collagen matrices with Latrunculin B (LatB), a marine 

toxin inhibiting actin polymerization and disrupting the microfilament organization of the actin cytoskeleton of a 

cell. 

 

Cancer cells incubated with the toxin changed cell shape into a round phenotype accompanied by an increase in 

intracellular viscosity in cells in all positions of the spheroid compared to control cells. The effect was visible in 

both the 1 and 4mg/ml collagen matrices (Fig. 6, Table 3).  Especially cells in the center that exhibited the lowest 

scaling exponent in control spheroids showed a pronounced increase in viscosity (4T1 p<0.0001 in both the 1 

mg/ml and 4 mg/ml matrices; KPR172HC p=0.35 in a 1mg/ml matrix, p=0.0003 in a 4 mg/ml collagen gel).  

The toxin levelled out any differential mechanical status associated to the different position of the cells in the 

sphere or the different microenvironments.  

 
Fig. 5 Latrunculin B levels out mechanical differences of invasive and non-invasive cells. 
Comparison of the mean scaling exponent of trapped lipid granules in 4T1 (A) and KPR172HC (B) cells in different positions 

of the spheroid after 72h of invasion intro collagen matrices of 1 and 4 mg/ml. While control cells show an increasing viscosity 

with their invasive phenotype (grey and black line), LatB treated cells show a higher and rather constant scaling exponent in 

all position of the sphere (light and dark red line). Data is shown as mean ± SEM.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 1 mg/ml collagen I 4 mg/ml collagen I 

CENTER STALK TIP CENTER STALK TIP 

4T1 0.6278± 

0.09103 

0.6229± 

0.07874 

0.6188± 

0.08723 

0.6392± 

0.07176 

0.6321± 

0.1045 

0.6494± 

0.09695 

KPR172HC 0.6114 ± 

0.07256 

0.6162± 

0.1027 

0.628± 0.0796 0.6277± 

0.09979 

0.6295± 

0.08006 

0.6295± 

0.09469 

 

Table 3 Overview of the scaling exponent of Latrunculin B treated cells in different positions of the 

spheroid. 
Data is shown as Mean ± SD, n=100. 

 

 

Focal adhesion kinase signalling is essential for intracellular biomechanical adaptations during cancer cell 

invasion 

As extracellular stiffness was shown to induce focal adhesion kinase (FAK) activation, we wanted to study the 

role of FAK in rigidity sensing and adjustments of the mechanical status of the cancer cells during the invasive 

process. 

The broadly used inhibitor of the FAK Inhibitor 14 was able to reduce the levels of phosphorylated FAK in a 

concentration dependent manner and blocked invasion of both cell lines into the different matrices. 

KPR172HC and 4T1 spheroids were allowed to invade into collagen matrices for ~2.5 days before they were treated 

with FAK Inhibitor 14. Inhibiting FAK signalling made the cancer cells insensitive to changes in the 

microenvironment and diminished any differential mechanical status in dependence of the position of the cells in 

the spheroid. For 4T1 cells the scaling exponent levelled out at α=0.60. KPR172HCs plateaued around α=0.61 (Fig. 

6, Table). These findings suggest that FAK is critical for the observed intracellular biomechanical adaptations of 

invading cancer cells. 

 

Fig. 6 FAK Inhibition abrogates a differential mechanical state during invasion.  
Assessment of the viscoelasticity of 4T1 (A) and KPR172HC (B) cells in different positions of the spheroid after 72h of invasion 

intro collagen matrices of 1 and 4 mg/ml. While control cells show an increase in the scaling exponent with their invasive 

phenotype (grey and black line), FAK inhibitor 14 treated cells show a plateau in α in all position of the sphere (light and dark 

blue line). Data is shown as mean ± SEM.  

 



 

 

 1 mg/ml collagen I 4 mg/ml collagen I 

CENTER STALK TIP CENTER STALK TIP 

4T1 0.6044 ± 

0.1284 

0.6015 ± 

0.1348 

0.612 ±  

0.1394 

0.6029 ± 

0.1341 

0.6031 ± 

0.1392 

0.6038 ± 

0.1383 

KPR172HC 0.6079 ± 

0.1019 

0.6083 ± 

0.08791 

0.6082 ± 

0.1014 

0.615 ±  

0.1153 

0.619 ±  

0.1129 

0.6185 ± 

0.1049 

 
Table 4 Overview of the scaling exponent of FAK inhibitor 14 treated cancer cells in different positions of the 

spheroid. 

Data is shown as Mean ± SD, n=100. 

 



 

 

Discussion  

Cancer research is still most of all focused on the biochemical changes during disease progression. Although much 

progress has been made in the last decade to uncover the physical changes of cancer cells and tissues, there are 

still many open questions regarding the interplay of biomechanics and biochemical signaling in the progression of 

cancer. Metastatic spread is physically a very challenging process that requires tumor cell motility in a dense and 

rigid stromal tissue, a survival of high shear stresses in the circulation, but also a great adaptability to colonize a 

secondary organ that exhibits vastly different mechanical properties than the organ of tumor origin. 

Cancer progression is accompanied by an increased ECM deposition, especially collagens, a process termed 

desmoplasia. This increased abundance of proteins is highly correlated with an increase in stromal stiffness 

(4,5,21). It has been demonstrated that physical properties of the ECM vastly influence cancer cell behavior as 

aberrant cell proliferation, migration, invasion and survival (22,7,23–29). Tumor stiffness has even been associated 

with poor prognosis and metastasis (4,30).  

In this study we combined 3D cultures with state of the art biophysical tools allowing us to study mechanical 

changes of cancer cells not only in dependence of cancer progression but also the microenvironment.  

Particle tracking micro-rheology in 3D cultured cells revealed a conventional sub-diffusive behavior of the trapped 

lipid granules that was described earlier (12,13,14). The scaling exponent fluctuated around α=0.6 indicating a 

slightly lower value of the intracellular viscoelasticity than reported for other cells in 2D ((α=0.74 for fission yeast 

(13) and  α=0.75 for HUVECs (14)). The sub-diffusive motion of the granules can hereby be explained by the 

restricted movement of the particle within a cytoplasm densely packed with polymers as the components of the 

cytoskeleton. Particles embedded in F-Actin networks ex vivo were also shown to undergo sub-diffusion with a 

scaling exponent of α=0.76 (31).  

Interestingly, we found a striking difference in the ability of invasive and non-invasive cancer cell lines to adjust 

their cytoplasmic viscoelasticity in response to changes in the surrounding. Only cancer cells of an advanced tumor 

stage were capable to sense and adapt to changing collagen concentrations. 

Despite this overall correlation of intracellular plasticity and invasive potential of the cells, we could detect two 

different adjustment strategies. While KPC and MDA-MB-231 cells showed a correlating intra- and extracellular 

viscoelasticity, 4T1 breast cancer cells as well as SW620 colorectal cancer cells showed an increasing intracellular 

viscosity when cultured in a stiffer environment. 

Our findings do strongly support two previous publications by Baker et al. (10,11). The authors combined 

intracellular micro-rheology with three-dimensional cultures in collagen matrices of variant stiffness. Tracking 

endocytosed tracer beads with optical tweezers they could also find both types of intracellular changes. While 

ErbB2 transformed mammary epithelial cells (MECs) showed a corresponding intra- and extra-cellular stiffness 

(11), PC-3 prostate cancer cells revealed a decreasing apparent  intracellular  elastic  modulus in response to 

increased matrix stiffness (10). In accordance with our overall association of the invasive potential and the 

magnitude of intracellular adjustment to changes in the ECM the authors could observe a more pronounced 

intracellular response in the more motile transformed MECs than in control MECs (11).  

Baker et al. concluded that there may be a correlation of intracellular stiffness sensitivity and cell motility in breast 

cancer  (11). Our data strongly supports this increased stiffness sensitivity not only in breast cancer cells but as a 

general concept of cancer progression. We hypothesize that this intracellular flexibility might aid colonization at 

a physical different secondary site of the body. The outgrowth of cancer cells on very soft substrates as in the soft 

agar colony formation assay is a hallmark of carcinogenesis (32). We postulate that the intracellular physical 

adjustments of aggressive cancer demonstrated here may play a role in this process. 

In current literature it is still highly debated if cancer cells have to become more compliant or stiffer during the 

progression of the disease. Both adjustments strategies have advantages for invasion into a dense matrix. A more 

viscous cytoplasm allows higher deformation and hence migration through small pores (33–38). On the other hand, 



 

 

a higher elasticity is associated with a stronger cytoskeleton and linked to higher force generation which was also 

shown to correlate with cancer cell invasion (39–41). 

We could not detect an overall increase in the viscosity when comparing cell lines of diverse invasive potential 

cultured in three-dimensional matrices. For example did MDA-MB-231 and KPC cells show a significant higher 

viscosity in the soft gels than their non-invasive counterparts MCF7 and KPflC, but showed the reverse behavior 

with a significant more elastic cytoplasm of the highly aggressive cells in the collagen gels of higher concentration.  

Nevertheless, we could detect a consistent increase in intracellular viscosity by looking at the actual process of 

invasion in the elegant optical tweezer based micro-rheology experiments in the spheroid invasion assay. While 

the cancer cells moved away from the cell sphere and invaded the dense collagen matrices, they showed an 

increasing value for the scaling exponent α. This confirms the hypothesis that an increasing compliance allows the 

cells to squeeze through a confined environment which is especially important for degradation free invasion (34).  

With our data we therefore confirm previously performed studies using different techniques as the optical stretcher 

(33) , AFM (37) or magnetic tweezers (35). Swaminathan et al. did find the same adverse correlation of 

intracellular stiffness and invasiveness looking either at ovarian cancer cell lines of different invasive potential or 

patient-derived cell lines (35). Nevertheless these previous studies were performed by comparing different cell 

lines that were cultured on glass or plastic, thus very stiff surfaces. 

The information encoded by ECM stiffness is translated into changes of cellular signaling, behavior and phenotype 

by a multi-step process that can also alter the intracellular stiffness. In large part, cells feel the  rigidity  of  their 

microenvironment by constantly pulling against the extracellular matrix (42). Although there has been a lot of 

progress elucidating the signalling components that regulate this probing of the microenvironment and the final 

responses of the cells to it, the complex network is not fully understood. 

It has been demonstrated that matrix rigidity can induce FAK phosphorylation and activation at the focal adhesions 

of cells (7,23,42–46). FAK is involved in numerous intracellular signaling circuits including cytoskeletal 

remodeling and focal adhesion turnover (46–50). Both processes are not only involved in force sensing and 

transduction but also in the invasion of cancer cells and metastasis (51,52–56). A recent study on the role of FAK 

in 3D migration and cellular mechanics could show that FAK knockout fibroblasts displayed an impaired 

invasiveness into 3D matrices of 2.4 mg/ml collagen type I.  Furthermore the knockout cells showed a reduced 

cell adhesion strength and a lower cellular stiffness determined by magnetic tweezer experiments in 2D cultures 

(56).  

By targeting FAK in the optical tweezer based micro-rheology experiments during cancer sphere invasion we add 

proof that cancer cells of an advanced stage indeed sense and respond to the mechanical environment in a FAK-

dependent manner. Inhibiting FAK signaling made the cancer cells not only insensitive to stiffness in their 

surrounding but did also level out any differential mechanical status in dependence of the position of the cells in 

the spheroid. As the concentration of the inhibitor chosen for the experiments is able to block any invasion of the 

cells, one can interpret the results as cells losing their differentially elevated viscosity when losing their invasive 

status. Nevertheless it remains unclear if this mechanical effect of FAK inhibition is one of the mechanisms in 

which FAK inhibition is able to abrogate invasion, or just a consequence and bystander effect of the treatment. It 

would be very exciting to study the physical properties of cancer tissues derived from patients treated with the 

FAK inhibitors of the first clinical trials in advanced solid tumors (57).  

The ECM is a complex network of proteins. We are aware that the chosen 3D collagen culture system therefore 

does not fully resemble a tumor microenvironment. A further limitation is that an increasing collagen concentration 

does not only alter the stiffness of the matrices but also pore size and importantly it increases the concentration of 



 

 

integrin ligands simultaneously. Hence all effects observed in this study cannot be solely attributed as 

mechanically mediated but as a combined response to biochemical and biophysical stimuli. 

To avoid this mixed influence many previous publications used polyacrylamide gels of variant stiffness coated 

with the same amount of ECM protein. While this is a good way around changing ligand densities it does not allow 

3D as the precursor components of the cells are highly toxic (58). 

However, it has been previously demonstrated that while cells respond strongly to increasing collagen 

concentrations when cultured on stiff matrices, one can hardly see an influence of the collagen density in “soft cell 

cultures” that is comparable to our stiffness range (59). 

Taken together, our data suggests that the intracellular mechanical plasticity is an important physical factor 

strongly associated to invasiveness of cancer cells across tumor types. As the differential (intra-)cellular 

mechanical plasticity of malignant cancer cells is independent of cancer type and biochemical signaling it could 

be utilized as an additional characteristic for cancer staging. Furthermore, to our knowledge, we are the first to 

demonstrate the increase of cancer cell viscosity during the invasion in a true three-dimensional invasion assay.  

Hereby, the differential mechanical state in the diverse microenvironments is maintained during the process of 

invasion and is dependent on FAK signaling. 



 

 

Methods 

Cell culture 

The 4T1 and 67NR murine breast cancer cell lines were a kind gift from Fred Miller (Wayne State University) and 

were confirmed through STR testing. The KPR172HC and KPflC murine pancreatic cancer cell lines were derived 

from Jennifer Morton (CRUK Beatson Institute). The MDA-MB-231 and MCF7 human breast cancer cell lines as 

well as the SW620 and SW480 human colorectal cancer cell lines were purchased from ATCC. All cell lines were 

cultured at 37 °C and with 5% CO2 and routinely tested negative for mycoplasma. The 4T1, 67NR, MDA-MB-

231, KPR172HC and KPflC, SW620 and SW480 cell lines were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium 

(DMEM, Gibco) containing high glucose and GlutaMAXTM, 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and 1% Penicillin 

Streptomycin (P/S). The MCF7 cell line was cultured in DMEM/F-12 (Gibco) supplemented with 10% FBS and 

1% P/S. 

Culturing cells on type I collagen gels (2.5D) 

Collagen mixtures of 1, 4 or 8 mg/mL were prepared by mixing the corresponding volumes of  high concentration  

rat tail type I collagen (Corning), sterile PBS and 5X collagen buffer containing 0.1M Hepes, 2% NaHCO3 and α-

MEM. The gels were allowed to polymerize in 6-wells on 37 °C for 1h before they were washed with PBS. 3x105 

cells were added and incubated for 24h before RT-Deformability Cytometry or immunoblot analysis. 

Three-dimensional type I collagen cell culture 

Cells were suspended in the collagen mixtures prepared as described above. After polymerization at 37°C for 1h 

the gels were washed once and incubated with normal culture medium for 24h. 

Cell transfections 

The different cancer cell lines were transfected with mEmerald-lifeAct-7 (a kind gift of the Ivaska Lab) using 

Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and incubated for ~12h before embedding in 3D collagen matrices 

as described above. 

Spheroid invasion assay 

Cancer cell spheroids of 2×104 4T1 or KPR172HC cells were generated by hanging drop technique as described 

previously (60). The next day the spheroids were embedded in type I collagen matrices as described for single 

cells above. The spheroids were allowed to invade the collagen gels for 72h before optical tweezer measurements. 

Treatment with FAK Inhibitor 14 (Sigma, 50µM) was performed 24h, Latrunculin B (Sigma, 1µM) 1-2h before 

measurement. 

Intracellular Micro-rheology/ Particle Tracking microscopy 

In order to study the intracellular viscoelasticity of cancer cells in dependence on their microenvironment particle 

tracking microscopy of endogenous lipid granules was performed. Optical tweezers were used to track precisely 

the position of the granules in single 3D cultured cancer cells or cells in different positions of a sphere invading a 

collagen matrix (indicated as tip, stalk and center cells). All cells analyzed were at least 30µm away from the glass 

surface to ensure they were fully embedded in the collagen matrices. 

 



 

 

The optical trap was implemented in an inverted Leica DMIRBE microscope and described before (14).  In brief, 

the laser beam (Nd : YVO4 (5W Spectra Physics BL106C, λ = 1064 nm, TEM∞)) was tightly focused by an water 

objective (Leica, HCX, PL APO, 63x, NA = 1.4, water). The scattered laser light passing the sample was collected 

by a condenser (Leica, P1 1.40 oil S1) and focused onto a quadrant photodiode (S5981, Hamamatsu). A low laser 

power and a short measurement time of 3s made it highly unlikely that the cells would be physiologically affected 

by the laser light as temperature increase related to absorption of the laser light is expected to be below 1°C (61). 

Data was acquired by a fast data acquisition card (NI PCI-6040E) at a sampling frequency of 22kHz and processed 

by a custom made LabVIEW programs (LabVIEW 2010, National Instruments). For the short distances travelled 

by a trapped granule, the voltage output from the photodiode is linearly related to particle displacement with 

respect to the laser focus (citation) allowing the extraction of the scaling exponent from the photodiode 

measurements. The time series of the position of the granule recorded in LabVIEW  

 
were analyzed by a Matlab script (The MathWorks Inc., USA) described in (16). In brief, a powerspectrum was 

calculated by a fourier transform of the x and y directions of the granule displacement.  

 

with  

 

and  

The powerspectrum was decorrelated, binned and fitted with a linear fit within the frequency regime of 500Hz-

9900Hz. The scaling exponent α is derived from the slope of the linear fit. 

 
Lipid granules in living cells have been found to undergo subdiffusion (0 < α < 1) (13,14). The relative contribution 

of the elastic and viscous components to the mechanical state of the cytoplasm is reflected by the scaling exponent 

α. The closer α is to 1 the more viscous is the cytoplasm, while a small value reflects a very crowded cytoplasm 

that allows little movement of the lipid granule. 

Confocal Imaging   

LifeAct-7 transfected cancer cells cultured in 3D collagen matrices were imaged on an inverted Leica SP5confocal 

microscope with a 63X water objective (1.2~NA, COR R CS, Leica) and a heated stage. Before imaging, most of 

the growth medium was removed from the MatTek dish to ensure that the collagen matrices did not detach from 

the glass surface. For both, the cell and the collagen signals, PMTs were used. mEmerald-lifeAct-7 was excited at 

488~nm and the collagen fibres were imaged using the 633~nm laser in fluorescence mode without enhanced 

dynamics. Images were acquired with 1024x1024~px, 700~Hz, 2 line averages, and at zoom 3. All imaged cells 

were at least 20µm away from the glass surface to ensure they were fully embedded in the gels. 

Real-Time (RT-) Deformation Cytometry 

Cancer cells cultured on type I collagen matrices were washed with PBS twice followed by trypsinization for 

20min on 37°C. The cell solution was collected in Falcon tubes and a collagenase mixture containing 0.05% 

trypsin, 4mM collagenase II and 4mM collagenase IV (Worthington) was added to the gels for 5 min 37°C. The 

mixture was added to falcon tubes and incubated for another 5min on 37°C to prevent collagen fragments in the 

samples. The enzymatic reaction was stopped using DMEM GlutaMAXTM containing 20% FBS and 1% P/S. Cell 

solutions were washed in PBS and re-suspended in a final volume of 600µl Cell Carrier Buffer. The samples were 

analyzed in a RT-Deformability Cytometer (Zellmechanik Dresden) as described before (19). In brief, deformation 

of the cells in a microfluidic chip with a constricted channel of 20μm was recorded at a flow rate of 0.12μl/s. The 

data was analyzed using the analysis software ShapeOut version X.X.X (available at 
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https://github.com/ZELLMECHANIK-DRESDEN/ShapeOut). Following filters were applied: Range Area 50-

400µm, Range Area Ratio 1-1.05 allowing a relative difference of 5% between convex hull area and cell area. 

From the filtered deformation data the apparent Young’s Modulus E of the cells was extracted allowing a cell size 

independent comparison of cellular stiffness after cultivation on different collagen matrices (62). 

Determination of F-/G-Actin Ratios/ Change to tubulin 

F-/G-Actin ratios were investigated by western blotting as described before (63). Briefly, cancer cells cultures on 

type I collagen matrices were washed with PBS and lysed in actin stabilization buffer (50mM PIPES [pH 6.9], 

50mM NaCl, 5mM MgCl2, 5mM EGTA, 2mM ATP, 5% glycerol, 0.1% Nonidet P-40, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.1% 

Tween 20, 0.1% β-mercaptoethanol) for 10 min at 37°C followed by scraping. Protein concentrations 

were determined by the Bradford method and adjusted using the actin stabilization buffer. An aliquot was taken 

(total actin) before the remaining samples were transferred into ultracentrifugation tubes (…type, company). 

F-Actin and G-Actin fractions were separated by ultracentrifugation at 100,000g for 40min at 37°C 

(ULTACENTRIFUGE). The supernatant containing the G-Actin was collected in a fresh tube, while the pelleted 

F-Actin was re-suspended in 1mM cytochalasin D (Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated on ice for 45 min. Laemmli 

buffer was added to all samples followed by 10min incubation at 95°C and standard immune blotting using an 

antibody against β-actin (Abcam) (64). Fraction intensities were determined using the Fiji gel analysis tool. 

Shear rheology 

Relative stiffness of type I collagen I gels of variant concentration were measured by shear rheology using a DHR-

2 controlled strain rotational rheometer  (TA Instruments) as described previously (65).  

In brief, type I collagen matrices of different concentrations were prepared as described above and incubated on 

37C for 24h prior measurements. Discs of 8mm diameter were prepared using a disposable biopsy punch (KAI). 

Measurements were performed at a temperature of 21°C using an 8 mm sand-blasted parallel plate geometry (TA 

Instruments), a fixed frequency of 1Hz and an increasing strain from 0.2% to 1.2%. The samples were found to be 

only minimally frequency dependent within the range of testing and showed a linear viscoelastic response within 

the strain range evaluated. Storage moduli (G’) at 0.3% strain were extracted and the elastic moduli (E) were 

determined the following: 

E = 2 x G’ (1 + υ) where, υ = 0.5 for hydrogels (65). 

Statistics 

All statistical tests were performed as indicated in the figure legends. Normal distribution was tested in a 

D’Agostino-Pearson omnibus normality test. If a Gaussian distribution was given groups were compared using 

the One-way ANOVA followed by a Holm-Sidak's  multiple comparison test. 

For differently distributed samples the Mann-Whitney test or the Krukal Wallis test with Dunn's multiple 

comparisons test was applied. 

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. 
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Supplements 

Sup. 

Fig. 1 Three dimensional culture of cancer cells. 
Exemplary pictures of actin-labeled MDA-MB-231 and MCF7 breast cancer as well as SW620 and SW480 colorectal cancer 

cells cultured in matrices of 1 or 4 mg/ml rat-tail collagen I. 

 

 



 

 

Sup. Fig. 2 Deformability of cancer cells cultured on matrices of different collagen I concentration. 
Exemplary scatter plot of deformability and cell size of non-invasive MCF7 and invasive MDA-MB-231 cells after 24h culture 

on matrices of 1 or 4 mg/ml collagen I (A). Histogram of the overall distribution of deformation values of non-invasive MCF7 

and invasive MDA-MB-231 cells after 24h culture on matrices of 1 or 4 mg/ml collagen I (n=2000) (B). Quantification of the 

median deformability of human breast cancer cell lines (C), pancreatic cancer cell lines (D), mouse breast cancer cell lines 

(D) and colorectal cancer cell lines after 24h of culture on matrices of 1 or 4mg/ml collagen I. Non-invasive cell lines are 

displayed left and invasive lines on the right side of each graph. Error bars are SD, n=4. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
Sup. Fig. 3 Overview of the optical tweezer based microrheology in the spheroid invasion assay. 
Overview of the box plots of 5-95 percentile of the scaling exponent of the intracellular lipid granule diffusion in 4T1 (A) and 

KPR172HC (B) control or either Latrunculin (500nM, 2h) or FAK 14 (50µM, 16h) treated spheroids. 

 



 

 

Supplementary tables 

 1 mg/ml collagen I 4 mg/ml collagen I 

CENTER STALK TIP CENTER STALK TIP 

Control 0.5642 ± 

0.08007 

0.5816 ± 

0.08568 

0.6013 ± 

0.09252 

0.579 ± 

0.08237 

0.6015 ± 

0.08431 

0.6167 ± 

0.1054 

LatB 0.6278± 

0.09103 

0.6229± 

0.07874 

0.6188± 

0.08723 

0.6392± 

0.07176 

0.6321± 

0.1045 

0.6494± 

0.09695 

FAK 14 0.6044 ± 

0.1284 

0.6015 ± 

0.1348 

0.612 ±  

0.1394 

0.6029 ± 

0.1341 

0.6031 ± 

0.1392 

0.6038 ± 

0.1383 

 
Sup. Table 1 Overview of the mean scaling exponent in control, LatB and FAK14 treated 4T1 spheroids. 

Data shown as mean ± SD. 

 1 mg/ml collagen I 4 mg/ml collagen I 

CENTER STALK TIP CENTER STALK TIP 

Control 0.5855 ± 

0.09727 

0.6087 ± 

0.08464 

0.6244 ± 

0.09194 

0.567 ± 

0.08617 

0.5842 ± 

0.1058 

0.6055 ± 

0.0944 

LatB 0.6114 ± 

0.07256 

0.6162± 

0.1027 

0.628± 0.0796 0.6277± 

0.09979 

0.6295± 

0.08006 

0.6295± 

0.09469 

FAK 14 0.6079 ± 

0.1019 

0.6083 ± 

0.08791 

0.6082 ± 

0.1014 

0.615 ±  

0.1153 

0.619 ±  

0.1129 

0.6185 ± 

0.1049 

 

Sup. Table 2 Overview of the mean scaling exponent in control, LatB and FAK14 treated KPR172HC spheroids. 

Data shown as mean ± SD. 
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Abstract

Short interfering silencing RNA (siRNA) provides an avenue of possibilities to control
the regulation of gene expression in cells. To realize the full potential of siRNA therapy
in the human body efficient delivery vehicles and novel strategies for triggering release
from carrier vehicles have to be developed. Delivery of siRNA into specific target cells can
be dramatically increased by using nanocarriers like gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) carrying
both oligonucleotides and specific ligands of receptors specifically expressed in target cells.
Additionally, AuNPs with sizes of ∼ 50-100 nm have the ability to extravasate into tumor
tissue and become transported across the membrane by endocytosis, therefore, a laser
controlled oligonucleotide release from such particles is of particular interest. Here, we
quantify the loading of specifically attached siRNA onto single gold nanoparticles with
diameters of 80, 150 and 200 nm and show that AuNPs with higher surface curvature can
accommodate higher densities of siRNA. Moreover, we demonstrate how the sense strand
on the siRNA can be dehybridized, and hence released from the AuNP, by irradiation with
a near infrared (NIR) laser. Together, these findings show that plasmonic nanoparticles of
sizes ∼ 50-100 nm are ideal carriers of oligonucleotides into cells and also allow their cargo
to be released in a controlled manner by a thermoplasmonic mechanism. Importantly, this
remotely controlled release strategy can be applied to any cargo attached to a plasmonic
nanocarrier either on the single particle or ensemble level.

Introduction

Nanoscale therapeutics holds immense potential for treatment of diseases with minimal
side effects. Development of novel nanoscale drug delivery systems has reached an ad-
vanced level with many sophisticated approaches for attaching and releasing a drug.1–5

In particular, gold nanoparticles have received significant attention as a nanocarrier sys-
tem for the following reasons: i) The gold surface facilitates easy conjugation of ligands,
drugs or oligonucleotides, ii) AuNPs are readily taken up by cells,6,7 and iii) AuNPs in-
teract strongly with light of specific wavelengths and the absorption and scattering by
AuNPs can be exploited for thermoplasmonics and imaging, respectively. AuNPs release
the absorbed energy in the form of heat in their local environment.8 The absorbance of
AuNPs is tunable in the optical spectrum and the shape and composition of AuNPs can
be designed to shift the plasmonic band into the NIR region which coincides with the bio-
logical transparency window.9,10 The prospect of a more efficient cancer treatment using
these attractive features of gold nanoparticles for targeted delivery has expanded the field
significantly in recent years.11

Of special interest for targeted delivery are small interfering RNA (siRNA), which can
be used as a silencer of disease-causing genes.12 Central to the RNA interference (RNAi)

1
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